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A dominating theme in current comparative community

research is the investigation of changes in the urban struc-

ture of developing nations. The central concern is to

determine if changes occurring in cities of developing

countries are similar in nature to those experienced by

cities in presently developed nations particularly the

United States. As societies undergo modernization, distinc-

tive changes appear in the social structure of the society.

Changes in the structure of economic, familial stratifi-

cation, values, education, residential distribution, aging

redistribution and labor force participation are all mani-

fested in nation's making the transition from traditional

preindustrial societies to urban industrialized societies.

This investigation examines three SMSA' s in Puerto Rico

for changes in the urban structure for a ten-year period.

The proposition tested is that as Puerto Rico undergoes

industrialization, the three SMSA's will begin to move

toward similar forms of urban structure as represented by

cities in the United States and the Western world. It is

expected that in the ten-year period as one goes from the
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largest to smallest cities that there is (1) greater fac-

torial differentiation, (2) greater ecological variance, and

(3) a more modern social structure. All census tracts within

the city boundaries of the SMSA's are included in the analy-

sis except institutionalized tracts. Twenty-eight variables

are used to describe housing, employment, ethnic income,

educational and marital characteristics of the three cities.

These variables are then factor analyzed to reduce the

variables to a fewer number of factor dimensions. Based

upon the factor dimensions which have emerged in developed

Western cities a similar series of dimensions is expected to

emerge in first San Juan the largest city, then Ponce next

in size and finally Mayaguez the smallest city.

The analysis of the data provides general support for

the proposition. San Juan reflects an urban structure very

similar to that of Western cities with Ponce and Mayaguez

both exhibiting less resemblance to Western cities. There

is a convergence trend in all cities toward more differen-

tiated urban structures. A factor comparison of all three

factor structures over the two censal periods shows a higher

factor correlation between the three cities.in 1970 than in

1960 but all factor correlations were relatively high.

The projected greater factorial differentiation proved

an invalid measure of modernity but the other two subanaly-

sis confirm the general proposition. By 1970 San Juan and

Ponce both are morphologically similar to cities in the
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United States while Mayaguez shifted its spatial pattern

away from the traditional plaza centered Latin American

model. The social structure of all three cities also show

changes similar to those undergone by cities in the devel-

oped world--increasing female labor force participation,

aging segregation and an increase in persons separated and

divorced.

The utility of the investigation points out the conver-

gence in not only urban structure but in potential problems

emerging in developing nations. The examination of factor

analytic methods also raises question of needed refinement

in using factor analysis. The analysis further suggests

that urban planning agencies can prepare for the service

needs of different population groups within their cities by

determining what are the major factorial dimensions of

change underlying the structural change occurring in their

cities.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The type of social organization emerging in developing

countries is a subject which is of keen interest to social

scientists. Scientists have noted an increasing structural

similarity among the developing nations of the world which

mirrors the technological developments and spatial and social

organization of the industrialized Western and Soviet cul-

tural forms. Questions of reliability and predictability

have arisen when models developed from industrial societies

are applied to developing ones. In spite of the inevitable

processes of social change in both developed and developing

societies, the sociology of development remains in a state

of "acute underdevelopment." One major reason for this lack

of theoretical development is the lack of documentation of

the processes of development taking place in the industrial-

izing nations of the world.

Extant theories have indicated that an evolutionary

trend is transforming all societies into developed states.

A key debate rages among social scientists on the degree of

structural evolution and the functional prerequisites neces-

sary to achieve high scale development. A main concern has

been the relationship of the concepts "industrialization" and

1
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"development." Industrialization refers to the series of

technological and socioeconomic changes first engendered by

the period known as the Industrial Revolution. The tech-

nological changes associated with this transformation were:

the use of new basic tools like iron and steel, new energy

resources--coal, petroleum, electricity, internal combustion

engines, steam, atomic energy, etc.; the invention of ma-

chines which permitted increased production with a smaller

expenditure of human energy; revolutionary developments in

transportation and communication, like telephones, radio,

television, air freight, etc.; and an increased application

of science to industrial organization.

The technological improvements in turn allowed for tre-

mendous improvements in agricultural productivity and a

transfer of manpower from primary or extractive occupations

to manufacturing and service occupations. Urbanization was

often seen as a concomitant phenomenon with industrialization

during the changes occurring in Western European countries.

New patterns of authority emerged and clashes among various

interest groups developed. The technological changes were

also linked as significant factors in the demographic revo-

lution or demographic transition popularized by Kingsley

Davis (3) .

Many theorists use the concept development rather than

industrialization although the focus is on the processes of

industrialization--but in attempts to account for past forms
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of social organization and suggest potential ones, theories

may be classified as developmental. Development, a concept

often used synonomously with industrialism, is used in a

different connotation in this study. Development is concep-

tualized as relating to historical periods. These periods

are seen as being cumulative and involving changes in the

basic mode of economic and social organization in each period.

Thus the process of industrialization is one stage in the

developmental history of society, in addition to the prein-

dustrial and industrial stages. Evolution is an explicit

assumption of the concept "development."

Other concerns of theories of development are the uni-

versality of development and the influence of ideological or

political environment. Theoretical models have emerged to

explain the predicted structural similarities of the pres-

ently developing nations. The theoretical models which

purportedly account for the changes in developed nations can

generally be classified into four categories: the Western

unilinear evolutionists; the Eastern unilinear evolutionists;

the universal evolutionists; and the multilinear evolu-

tionists. Each model contains sets of assumptions about the

causes and convergences of the industrialization stage which

generally represents either the author's personal values or

cultural values.

The Western and Eastern evolutionists reflect the

political biases of their respective model nations and their

Amil
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theories incorporate much of the ideological baggage of the

governments which dominate their nations. The Western theo-

rists look at the United States as the prototype of developed

nations. It is believed that trends in the United States

provide models for future trends in other developed and de-

veloping nations. The models developed by socialist nations

generally remain faithful to the vision of an industrial

communism with Russia often serving as the model for all

nations in socializing the means of production and planning

for the socialist-communistic state. Both models envision

an evolution of all societies towards a similarly structured

society--the difference lies in the society used as the

"pathfinding model."

The universal evolutionists stress that the dynamic

characteristics in the industrialization stage are common

to both political spheres and that from the perspective of

Third World countries both First and Second Worlds look re-

markably similar. Thus the universalists ignore what are

perceived as differences in polity and economic principles

and see a gradual synthesis of Eastern and Western cultural

attributes. Neither the United States nor Russia is chosen

as the country experiencing the prototypical patterns of

change. Rather than viewing the nations from a frozen time

framework the nations of the world are seen as still under-

going an evolution towards a universal form of social

organization.
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The multilinear evolutionists adhere to the belief in an

evolving world but either the unique cultural history or

the ecological parameters, such as topography or environment,

prevent any international structural mirror of development.

The differences between all these theoretical perspectives is

minimal, however, as they all predict some convergence of

societies in the future.

The purposes of this paper are to test the convergence

assumptions incorporated in these different theories of devel-

opment and to demonstrate a methodological technique for

cross-cultural analysis of the structural and spatial changes

in developing nations.

In the first chapter the conceptual and theoretical

frameworks utilized in viewing the converging processes are

reviewed. This review of the literature is divided into

three sections: the theories of development constructed by

the classical sociologists, Comte, Marx, Durkheim, and Weber;

the more contemporary theories which serve as examples of

the evolutionary models discussed above; and a summary and

critical analysis of the theories of development.

Industrialization and Development
A Review of the Literature

The emergence of the science of sociology is directly

tied to the economic, political, and social revolutions that

occurred in Western Europe during the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries. The early father of sociology,
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August Comte, believed that new social realities and social

relationships were emerging which would create a new indus-

trial order that could be hastened through the collection of

scientific knowledge and an understanding of the social laws

guiding men and society. Comte's law of the three stages

posits an evolution of positive (scientific) societies as an

inevitable process for all societies. Societal development

is conceptualized as an organismic process in which social

differentiation and societal complexity are viewed as effects

of the growing size of the society and the subsequent need

for innovative specialization in the social organization.

Comte, therefore, defines the pinnacle of developmental

stages, the positive stages, as a form of evolution deter-

mined by the arising needs of an increasingly expanding

society (18, pp. 26-28). Causality is effectively ignored

by Comte.

Karl Marx approaches development from a historical per-

spective viewing industrialism as a necessary stage in the

ultimate evolution towards a blissful utopia--Industrial

Communism (12). Marx conceptualizes the industrial revo-

lution affecting England, France, Germany, and the United

States as the vanguard of an epoch which would soon encom-

pass the .entire world. History is ordered by the unfolding

of various stages characterized by key modes of production--

that of socialism and industrial communism. Development is

seen solely in terms of economic development, particularly
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in the capitalistic epoch with its increased mechanization

and factory organization. Development or a higher level of

modernization occur as a society industrializes with result-

ant changes in the social organization, ideology and polity

following as dependent variables. The model for convergence

was not present in Marx's time; however, a more advanced pro-

ductive stage was purportedly initiated with the Russian

October Revolution of 1917. Underdeveloped countries are

viewed as exploited countries incorporated into the European

orb of influence as parts of the capitalistic system of im-

perialism. The colonial nations of the world are seen as

mere raw material depots which furnished cheap raw goods for

the industrialized countries and in return serve as profit

markets for the capitalists to sell expensive finished goods

to the colonial elites (11, pp. 697-716).

Max Weber devoted much of his life to explaining and

describing the processes of industrialization in the Western

world. Rather than viewing economic development as a sine

cqua non of industrialization, Weber perceived that certain

values, which he traced to the Puritans or Calvinists during

the Age of Reformation, appeared to be correlated with the

development of an industrialized society. Puritanism con-

tained a set of values and ethics which led to a disenchant-

ment or rationalization of life on earth. Puritanism tended

to deemphasize personal pride in creative work and maintained

that self-control of thoughts by continual work was necessary

, 4 - ; -' l-"I" - 4 -O; - t, -" ., '-', - 44w - I -- 11 -7- - .
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to avoid sinful temptations. Money was not considered impor-

tant as only work paved the way to heaven, thus justifying

low wages and the exploitation of workers. Capital accumu-

lation and reinvestment--two necessary prerequisites for

industrializing--were fostered by the Puritan ethical system

(20, pp. 20-21).

The "seeds of its own destruction" were contained within

this ethical system, as the ethos of planning and self-control

encouraged worldly success and ultimately undermined the

ascetic way of life. From the search for the kingdom of God

in heaven, the Puritan ethic encouraged a process of seculari-

zation of values and utilitarian industriousness.

For Weber, any discussion of universal cultural history,

of which rational capitalism is one peculiar development, had

to involve a historical analysis, the attributes of which

contribute to the development of a particular institution or

cultural configuration. Weber saw development in various

civilizations as a cumulative process of nonrepetitive se-

quences which in effect blocked any type of universal

evolutionary pattern. In Western civilization a form of

rationality developed which contrasted with the form developed

in Oriental societies. This rationality was seen as the

guiding principle in the ethical construction of social, eco-

nomic, and legal institutions in the West. There was a

systematic direction of development towards rationality in

all civilizations but the presence of unique characteristics
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caused peculiar developmental aspects to be manifest in the

society.

Weber's reasoning for the presence of undeveloped or

less rational societies was that they possessed a different

ethical system than was necessary for capitalistic insti-

tutions to emerge in the West. In other words, the peculiar

ethical code, rational law, semi-autonomous urban centers,

and sense of community did not exist in these countries as a

whole (20, p. 23).

Emile Durkheim provided another classical evolutionary

theory of convergent development (4). Taking the fact of

social solidarity as the basic property of society, he

bifurcated societies into two types similar to Spencer (16)

and Toennies (19)--mechanical and organic societies.

Mechanically organized societies were dominated by a collec-

tive consciousness; organic societies were characterized by

specialization of function, complex division of labor, and

interdependency. Durkheim discussed methods to determine the

type of solidarity and the transformation from organic to

mechanical solidarity. He felt that as the moral density of

a society grew, increased specialization of function was

necessitated to insure basic survival. The division of labor

was thought to be in direct ratio to the volume and moral

density of the society. Moreover, social growth took place

by absorption into larger, more complex societies.
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The state of social solidarity was determined by focus-

ing on the structure of law in the two societies. In

primitive societies, solidarity is mechanical for there is

little differentiation. This state is characterized by

friendliness and strong feelings of community. In this state

the law is seen as performing repressive, punitive functions.

The chief purpose of the law is to satisfy an outraged col-

lective sentiment. As a society travels the evolutionary

path of development, its solidarity rests on a differentiation

of the population and none can afford the luxury of "Hobbesian

rage." A new motive enters the law, the restoration of the

social system to a workable state and the repair of any

damage done to the injured parties.

One interpretation of Durkheim's evolutionary theory is

that undeveloped societies are perceived as societies at

differing degrees of social solidarity which would some day

achieve a complexity similar to that of Western nation states.

Development, rather than being measured in terms of economic

modes of production or a historical comparison of types of

domination, is measured by the type of social solidarity

represented by law in that society.

Contemporary sociologists are no less concerned about

the phenomenon of industrialism or modernization than their

predecessors. As the great masters before them they adhere

to some form of evolutionary belief that all nation states

will some day be industrialized. In fact most theories of

-W,"WAOW
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development can be seen as elaborations or reactions to the

frameworks developed by Marx, Weber, and Durkheim.

Crucial to any investigation of development are the

theoretical and methodological issues discussed in studies

describing development from the traditional "folk" society to

the industrialized "urban" society. The distinctiveness of

theoretical frameworks used by contemporary theorists lies

in three key areas: the national models chosen to serve as

heuristic prototypes; the degree of convergence predicted;

and the a priori assumptions of development itself. In the

following paragraphs an analysis of four general model

theories will be presented: first, the Western convergence

theorists (Walter Rostow, Marion J. Levy, Leonard Reissman);

then the Eastern unilinearists (Andre Gunder Frank); the

universal evolutionists (Gideon Sjoberg, Salah S. El-Shakhs);

and, finally the multilinear evolutionists (Julian Steward).

One of the most popular theories of economic development

is that of Walter Rostow. Rostow attempts to avoid choosing

a model country for development but, by describing the later

two stages of development, he essentially documents changes

which have taken place in the United States and thus, is

included as a Western evolutionist. Rostow devised an eco-

nomic theory of development which proposed five stages or

phases of growth towards high industrialized status. The

five stages of growth were (1) the traditional society;

(2) preconditional for take off; (3) the take off; (4) the
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drive to maturity; and (5) the age of high mass consumption.

Traditionalism characterized all countries past and present

at one stage in their development.

The second stage is characterized by a number of quanti-

tative and economic characteristics; for example, the rise

of agricultural production, the building of the first fac-

tories, and an emerging set of values emphasizing material

acquisitions and secular goals. In this stage, new values

begin to gradually erode the traditional structure and

facilitate modernization. The third stage is a transitional

period leading to sustained and cumulative growth. It is

characterized by increases in the proportion of the national

income devoted to investments to at least 10 percent of the

net national product; a substantial growth in one or more of

the manufacturing sectors; and the emergence of a political,

social, and/or institutional framework which exploits the

impulses to expansion in the modern sector and the potential

external economy effect of the take off (14, p. 24).

The last two stages reflect the type of changes docu-

mented in the United States and industrialized nations of the

West. Increased consumption of consumer goods and reduction

of capital investment in hard capital goods industries are

trends predicted by Rostow for all countries of the world.

Eventually, very disparate nations will evolve into similar

forms of economic and social organization.
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Marion J. Levy offers a Western convergence theory by

analyzing the types of structural changes experienced as a

result of industrialization, or in Levy's terms "moderni-

zation." Levy defines modernization as the ways and extent

to which people in a society utilize inanimate sources of

power and tools. He states that all societies have some in-

dustrial tools and sources of power. The differences between

traditional and modern societies are the degree of complexity

and use of inanimate sources of energy and advanced tools.

Eshewing any claim to monistic determinism, Levy notes that

his definition is for classificatory uses only and not as a

basis for causal inferences. His typological distinction

does serve as a means to classify the United States as the

prototype of societies of the future by virtue of its high

use of inanimate energy sources and tools. Levy assumes that,

once the relative degree of modernization is determined, a

description of the processes of change and reorganization of

the familial, political, and economic institutions can be

surmised. The degree of specialization of function,

adherence to an increasingly universalistic ethic, self-

sufficiency of units, and an increased centralization of

authority are positively related to modernization (9, pp. 10-

13).

Another processual theory of development is offered by

Leonard Reissman (1964) who developed four indices which

serve as scaling devices to measure the level of development
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within an evolutionary continum. The four indices of

modernity are (1) urbanism--measured by the percent of the

population living in urban areas; (2) industrialism--measured

by the percent of the national domestic product derived from

manufacturing; (3) growth of the middle-class--gauged by the

per capita national income; and (4) nationalism--the percent

literate in the population fifteen years and older (13).

Reissman studied forty-five countries and ranked each on the

four indices and each distribution was then divided into

quartiles. A four-stage typology of social change was con-

structed by grouping countries according to their ranking on

these four indices. Countries whose ranks were in the lowest

quartile on all four indices were considered the "standard

bearers" of stage IV societies. The countries in the other

four stages were seen as gradually evolving to the level of

development the United States represented. Reissman opera-

tionalized development by both industrial and social changes

occurring in developing nations. The typology did not deal

with causality but serves as a descriptive methodology to

classify nations at various levels of development.

A representative of the Eastern evolutionists is Andre

Gunder Frank. Frank's concept of development concerns the

economic transformations occurring in developing nations. He

notes that the present undeveloped status of most of the

world's economies is the result of three inherent contra-

ditions of capitalism. First is the expropriation/
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appropriation of economic surplus in which the capitalist

exploits the surplus value of goods produced by the peasants

and proletariat. In discussing the sequential expropriation

process, Frank comments that:

Indeed, it is this exploitative relation which in
chain-like fashion extends the capitalist link between
the capitalist world and national metropolises to the
regional centers (part of whose surplus they appro-
priate), and from these to local centers, and so on to
large landowners or merchants who expropriate surplus
from small peasants or tenants, and sometimes even
from these latter to landless laborers exploited by
them in turn. At each step along the way, the rela-
tively few capitalists above exercise monopoly power
over the many below, expropriating some or all of
their economic surplus and, to the extent that they
are not expropriated in turn by the still fewer above
them, appropriating it for their own use (5, pp. 7-8).

The second contradiction is that of the "imminent cen-

tralization of the capitalist system." Thus, industrial

wealthy centers develop in the capitalist centers like Europe

while, at the other extreme, the undeveloped exploited coun-

tries remain in an extreme state of backwardness due to the

expropriation of their economic surplus. This metropolitan

center-peripheral satellite relationship runs in an increas-

ingly exploitative cycle from tillers of the land to local

villages to regional cities to a national city to the world

metropolitan centers. Each is sequentially more developed,

richer, and larger. Fewer metropolitan centers begin to

centralize the main source of bourgeois power and control.

The third contradiction is that, despite the continuing

social change occurring in the developing and developed
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nations, the continuity of capitalist structural organi-

zation remains the same. In sum, Frank notes that only by

socializing the means of production and cutting the dependent

ties with the capitalist oligopolies can true modernization

and industrialization be achieved. The present undeveloped

status of Third World countries is due to a deliberate policy

of the capitalist powers of the West to maintain underdevelop-

ment (5, pp. 213-218).

The most numerous theories of development adhere to a

universalistic evolutionary framework. Accordingly, a

larger number of exponents are presented below.

By using the basic form of social organization within

each city type as the central unit of observation, Gideon

Sjoberg in the Preindustrial City formulated a typology of

change and development by which societies gradually evolved

from folk to feudal, or preindustrial, to industrialized

countries. Sjoberg, like Redfield, developed a typological

distinction between preindustrial and industrial cities by

their basic form of social and spatial organization. He

noted, in developing ideal types, that "preindustrial (as

well as industrial) cities exhibit strikingly similar social

and ecological structures" (15, p. 5). Sjoberg asserted that

technology is the crucial determinant of the city's social

organization. He advocated a form of economic determinism

similar to Marx's. Development was conceptualized as accru-

ing from technological advancements in food production which

M- i I - - - - M- "., *Mq
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freed men for more specialized occupational pursuits. Sjo-

berg noted universal elements in all feudal cities and, by

contrasting this ideal type with the industrial city, implied

universal elements in them also. Despite differences in cul-

tural content in feudal cities they are destined to experience

changes in their basic structures and institutions as they

become industrialized. It is assumed that all industrial

cities will resemble each other in social and spatial struc-

ture.

A universal convergence model developed by a geographer

is exemplified in the work of Salah S. El-Shakhs. El-Shakhs,

like Sjoberg, uses the urban setting as the central unit of

observation for viewing universal societal changes. Although

all settlements go through the seven stages below, El-Shakhs

is cognizant that not all cities or regions are uniformly

patterned as a result of industrialization. The stages in

this evolutionary schema are chronologically (1) Primitive

Dispersed Settlements; (2) Agrarian Market Places; (3)

Regional Centers; (4) Primate Cities; (5) Metropolitan Com-

munities; (6) Urban Regions; (7) Dispersed Total Urbanization.

James Hughes noted in his review of El-Shakhs' theory that

. . . the ranking urban settlements in an evolving
region or nation would develop internal patterns of
social organization that reflect the broader societal

forces. Accordingly, lesser developed urban complexes,
especially those that are geographically isolated,
would tend to experience the least impact from the
forces transforming society at large. Their spatial
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structure would, therefore, be strongly linked to
traditional socio-cultural origins (7, pp. 8-9).

Development is defined in terms of the increased size and

specialized function of urban areas in the society.

Colin Clark, an economist, developed a simple theory of

development emphasizing the sectoral transformation of the

industrialized nations (2). Raymond Aron, in the Industrial

Society, noted that it was Clark who popularized the idea of

the sectoral transformation in industries necessary to docu-

ment industrialization. Developmental growth depends on the

relative reduction of the primary sector (agriculture and

mining) and increases in the secondary (manufacturing indus-

tries) and tertiary sectors (trade, public services, art,

armed forces, etc.).

The inequality in reward from sector to sector explains

the transfer of manpower (1, p. 11). Clark focused on the

historical process of development in the industrialized

nations. Due to the growth of the nonprimary sector work

force and the increase in the output or productivity per

worker, undeveloped countries as they begin to industrialize

experience the same sectoral transformation. Using a quanti-

tative expression of development (per capita income) and

scaling the countries in an ascending order of prosperity,

Clark devised a measure of the level of development. Using

the $200/per capita income as separating undeveloped from

developing nations it is assumed that as economic development
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progressed in all nations the income level would increase to

the level of the developed countries which had a per capita

income of $1,000 or more. The question of causality is not

approached by Clark.

A theory of modernization which particularly addresses

the social consequences of industrialism and development is

that of Kerr, Dunlop, and others, in Industrialism and Indus-

trial Man (8). The authors define industrialism as the

process which transforms folk to developed societies. As

the society changes, more complex technology is adopted

which causes a reorganization of the productive processes.

The reorganization of the economy creates stress among the

old relations of production and necessitate changes in the

system of social relations. The authors see industrialism as

a means of common adaptation in modernization. Industriali-

zation is characterized as a process of continuous change in

which, "science, technology and production methods inherent

in industrialization have a number of decisive consequences

for workers, managers, and the state and their interrelations"

(8, p. 34). The composition of the work force in a society

becomes diversified and the vertical mobility of the labor

force increases as the technology becomes more complex and

advanced.

The industrial society requires continual training and
retraining of the work force; the content of an occu-

pation or job is seldom set for life as in the
traditional society. Its occupational mobility is
associated with a high degree of geographical movement
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in the work force and with social mobility in the
larger community both upwards and downwards (8, p. 35).

As the ascriptive norms of employment are vanquished, the

favoritism of family and kin and nepotistic practices are

abolished. As the complexity of technology increases, edu-

cation of workers is necessary to keep the complex machinery

competently manned. The emergence of bureaucracies and a

differential reward system, requisites of an industrializing

society, lead to an increasingly different life style among

the population. The need to coordinate the rapidly differ-

entiating and specializing society lies in the emergence of

the ultimate bureaucracy--government. To see that the new

set of rules of conduct are carried out, governments emerge

as organizations with a monopoly on the resources of coercive

power.

Most important to Kerr and the other authors, is that an

industrializing nation is an urban nation. The emergence of

the city breaks down subcultural animosity and tribal differ-

ences of the hinterland areas and is instrumental in forging

new personal rights--the rights of citizens and new loyalties

--fealty to the state. This process is hastened by the use

and expansion of the mass media network utilized primarily

in the urban centers.

Kerr and the others, unlike many theorists of develop-

ment, make a serious attempt to discuss the interrelationship

and dependency of certain forms of institutional adaptations
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in societies undergoing industrialization. By studying

changes necessitated by an increasingly more efficient tech-

nology, they have identified areas in a society most affected

by industrialization--occupation, differentiation of incomes,

variations in life style, and the communication and trans-

portation networks.

A novel and relatively obscure theory of economic devel-

opment is that of Markos Mamalakis Theory of Sectoral Clashes

and Coalitions (10). In this theory the dynamics of social

change are described as a series of models depicting the

clash and/or coalescence of economic sectors. Mamalakis

argues that the growth of a governmental power is the quin-

tessential requirement for the movement towards modernity.

Like other unilinear convergence theorists, he implies that

modernity and a similar societal structural form' are inevi-

table. Like Weber, he also sees the emergence of a legal-

rational government as the progenitor of development. Like

Marx, he views the government as a tool of various power

elites within the society who may inhibit or accelerate

industrial growth. In the long run, Mamalakis assumes that

most nation states will become industrialized. The role of

government in planned and market economies is one of inter-

vention on behalf of particular economic sectors to insure

their continued growth and prosperity either at the cost of

neglecting or preventing growth of other sectors. Mamalakis
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states

A sectoral clash is an aggressive and administered
antagonism resulting in the struggle for maximum privi-
leges and advantages between an economy's sectors.
Sectoral clashes often develop when government inter-
venes in a deliberate attempt to promote a particular
sector beyond the limits set by a transfer of resources
and funds from other sectors. . . . The objective of
the intervention that causes sectoral clashes is to
accelerate growth through a privileged treatment of
some "strategic" sectors. Three types of sectors are
involved in this struggle; "dominant," "suppressed,"
and "neutral." A sector is called dominant in this
framework, if government openly endeavors to stimulate
its expansion of . . . income, investment funds, etc.

In contrast, a sector is called suppressed if
government deliberately seeks to and/or accidently dis-
courages its expansion by reducing its income share
below its natural level. Finally, sectors without a
well-defined role in the game of sectoral clashes are
referred to as neutral ones (10, pp. 10-11).

At present Mamalakis notes that industrialization of the

societies that are underdeveloped is a policy adhered to by

all developing nations as a consequence of their governments'

cognizance of the amenities and power available to developed

nations. Thus governments are making an attempt to hasten

growth in the secondary economic sector by granting tax

exemptions, government subsidies, and other growth-motivated

concessions.

Mamalakis presents two basic macromodels depicting the

ideal form of evolutionary development presently taken by

developing nations. First, is a traditional pattern of a

Government-Export Sector Coalition. Figure I demonstrates the

sectoral struggle at work. The export sector (mining or agri-

culture) is given preferential treatment by the government;
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all other sectors suffer from neglect or are disadvantaged.

The government is dominated by wealthy mining interests and

persons in the other three government branches representing

economic sectors which benefit from the growth and moderni-

zation of the export sector.

Income Groups Mining Industry Agriculture Services

Government a1  a2  a3  a4

Employer Bj B2  B3  B4

White-Collar YJ Y2Y3Y4

Blue-Collar 01 02 03 04

Fig. 1--Sectoral struggle: export sector dominance

The second pattern is that of the more modern Government-

Industry Coalition and Industry versus Other Sectors Clash.

Figure II documents this struggle for sectoral power. The

government is assumed to have changed in elitist composition

as a result of mass enfranchisement and a reaction to eco-

nomic stagnation for the majority of the country's workers.

The government is run by a bourgeois element or industrial

socialist group desiring industrialization. The administra-

tive elite provide preferential treatment to the industrial

sector both privately (B 2 2 0 2) and public owned (framed
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in heavy lines), and discriminate or clash with the more

traditional oriented landowners and agricultural interests.

Income Groups Mining Industry Agriculture Services

Government a1  a2 ' a3  a4

Employer B1  B2  B3  B4

White-Collar Y1 Y2Y3Y4

Blue-Collar 0l 02 03 04

Fig. 2--Sectoral struggle: industrial dominance

Amos Hawley also views the spatial and social patterning

of societies as by-products of changes in the level of techno-

economic development in the society. Hawley, in Urban

Society (6), introduces a theory of development which con-

tends that there are several lines of modernization at work

in the developing nations which converge upon a single pattern

of organization. He notes that there are differences in cul-

ture, physical environment, and intersocietal relationships

which comprise a variety of contexts, each with somewhat

unique facilitating and "frictional conditions." By fric-

tional conditions, Hawley means obstacles to the diffusion of

ideas and inventions, the presence of archaic elites and dif-

fering degrees of private ownership. It is maintained that
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colonial history, mechanization of technology, growth of

transportation and communication, interdependent world mar-

kets and the pattern of national political alignment have

altered greatly the traditional patterns of social organi-

zation in many cultures. As a result, there is a growing

regional interdependence or continental interdependence among

developing and developed nations. Hawley proposes that in-

creasing participation by initially differentiated societies

in a common technology, common markets, and a common universe

of discourse exert a powerful generalizing and standardizing

influences (6, p. 294). This convergence hypothesis points

towards the evolution of a world similar in values, functions,

and ecological structure.

One theorist who adamantly opposes the assumption of a

common structural evolution is anthropologist Julian Steward.

Steward is the example provided of a multilinear evolutionist.

Although focusing primarily on preliterate tribes, Steward

places key emphasis on the evolution of culture as being

structured and limited by the ecological environment. The

structural manifestations in a society are worked through

the environmental constraints located in the topography and

geology of the area. Technological development mitigates

some of the restrictive effects of the environment but does

not wholly supersede it as the prime mover in the develop-

ment of social and spatial organization. Steward states

that technology plays a key role in the growth and expansion

MOM I MINK i ON im 0 o I m No
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of a culture but that even in an industrialized society like

the United States, a plow-oriented adventure in the deserts

of Nevada would be the ultimate folly due to the nature of

the ecological system which is not suited to intensive seden-

tary activity. It is admitted that modern technology can

play a key role in changing the environment, but he attrib-

utes innovative change to the fact that modern man must

consider the nature of the ecological system in order to

remake the environment (17).

Summary

The selected theories of development discussed above

illustrate attempts by social scientists to explain the

phenomena of industrialism and concomitant developmental

processes. Agreement exists among these social scientists

that there are inevitable dynamic processes at work in

developing countries which will result in a world that has

basically similar forms of spatial and social organization.

Despite differences in the degree of predicted structural

similarities, there are a number of generalizations which

can be made about the theories of development presented in

this paper.

1. All theories incorporate an implicit evolutionary

framework into their theory. Industrialization or the eco-

nomic transformation of all societies is considered an

inevitable process for developing nations.
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2. Economic development is seen as the crucial area

creating change and necessary adjustments in other societal

institutions.

3. Generally, the social scientists have based their

theories on observations of the industrialized nations and

not on those nations undergoing modernization.

4. The models developed are based generally on develop-

mental processes experienced by what are considered the

prototype nations--the United States and/or the Soviet Union.

5. The concepts industrialization-modernization-

development are often used synonomously by the theorists.

Each term is usually not operationalized empirically but is

taken as a given phenomenon which has produced the changes

analyzed or documented.

6. Cause and effect analyses are not directly investi-

gated in most theories of development.

7. Those theorists that attempt to describe causality

as related to changes in the techno-economic system and the

various institutional frameworks did not discuss the degree

of causality or the areas which are least affected by

industrialization. Certainly all these systems are-inter-

related but it is possible for some systems, such as the

associational and religious systems, to be less affected in

terms of structural reorganization than the familial, occu-

pational, or ecological systems.
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8. Consensus exists that an industrializing society is

an urbanizing society.

Using these generalizations on theories of development

as bases for organizing and making predictions about the

future of developing countries, it is paramount to ask whether

or not industrialization under different ideological commit-

ments, historical antecedents, and ecological backdrops will

reproduce the same general social and spatial organization

as found in the present industrialized nations. An analysis

of a country undergoing industrialization should provide some

of the documentation necessary to further scientific compre-

hension of the processes of change experienced presently by

developing nations. Because the developing nations themselves

are deeply concerned with the social implications of indus-

trialization, the availability of data banks for comparative

analyses are increasing yearly. With information flows ema-

nating from research in these countries, models can be

constructed which will lay bare the structural adjustments,

convergencies and divergencies related to the industriali-

zation.

In the subsequent chapters, a methodological approach

for comparative studies will be discussed. A theoretical

framework is utilized which isolates the forms of social

differentiation occurring in developed and developing nations.

An investigation of the dynamics of change in Puerto Rico

INNS"
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proceeds and documentation of the emerging structural di-

mensions are noted.
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CHAPTER II

AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH TO MODERNITY

In recent decades the study of urban structure and its

relationship to developmental processes has emerged as a

topic of great interest to sociologists and ecologists.

Generally, ecological research has been focused on the spa-

tial and social organization of cities at various levels of

societal development. Differences in the ecological struc-

ture of the cities are related to the level of development

or societal scale and unique cultural characteristics. Once

a society industrializes to a point defined as "high scale,"

it is assumed that the cities, microsystems of the larger

society, will have an ecological pattern similar to that of

present developed nations.

In the first quarter of the twentieth century, socio-

logical studies focused on the descriptive characteristics of

city life in general. Ernest Burgess and Ezra Park made a

radical shift towards studying the spatial organization of

the city and speculating on its determinants. These urban

sociologists were concerned with the subsocial forces which

sorted people into "natural areas" and studied the ecology of

these areas, focusing on Chicago as their experimental labo-

ratory. As a result of this approach and ensuing criticisms,

32
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various morphological models were developed which describe

the development of commercial and residential locations.

These models have achieved recognition among social scien-

tists as the concentric zone and sectoral vector models.

Since World War II and the advent of computer tech-

niques, ecologists have combined computer analysis with

statistical matrix manipulation to depict areal differen-

tiation. This technique of urban research has since become

one of the dominant tools used in cross-cultural and longi-

tudinal research. Recently the term "factorial ecology" has

been applied to factor analyses in which the city is used as

the main observational area with census tracts as the basic

units of analysis and census variables as the main system

inputs. Spatial geometric differentiation is often included

after the factor analysis to measure the variation of factor

dimensions according to the classic ecological models of

Burgess and Hoyt. In fact, these once competing morphologi-

cal models have been combined in factorial ecologies as

complementary models which describe the different aspects of

residential location using Shevky and Bell's basic framework

of social differentiation discussed below.

Studies of cities using factorial methods generally are

of two central types: social area analysis and factorial

ecologies. Both approaches provide the methodological and

theoretical rationale for the proposed study.
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Methodology

Social area analysis (henceforth the term social area

analysis will be abbreviated with the acronym SAA) emerged

during the early 1950's with the merging of advanced computer

technology and multivariate statistical techniques. After a

decade of criticism and refinement, this approach to urban

social structure gave rise to a newer approach, factorial

ecology.

Societal area analysis refers to the technique and theo-

retical framework developed by Eshref Shevky, William Bell,

and others in preliminary studies of Los Angeles and San

Francisco during the late 1940's and early 1950's. These

progenitors attempted to link the areal differentiation of

American cities to the processes of societal development or

modernization. Shevky and Bell identified three dimensions

of differentiation in describing the complex urban social

structures in a modern society- social rank (economic status),

urbanization (family status), and segregation (ethnicity).

Each dimension represented the evolutionary change that

occurs in the urban centers of a country with the develop-

mental transition from a rural or "folk" society to an

industrial "Urban" society. The authors constructed indexes

for each of these factors using available census variables

collected for tracted areas of metropolitan cities. The pop-

ulations within these tracts were defined by their scores on

the three indexes. Tracts having high scores on the social
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rank index contained residents employed primarily in white

collar occupations who had attained high levels of educa-

tional attainment, and who lived in expensive dwelling units.

Conversely, low scoring units were dominated by blue collar

occupations, low rental housing, and low levels of education.

In the second index, tracts with high scores were dominated

by families in the child-rearing stage consequently having

many young children and few women in the labor force and many

single-family dwellings. Low scoring tracts in the urbani-

zation index reflected low rates of fertility, many working

females, and high proportions of multiple-dwelling units.

High scores on the third index of segregation were charac-

terized by high concentrations of racial minorities while low

scores defined areas characterized by white native born per-

sons. Through the use of a computer, a three dimensional

space was constructed with the three indexes. Those tracts

with similar attributes were isolated and classified into

social areas representing the principal differentiated dimen-

sions emerging in an urban modernized city.

A theoretical rationale and empirical verification for

social area analysis was presented five years after the

initial development of the indexes. In 1955 Shevky and Bell

stated the empirical and theoretical underpinnings of their

method. Using the study of the San Francisco Bay region with

census data for the years 1940 and 1950, the authors illus-

trated their method. They reasoned that urbanization had

A a
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been made possible by the transfer of workers from primary

and secondary to tertiary functions as technology's agri-

cultural surplus accumulated and mechanization became

widespread in American society. The resulting shift in dis-

tribution of economic opportunities caused changes in the

regional distribution of w rkers and led to increases in

scale which characterize modern technologically advanced

societies. Basic to their argument and focus on the metro-

politan areas was their concept of the city as a "product

of the complex whole of modern society; thus the social

forms of urban life are to be understood within the changing

character of the larger containing society" (26, p. 3).

Using a deductive theoretical framework, Shevky and Bell

noted that the social organization of urban areas could be

explained by the processes of modernization which the society

experienced. The basic forms of social change occurring in

modern societies were derived from these societal character-

istics. Table I illustrates the steps utilized in the

construction of the social indexes. Theoretical changes

discussed above were translated into structural changes in

society. Definitions were formulated to represent the con-

structs perceived to be reflected by the basic structural

dimensions of social differentiation in modern societies.

Statistical measures related to the constructs were developed

from information available in data for census tracts, and in-

dices were then selected. These measures revealed those
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aspects of the urban population "which were most clearly in-

dicative of the changing organization of productive activity

and changing composition of the population" (26, p. 5).

After severe criticisms of SAA for ex post facto

rationalization and the subjective selection of the three

particular indexes, Shevky and Bell undertook an attempt to

test empirically the extent to which the three dimensions

were necessary to account for social differentiation between

urban subpopulations in two Standard Metropolitan Areas: Los

Angeles and San Francisco. Wendell Bell hypothesized that

economic status, family status, and ethnic status represented

discrete social factors which were necessary to account for

the difference in social characteristics between urban popu-

lations. Using the technique of factor analysis, Bell

compared the theoretical constructs of their model with the

rotated factor matrix dimensions for each of the observed

areas. Comparing the observed values with the predicted

values in each of the two regions, he found substantial sup-

port for the hypothesized relationships suggested by the

Shevky-Bell model (3).

Another more rigorous test of the basic thesis developed

by Shevky and Bell was reported by Van Arsdol, Camilleri, and

Schmidt on ten United States cities. Using factor analysis,

they used the six census variables suggested by the original

authors and found that "the Shevky census tract measures

differentiate at least three dimensions in the internal
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structure of the combined cities and the dimensions are re-

lated to the census tract measures in the manner specified

by Shevky" (29). When the cities were analyzed individually,

only six of the ten cities verified the existence of the

hypothesized structure while four showed unique variations.

During the early 1960's the Shevky-Bell dimensional

framework incorporated in social area analysis was combined

with the morphological models of the Chicago school to add

another descriptive dimension to processes of change in the

spatial arena. Taking Shevky-Bell's theoretical explanation

of industrial differentiation and the resultant emergent in-

dexes representative of an advanced stage of urban complexity,

an analysis of variance was performed to check the patterned

order of the dimensions. Variances in the residential lo-

cation pattern by concentric zone or sector within the cities

provided an added perception of change in a society.

Despite other studies (Anderson and Bean, 1961) (1) which

verified Shevky and Bell's basic dimensional constructs and

their theoretical framework, a more refined methodological

approach combining an inductive propositional framework as

well as a theoretical approach to the examination of urban

areas was developed: factorial ecology. This type of anal-

ysis, also combining areal mapping (zone and sectoral

variation), emerged directly from social area analysis. The

method involved the use of factor analysis to empirically

isolate the dimensions of urban social structure. Census

"low
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variables derived for census tracts were collected to form

the factors for the matrix loadings. Unlike SAA, factor

ecology allowed for a wider range of input variables (census

data) and was considered "methodologically purer" since it

avoided the ex post facto theoretical framework, fixed vari-

able input, and limited dimensional framework of social area

analysis. Despite development of a superior methodology in

the technique of factorial ecology, this approach has not

disproven the basic constructs or reasoning behind the Shevky-

Bell schema. Brian Berry, in summarizing the results of fac-

torial ecologies during the past decade, noted the "studies

of American cities have, by and large, succeeded in isolating

the three social area constructs originally proposed by

Shevky: social-economic status, family status, and ethnic

status" (4). Factorial ecology, like its predecessor SAA,

also maintains that there will be a separation of input

variables in factor space if the scale of development is high;

but the number of dimensions are greatly increased as a

result of the larger number of input variables. Although it

is argued that social area analysis offers more comparability

than factorial ecology in cross-cultural and longitudinal

studies, due to the similar SAA variable inputs, this criti-

cism ignores the fact that societies as well as cities do in

fact differ to a degree in occupational structure, degree of

urbanization, industrialism, family structure, ethnic compo-

sition, and various cultural and regional peculiarities.

MW
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Factorial ecology allows the researcher to uncover these dif-

ferences. International or cross-cultural studies of urban

areas have also supported the general dimensional differen-

tiation proposed by Shevky and Bell.

Cross-Cultural Studies

Studies of cities outside the North American setting have

demonstrated the applicability of the Shevky-Bell constructs,

as well as the differing degrees of social differentiation

present in societies of differing scale. Both social area

analysis and factorial ecologies have paved a foundation for

a modern theory of development in nations undergoing indus-

trialization, and a method which concentrates on specific,

identifiable areas for testing urban theories of development.

One of the first tests of the Shevky-Bell dimensions in a

developing nation was made by Dennis McElrath in Accra,

Ghana. McElrath conceptualized industrial changes in urban

areas as causing an increasing societal differentiation which

led to every increasing numbers of structural dimensions in

a society. This proposition was addressed by conceptually

dividing the increase in scale into two essential components:

industrialization and urbanization (17). In an initial fac-

tor analysis of Accra these two components yielded four basic

dimensions of social differentiation. There were three cor-

relates of the Shevky-Bell model: social-economic status,

family status, segregation status; a fourth dimension, migrant
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status, was the only addition to the Shevky-Bell framework.

McElrath rationalized that the urbanization process led to a

bifurcation of ecological location patterns, patterns empha-

sizing a clustering of new urban migrant and ethnic groups

(18).

A few years later, McElrath constructed a comparative

analysis of Accra, Ghana; Kingston, Jamaica; San Francisco

and combined data on ten United States cities. Selecting

the samples because of their representation of four levels

of societal scale, he focused on the relations between social

differentiation and increase in scale (6). In his study,

McElrath developed generalizations about two of the factor

dimensions (social rank and family status). James Hughes

concluded the following:

1. Social rank is an independent dimension of social
differentiation in cities of society with a low
level of skills distribution (Accra, Kingston).

2. Social rank becomes increasingly independent of
family status as the level of skills distribution
advances (Rome, United States).

3. The independence of social rank varies among urban
areas of the same large-scale society (the ten
medium-sized U. S. cities and the San Francisco
Bay Region) (13, p. 28).

The family status dimension was the only factor which devi-

ated from the expected pattern.

1. Family status does not operate as an independent
dimension in the cities of a society which has only
gone through limited changes of the structure of
the mode of production.

2. Family status operates independently of social
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rank in a society with slightly more advanced
production structure.

3. Family status becomes increasingly independent
of social rank as societal scale increases; it
reaches its greatest independence in a society
of largest scale (United States).

4. Within large-scale societies, the independence
of family status varies from one urban area to
another with greatest independence in larger
metropolitan areas (13, pp. 28-29).

The other two dimensions did not exhibit any significant

variance or interrelatedness.

Janet Abu-Lughod, performing a factor analysis of Cairo,

Egypt, documented that cities in smaller scale societies di-

verged from the modern dimensions of Shevky and Bell's

original study of industrialized United States cities. She

utilized a factor analysis on statistical data collected for

Cairo for the years 1947 and 1960 and reported two central

urban dimensions in Cairo: social rank and family status.

Relating the type of complexity of intra-urban differentiation

to the scale of the larger society, Abu-Lughod assumed that

social and physical differentiation would be simple and un-

differentiated in a preindustrial society and as the society

increased in scale there would be increased complexity and

independent dimensions reflecting a modern social structure.

In the Cairo study, she found a significant relationship be-

tween economic status and family status variables. The

appearance of separate dimensions in Cairo was interpreted

as confirming modernization in Cairo. She stated that the
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study confirms that the process of modernization creates a

separation between the two dimensions (social rank and family

status) where none existed at the stage of initial transition

(2, p. 201). Using her results in Cairo she then applied the

same hypotheses to other studies--McElrath's study of Accra

and Rome and Schmidt's analysis of various southern United

States cities. From the statistical evidence derived from

these studies she assumed that they depicted a general evo-

lutionary progression from preindustrial "folk" societies to

industrial "urban" societies manifested in their increasing

social and spatial differentiation (2, p. 199).

The most significant result of Abu-Lughod's study was

that a general comparative urban theory of development could

be constructed by running similar forms of factor analysis on

varying metropolitan systems. In this approach, the actual

dimensions of the urban social structure could be documented

for each individual city. Abu-Lughod justified this approach

by pointing out that factor analyses or factorial ecologies

did not have predetermined constructs, as did social area

analysis, but were the empirical outcome of the data analysis.

Other studies of developing countries indicated that,

like those of Abu-Lughod and McElrath, despite diverse cul-

tural backgrounds, a general trend of change can be seen in

the social and spatial organization of the societies as they

industrialize and urbanize. Berry and Spodek's (1971) study

of Indian cities demonstrated in a factorial ecology of five
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large Indian cities that a Socio Economic Status (SES) dimen-

sion was the dominant factor of the cities reflecting a change

from the caste and communal spatial organization of preindus-

trial Indian to one emphasizing class status, thus reflecting

a transition stage to modernity. The traditional ecological

setting of high status groups in the center and low status

neighborhoods in the periphery still remained but, distortions

were appearing in the cities. This was demonstrated by a

second important factor emerging in the study--one of a family

status or life cycle stage in which new male migrants in the

urban centers were beginning to cluster around the commercial

core while limited suburbanization was being spurred by the

location of industries in suburban or peripheral areas away

from the central core (5, pp. 354-369).

A. H. Latif conducted a follow-up of Abu-Lughod's study

using similar data from the censuses of 1947 and 1960 for

Alexandria, Egypt, under the assumption that historical

peculiarities and the regional specialization of Alexandria

would have distorting effects on the social-spatial organi-

zation vis-a-vis Cairo. He identified three factors

accounting for almost 50 percent of the variance in the

factor matrixes. In congruence with ecological theories of

modernization, Alexandria showed little factor independence

between family status and social rank, mirroring closely

what was found in Cairo by Janet Abu-Lughod. He did discover

some spatial variability between Alexandria and Cairo which
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suggested that in industrializing societies, historical pecu-

liarities (i.e., being a religious or administrative center)

may indeed have an impact on land use and city organization

in modernizing societies (15, pp. 345-347).

Another factorial ecology performed on Seoul and Tagu,

South Korea, showed differentiation in a country higher on

the modernization scale than either Egypt or Ghana and lent

additional credence to the Shevky-Bell theoretical formulation.

Seven factors were extracted accounting for 50 percent of the

factor variance from an input list of 181 variables describing

nearly all known goods, services, and amenities available in

the two cities. The factor separations showed underlying

dimensions of status differentiation, industrialism, commer-

cial specialization, handicraft specialization, and others.

Also noted was a suburbanization trend of wealthy business

elites moving towards the periphery of the cities while the

traditional central location of the wealthy had been modified

as a result of the location of industrial factories in the

central areas of the cities (22, pp. 300-302).

Schwirian and Smith's study of the urban ecological

structure of three Puerto Rican cities tested the propo-

sitions that the ecological structure of cities is a

function of two independent variables: city size and level

of economic development of the society in which the city is

located (25, p. 325). Noting that change occurs first in

the primate city and diffuses to the secondary cities,
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Schwirian and Smith expected a distinctive difference in

social and spatial organization between San Juan, Ponce, and

Mayaguez. By performing three factor analyses using 1960

census data, comprising the variables recommended by the

Shevky-Bell constructs, San Juan was expected to exhibit

ecologically similar patterns to cities in the United States.

Ponce and Mayaguez were both expected to be less ecologically

differentiated than San Juan. The social rank and familism

dimensions were expected to highly correlate like other

studies of traditional nations for Mayaguez.

Spatially the socio-economic status and the family

dimensions in Ponce and Mayaguez were predicted to be in-

versely correlated with Burgess concentric zone theory as

related to traditional Latin American plaza plan. San Juan

was predicted to show variance by sector for the socio-

economic status factor and significant variance by gradient

for the family status factor as those in developed countries

demonstrated. The results of the study verified their hypoth-

eses and suggested that by 1970 Ponce and Mayaguez would be

more factorially differentiated and spatially similar to San

Juan (25, pp. 330-336). Factorial differentiation refers to

the number of factor dimensions which emerged in the factor

analytic process. Spatially similarities refer to similar-

ities in morphological structure.

Hughes (1972), after constructing social or urban indi-

cators by utilizing factor analysis of United States
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metropolitan cities, investigated the ecological organi-

zations of the three Puerto Rican cities. Using 1960 census

data, Hughes extracted five factors from San Juan which

accounted for 81.83 percent of the matrix variance. Of the

five factors, three duplicated the original Shevky-Bell in-

dexes of social rank, family status (urbanization), and

segregation. The two other factors, female employment and

occupied housing, reflected dimensions found by Hughes in

parallel studies of major cities in the United States, there-

by reflecting the high "scale" of San Juan (25, pp. 180-183).

Overall, San Juan proved to be a highly differentiated city

with a social organization similar to cities in the indus-

trial countries of the world. Ponce and Mayaguez, in

contrast, were combined for the factor analysis and demon-

strated strong variance from the San Juan dimensions. As in

San Juan, socio-economic status and family factors emerged

as the two main dimensions and represented vectors of indus-

trializing cities; however, unlike San Juan, these dimensions

were highly correlated with each other in Ponce and Mayaguez.

The other three dimensions separating in factor space, school

enrollment, high employment, and occupied housing, exhibited

overlapping and confusing patterns of intercorrelations,

most likely reflecting a less developed aspect of the two

cities (25, pp. 183-186).

The Hughes (1972) and Schwirian (1971) studies of

Puerto Rico both utilized 1960 census data. Neither study
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combined data for different census periods. The Schwirian

and Smith study used the six variables recommended by

Shevky and Bell for a social area analysis of the Puerto

Rican cities. The Hughes study performed a factor analysis

on Puerto Rican urban areas to develop dimensions helpful

for public policy makers to develop social and economic

programs for the metropolitan areas. Hughes' study adopted

variables which represented, as closely as possible, vari-

able inputs similar to those utilized in social area

analysis. The study also combined the tracts of the two

smallest metropolitan centers, Ponce and Mayaguez, for the

statistical analysis. Hughes did not include a spatial

analysis of morphological patterns present in the cities and

did not focus on Puerto Rico as representative of a devel-

oping society.

The basic theoretical orientation taken by urban ecol-

ogists in studies of developing countries is the same

unilinear convergence framework embraced by social scien-

tists of development discussed in the preceding chapter.

The cross-cultural studies employed above document two

hypothesized trends for developing nations: (1) an in-

creasingly structural complexity manifested in the urban

centers of the society, and (2) the evolution towards

basically similar spatial arrangements in all urban centers.

NNINOW WON pow, p
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Gerontological Ecology

This section presents a further refinement of the type

of social differentiation becoming manifest in the devel-

oping nations (24). The use of factor analytic techniques

provides a means of elaborating on the type of social dif-

ferentiation being experienced by a developing nation. The

methodological framework utilized in this paper, a modified

form of the Shevky-Bell model, confronts the question as to

what types of familial, occupational, and spatial reorgani-

zation occur under the aegis of industrialization. In the

Shevky-Bell model, socio-economic status, family status, and

ethnic factors emerge as independent dimensions depicting

modern forms of urban and societal differentiation. The

first factor of the Shevky-Bell model represents a stati-

fication of households in modern society by their prestige

value. This differentiation or stratification of the popu-

lation is determined by what might be termed the head-of-

household income, derived from a "well-paying job" obtained

by the acquisition of a high educational attainment. The

increasing specialization of occupations in an industri-

alizing nation creates hig levels of vertical mobility

that result in the segregation of the populace by status

criteria.

The second dominant factor, family status, reflects

the decline of the family as a self-sufficient economic unit

and the subsequent specialization of function of family
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unit resulting in varied family sizes and life cycles.

Cycles or stages in family formation or development occur

as children mature into adults, leave the empty nest behind,

and set up their own household, either conjugally or indi-

vidually. After marriage, the processes of conception,

child rearing, adolescence, and maturity occur. Once the

family goes through the empty nest cycle, the family goes

through an aging process, until the family household is

terminated. This factor (s) will be referred to as stages

in the family life cycle throughout the remainder of the

paper.

The third dimension, ethnic segregation, appears in a

modern society as a result of a variety of ethnic groups

migrating to the major cities in search of occupations, edu-

cation, income, better housing, and a variety of these

amenities not available in the hinterlands. Their migration

from other areas, usually rural, is due to a variety of

factors including famine, drought, and other push-pull fac-

tors plus the advanced agricultural productivity of new

technological equipment which has replaced labor-intensive

agricultural techniques. Once located in the metropolitan

areas, each ethnic and migrant group generally comprises a

homogeneous neighborhood often experiencing a form of in-

voluntary segregation. As modernization increases,

households in the metropolitan areas become differentiated
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on the basis of status or value prestige, stages in the

family life cycle, and ethnic or migrant status (10).

The differentiation of the elderly within this urban

setting can be viewed as one of social differentiation by

prestige value, stage in the life cycle, and age segregation.

The studies below have indicated that the basic dimensions

emerging among the elderly are low socio-economic status,

preponderance of owner-occupied and low occupancy housing

patterns, and a degree of segregation paralleling that of

certain ethnic subgroups. The locational manifestation of

these dimensions has often been included as an ancillary de-

velopment, supporting the description of the human condition

and location of the aged. A review of selected literature

on the social differentiation of the urban metropolis, par-

ticularly as it related to the locational and dimensional

character of the elderly, follows. The literature is pre-

sented in a chronological form. The emphasis, however, is

an attempt to document the characteristics associated with

the elderly and their general residential patterns.

One of the first discussions of the familial ecological

pattern in urban centers was by Ernest Mowrer (1926) in the

Ecology of Family Disorganization (19). Using the concentric

zone design popularized by Ernest Burgess, Mowrer classified

the city into five zones of family life. From inner city

to the peripheral boundary, these zones were (1) the non-

family areas located in the Central Business District and
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comprising mostly old transients; (2) the emancipated family

areas living in interstitial areas of the city reflecting a

bohemian life-style where both male and female are employed

and have no children; (3) the paternal family zone composed

of the proletarian and immigrant families usually living in

tenement housing; (4) the equalitarian families being those

of the middle and professional classes with little rigidity

in sex roles (These families live in bungalows or multiple-

dwelling units.); (5) the maternal family is the commuter

family living in single dwellings with ample site space and

generally having children (19, pp. 427-428). In this schema,

the elderly are perceived as belonging to the non-family and

emancipated family types living within the two inner core

zones of the city. Since these areas are the most dilapi-

dated and overcrowded, the elderly are presumed to be poor.

Mowrer' s model is a dynamic growth-oriented model viewing

the processes of family formation and residential location

as varying as the city's transportation lines grow and the

city expands its industrial-commercial base. Ultimately it

may be conjectured that as the maternal households mature,

they too become emancipated families or non-family areas as

invasion and succession cycles change the character of the

area.

William Ogburn in the "Family and its Function" noted

that the protective functions of the traditional patriarchal

family disappeared with societal differentiation (21). The
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role of the aged in the traditional preindustrial family was

one of prestige and respect. Care of the elderly was a

familial responsibility. Ogburn saw the industrial period

as a period of reorganization in which the traditional family

responsibility was usurped by the State. Causes of this

change were the smaller family units in industrializing

societies and greater mobility of the population. Ogburn

believed that the role of the elderly in the future would be

one of an economically dependent aggregate possessing low

resources and little familial support (21, pp. 457-458).

Neibanck's (1966) study of the impact of urban renewal

projects in twenty urban centers in the United States noted

that the elderly were proportionately overrepresented in the

project areas. Neibanck concluded that the elderly had the

least amount of resources at their disposal to move out of

the slum areas. They also resisted forced relocation, be-

cause they had developed a psychological identification with

and a general familiarity with service and retail shops

(20, pp. 14-35).

Some researchers have suggested that the high percent-

age of elderly who opt for apartment living is the result of

a loss of income and inability to maintain an original home-

stead. Golant (1972) in his study of Toronto noted that the

ecology of that city reflected the general suburbanization

trend experienced in most cities of the Western world. This

diffusion of available housing created centrifugal development
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trends by providing new apartments or homes for newly formed

families who otherwise would have moved into multiple-

dwelling units in the central core area of the city. This

process provides additional multiple-family units for the

elderly at lower cost, thereby encouraging location of the

elderly in the central core area (10, pp. 9-22).

Herman Loether and Golant concurred in their separate

studies that, as a result of inflationary prices for new

housing, the owners of older inner city dwellings could not

obtain commensurate prices for their old homes to live in

the newer suburbs. They were restricted to their old houses

or forced to look for lower cost housing in the central

tracts of the city (16, p. 41).

In a New York City-financed study of "The Elderly in

the Inner City" (1970), the elderly were characterized as

being predominantly poor; over 51 percent were ethnic minor-

ities; over 90 percent lived mostly in their own homes; and

almost 40 percent lived alone (7, p. 7). It was further

noted that almost 50 percent of New York's elderly lived,

within the central city boundaries.

Goldscheider's (1966) study of Los Angeles noted the

early trend in major United States cities for high percent-

ages of aged persons to be located in housing developed in

earlier decades in areas near the central core of the city

(11, pp. 314-323). A second study by Goldscheider noted

that there was an increase in the mobility of the elderly
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who were poor, non-married, one person-households and renters

(12). These persons generally sought the lower rents of

inner city tenements.

A study by Hiltner and Smith on Toledo did not support

the hypothesized centralized location trends documented in

most residential studies of the elderly; but the authors

failed to consider the heterogeneous racial composition of

the old and new residents of the areas studied (27). Ken

Elder (1976) in a study of seven Texas cities noted that

weak correlations of the percentage aged with central tract

areas would occur as a result of significant Mexican-American

or black concentrations in areas which possessed large num-

bers of persons below sixty-five years of age. By separating

black from white residents and controlling for the percentage

of Mexican-Americans in each central city tract, Elder found

a significantly higher proportion of white elderly in these

integrated central city tracts. In areas undergoing a

transition from white to black racial composition, 53 percent

of the white population was sixty years of age or older (8).

A basic premise of this paper is that the general

trends emerging in the industrialized nations of the world

will emerge in the developing nations. The general pattern

manifested in studies of cities in the United States do

appear to be replicated in countries of the Western world

and elsewhere. Johnston (1971) in Urban Residential Pat-

terns, identified the central business district in
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Wellington, New Zealand, as a center of large concentrations

of aged (14). Paris, Tel Aviv, Sydney, Melbourne, London,

Toronto, and other cities have also experienced rapid in-

creases in the relative size and percentage of elderly

living within the cities. This population is becoming resi-

dentially segregated in the central core areas of these

cities. In Paris, the west section of the city, particularly

in the Left Bank of the Seine River, exhibited concentrations

of elderly population (18 percent over sixty-five years of

age). Twelve percent of New York City's population was

elderly; 40 percent were located in the central tract areas

of the city. Over 13 percent of London's and Tel Aviv's

population was sixty-five years of age or over.

From a limited number of factor analyses of cities in

the developing world, a distinct factor emerged which de-

picted a specialized phase of the urbanism or familism

dimension as expected in the Shevky-Bell model. This dimen-

sion clearly distinguished an "aged" or late stage in the

family life cycle. Studies of developed nations incorporated

age-specific variables in factor analyses of data taken from

the census tracts for those cities.

Sweetser in a study of the social ecology of Helsinki,

Finland (1965) performed a factor analysis on forty-two

variables (28). The result was a separation of six factors

explaining 35.2 percent of the variance. The sixth factor

which emerged was interpreted as a late life cycle factor
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or postgeniture stage in the family life cycle reflected by

high loadings in percent female headed families, retirement

age, security of new housing, and prevalence of one and two

bedroom dwellings.

Louis Pol in "A Factorial Ecology of Dallas County"

(1973) used seventeen variables which factored into five

dimensions explaining 44 percent of the factor variances

(23). The third factor was apparently an aging factor which

was dominated by aged and youth dependency variables and the

percent of families headed by females. No housing variable

or occupancy of density variables were utilized. No other

variable showed a significant loading other than the percent

below poverty level (23, p. 33-35).

An analysis of the factor structure of Tulsa, Oklahoma,

by Ken Elder (1974) with an input of twenty-three variables

produced five factors explaining 46 percent of the total

factor variance. The second factor was labeled a housing-

life cycle dimensions which represented a varying spatial

differentiation in the location of the aged and younger

populations. Variables highly loaded with the aging vari-

able were percent over sixty-five, homes built before 1939,

and percent owner occupied (9).

In other analyses by Hughes (1939) in both the United

States and Canada, an aging dimension emerged in all the

metropolitan areas but the loadings for age over sixty-five

were migh higher and generally more stages in the family life
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cycle dimensions were manifested. Most dimensions were

characterized as bipolar dimensions of life cycle stages.

Specific findings of developed cities are noted below.

In Los Angeles a late family life cycle developed with

low resource loadings along with a high percent of females

and percent sixty-five plus (13, pp. 61-64). For Montreal

and Quebec, Canada, the aged variables loaded highly with

low resources and low education. Other Canadian and United

States cities generally had similar factors emerge including

one aged factor (13, pp. 192-202).

There appears to be very similar spatial patterns de-

veloping in the industrialized nations of the world. From

the studies listed above and a review by Bernice Bild on

world wide trends a number of generalizations can be made as

to the type of social and spatial differentiation emerging

among the aging population in developed nations.

1. The number of elderly in industrialized cities

throughout the world has increased dramatically over the

last two decades but has stabilized.

2. Many elderly ten to live where they lived ten to

twenty years earlier and are left behind by other younger

ages moving outward into suburban areas.

3. The elderly tend to be segregated in certain areas

of the city depending on housing, transportation, population

growth, and city size. As the older cities are not expanding,
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the housing market tends to develop in a more centripetal

fashion and increase age integration.

4. Every large city or metropolitan area has a growing

large number of elderly international or rural immigrants

who arrived in these cities in the early 1920's, 1930's, and

1940's as young immigrants and have aged in the same areas.

5. There is a general tendency for the elderly to live

independently from children resulting in a general movement

to cheaper smaller housing or apartments or into retirement

hotels except among the very poor or very rich. Also, the

elderly tend to have a very low occupancy density.

6. As Ogburn noted in 1933 and Neibanck in 1966, the

economic welfare of the elderly in all countries is increas-

ingly a function of government action in income supplements,

housing, pension, and disability programs (6, pp. 7-9).

The question which this paper addresses is: are devel-

oping nations reflecting the general structural arrangements

and spatial differentiation found in the industrialized na-

tions of the world? An empirical study of these processes

of social change is undertaken in this paper to test this

proposition.
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CHAPTER III

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

In this chapter are introduced the basic design of this

investigation and the methodological techniques and frame-

work employed in the research design. The topics to be

discussed in this chapter are presented in the following

order:

1. A statement of purpose.

2. The conceptual framework.

3. Propositions to be tested.

4. The variable inputs.

5. A summary of statistical measures and sources of

data.

A Statement of Purpose

The central purpose of this investigation is to examine

and compare the ecological structure of the three principal

cities in Puerto Rico--San Juan, Ponce, and Mayaguez--and to

determine the types of changes which have occurred in the

spatial social organization within these Puerto Rican cities

between 1960 and 1970, a decade of increasing industriali-

zation. Ecological change is measured by utilizing factor

analytic techniques. The degree of factorial differentiation

and the cities' morphological structure as measured by factor

64
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ecology provides the "test," linking ecological change with

industrialization.

The study assumed that these three cities represent dif-

ferent degrees of modernization. The ecological structures

of the cities are compared and trends are noted for the ten

year period from 1960 to 1970. The byproduct of this exami-

nation, a series of factorial ecologies of three metropolitan

areas for a period extending ten years, furnishes an empiri-

cal test of convergence theories.

The first set of factor analyses inputs thirty-one var-

iables, through a free-flow orthogonal rotation, in order to

identify the significant structural dimensions emerging in

the three cities. A comparison of factors and differences

in factor loadings from 1960 to 1970 is made and an account

of divergencies or similarities provided. In order to allow

for further statistical analysis a forced-flow factor analy-

sis is then performed on a reduced number of variables into

five factor dimensions to allow for further statistical

testing as to compare the emergent factors during the decade.

The spatial patterning of the factor dimensions are then

subjected to an analysis of variance to determine the exist-

ence, if any, of a significant association by either zone or

sector.

The second and final series of factor analyses describes

the degree of spatial and social isolation of the aged, as

manifested by emergent factor dimensions in the cities.
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Specific age variables are forced into a factor analysis;

the factor loadings and dimensions between and within cities

are compared. Based upon a review of gerontological liter-

ature, only variables which have been linked to the human

condition of the elderly are used in the correlational and

factor analysis. Only data for 1970 are incorporated in the

gerontological analyses as age-related variables were not

available for the 1960 census period. Analysis of variances

for the decade of housing development and total percentage

of aged population in the tract are performed. The morpho-

logical order or residential location of the elderly in the

three cities is also described.

The selection of Puerto Rico as the laboratory for

study is prompted by a number of considerations. (1) The

nation is classified as a developing country. (2) Input data

are available for the development of factor dimensions con-

sistent with those utilized in factorial ecologies in

cross-cultural studies. As a result of commonwealth status

with the United States, the three cities classified as Stan-

dard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) have been

tracted and survey information is accessible through the

population counts of the United States Bureau of the Census.

Data are therefore available on Puerto Rican cities that

permit the investigation of the dynamic processes of moderni-

zation and subsequent changes in the ecological structure of

the cities. (3) Data are available for the census period,
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1960 to 1970, thereby enabling a study of changes that are

manifested over the ten year decade. (4) Each metropolitan

area represents a different size category and regional

location. Each city exemplifies a differing degree of

development or scale and perhaps a differing degree of

ecological differentiation. In societies undergoing indus-

trialization it is assumed that change first occurs in the

area of the largest or primate city and is diffused to other

areas in a sequential manner, from the largest to the

smallest cities. Following this diffusion model, San Juan

should have the most complex social organization and be more

ecologically differentiated than Ponce. Ponce should be more

factorially developed or ecologically differentiated than

Mayaguez. This diffusion is dependent on the "frictional"

distance from the primate city or topographical distortions

between regional cities and the primate city (6). Puerto

Rico has a different cultural heritage of urban planning and

a cultural ethos closely tied to that of Hispanic civili-

zation. Puerto Rico can be studied to test theories which

project a structural convergence by industrializing soci-

eties towards the prototype models developed in the United

States and other developed nations.

The Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework utilized is similar to other

factorial ecologies focusing on the city as the observational
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unit. Hypothetically there are two extreme units of analysis

in the conceptual scale of scientific analysis. One polar

end deals with the notation of changes and stability in

individual human units. In an ecological analysis this would

take the form of analyzing differentiation in individual

household units. Contraposed to this microanalytic focus is

the analysis of whole societal or national units. Ecolog-

ically this would take the form of cross-cultural studies of

cities or county areas. Data are minimal for the investiga-

tion of change in societies on a cross-cultural basis as

there is little standardization of census data collection for

whole units. There is also little information on individual

household units; as the cost is too prohibitive for most

developing countries. Information on block data is avail-

able in Puerto Rico but the time element involved in data

collection at this level makes this a less than desirable

choice. The assumption of population homogeneity in block

data is an advantage but the same assumption applies for

larger areal units. Information on units next in size to

block data are the census tract population counts. The

basic unit for analysis in this study is the census tract

which ideally reflects a homogeneous grouping of people

within a well-defined urban boundary. The United States

Bureau of the Census began dividing metropolitan units into

small statistical tract units in 1908. Tract boundaries

were determined by a local census committee which made the
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decision to create a tract based upon what were considered

"neighborhood" characteristics. These tracts were thought

to contain populations with similar economic status, living

conditions, ethnic composition, etc. Tracts were outlined

by natural boundaries, for example, arterial thoroughfares,

topographical distortions or physical breaks in the spatial

environment. The average tract then averaged about 4,000

residents. Tract boundaries were generally established with

the intention of being maintained over a long period of time

so that longitudinal comparisons can be made. It should be

noted that the development of new highway and interregional

systems has often broken up the original tract boundaries

and new parameters have been drawn. This has restricted

their comparability over long periods. For the cities of

San Juan, Ponce and Mayaguez there has been little partition-

ing of tracts and the majority of those that have been

divided still closely resemble their original tract areas.

This is a result of the recent date (1950) of tract divi-

sions.

Viewing these tracts as differentiated parts of the

urban system--which express change and produce change within

the system--some idea of the make-up and structural dynamics

of urban social organization can be deduced. The census

tracts compose the basic units of analysis for the investi-

gation of change in the larger urban system in this study.

The urban system is redefined as the area encompassed by
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what is known in census terminology as an SMSA. The SMSA is

operationally defined as consisting of a county or a group

of contiguous counties 0hich contain at least one city of

50,000 persons or more, or two cities with a combined number

of inhabitants exceeding 50,000. In addition to the county,

or counties containing such a city or cities, contiguous

counties are included with the SMSA if they are metropolitan

in character so that they are socially and economically inte-

grated with the major city or cities. The basic observational

unit of this study is the SMSA. Changes within this urban

system are determined by the differentiation or change

occurring within its component parts, the census tracts. The

tracts provide information on the local attributes of indi-

vidual households combined into larger aggregate data. The

links between these subunit attributes and the larger SMSA

are represented by the dimensions emerging from the factor

analysis. The changes and ordering of residential differ-

entiation, determined by the factor model, over the 1960 to

1970 decade represents the evolving nature of the urban

system and ultimately of the society itself. Under the con-

vergence assumption, the three cities investigated should

show increasingly similar dimensional attributes with con-

tinued industrialization. This is a basic premise to be

tested in the study.
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Proposition

The proposition to be tested in the study of the three

cities is based on previous findings of factor ecologies in

the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. Specifically,

the following proposition is to be tested. The greater the

scale of a society, the larger the size of the city, and the

less isolated from major metropolitan areas: (a) the greater

the factorial differentiation; (b) the greater the ecological

differentiation within the cities; and (c) the more "modern"

the social structure.

This proposition focuses on the factorial differentiation

of the three cities and predicts that San Juan, representing

a more advanced level of techno-economic development than

either Ponce or Mayaguez, should produce at least three fac-

tors resembling the dimensions found in most factorial

ecologies in advanced societies--socio-economic status,

stages in the family life cycle, and segregation. Due to the

large variable input, more social rank dimensions, various

stages in the family life cycles and a number of foreign

ethnic communities, should emerge in San Juan than in the

other two cities. The number of dimensions should increase

from 1960 to 1970 as Puerto Rico industrializes further.

Ponce, smaller in size and more isolated from the

developed world than San Juan, is expected to be less fac-

torially differentiated. There should be lower factor

loadings in the dimensions which emerge in Ponce than in
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San Juan and possibly more factors cross-loading in different

factors--both demonstrating less factor independence. From

1960 to 1970, Ponce should become more differentiated in

factor dimensions but have fewer than in San Juan. Ponce

should also reproduce at least three factors denoting dif-

ferentiation by social rank, familism and segregation.

Mayaguez, being the most isolated and smallest in size,

should exhibit less factorial differentiation than either

San Juan or Ponce. The city should become more differen-

tiated from 1960 to 1970 but the dimensional output should

show considerable variance in contrast with San Juan and

Ponce.

The second part of the proposition to be tested is that

of the ecological differentiation of the three cities. As a

society becomes increasingly industrialized, the spatial

organization of the dimensional factors varies in the

following manner.

1. The primary social rank dimension is distributed in

a sectoral pattern. As Homer Hoyt (1939) noted, the develop-

ment of urban areas occurs as households compete with each

other for choice residential locations, generally near the

center of the city. Those with the largest resources locate

near the retail and service shops in the central business

district. Then progressively lower status classes flank

them in increasingly less desirable areas. The initial

settlement pattern sets the precedent for the future
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residential locations. Generally, a sector or wedge forms

extending outward toward the periphery of the city where

members of the same class or status reside (2).

2. Familism factors vary significantly by concentric

zones. Residential development occurs as households bid for

status within the metropolitan area which results in pro-

gressively denser occupancy levels. As families go through

the family life-cycle stages, different priorities or needs

become of paramount importance in their housing location.

Young childless and empty nest families require less dwelling

and site space for their style of living but require other

amenities such as job accessibility, cultural centers for

personal enjoyment and ease of transportation in the form of

public transportation systems. As the decision is made by

younger families to have children, new priorities emerge,

such as new school facilities, recreational areas for the

children, playmates for their children and larger dwelling

space for childrearing exigencies, like study rooms, family

dens and playrooms. Once the childrearing process is cul-

minated, a movement back to the centrally located residences

proceeds to take advantage of new leisure pursuits and more

time for cultural events or high-rise living to escape the

time and cost of caring for the larger domain left in the

suburb. This is often hastened by the decline of income

after age fifty and the increasing load of taxation for

services no longer utilized. These family life-cycle trends
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operate to structure family formation in a density gradient

pattern reminiscent of the concentric zone theory of Ernest

Burgess.

3. Ethnic or migrant dimensions are clustered in a

variety of areas in the city, reflecting voluntary and

involuntary segregation forces encouraged by linguistic

similarities, recent migrancy and/or skin coloration.

Part (c) of the proposition concerns the modern-

traditional transition in social structure for those soci-

eties undergoing modernization. Specifically, changes in

familial, marital and occupational normative structures are

expected. The investigation includes variables which mea-

sure family size, marital status and occupational status.

It is expected that family size decreases with modernization,

economic activity in tertiary activities increase and con-

sensual unions decrease. From the three basic parts of the

general proposition previously discussed the following spe-

cific propositions are:

1. San Juan possesses a more differentiated factor

structure in terms of the number of factor dimen-

sions emerging in 1960 and 1970.

2. San Juan exhibits factors similar to those found in

industrialized cities of the Western world. At

least three factors resembling the Shevky-Bell

dimensions should emerge for both 1960 and 1970.

A greater number of SES, family life cycle stages
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and segregation dimensions should also appear.

3. San Juan's dimensional structure possesses factor

loadings indicating changes in the status of men

and women in marital status and occupational

positions.

4. San Juan's SES factor varies by sector and not by

concentric zones.

5. The primary familism factor varies by concentric

zones.

6. Segregation varies by neither sector nor zone.

7. It is expected that in 1960 the percent of females

in the labor force is correlated with a high re-

source social rank dimension. It is expected that

by 1970 this new trait will have diffused to the

other classes in Puerto Rico, or at least San Juan,

and will have separated into a familism factor. As

a society modernizes the role structure also under-

goes modification. The role of females in an

industrialized society is usually one of a produc-

tively employed person in the labor force. In

preindustrial societies the female is generally

consigned to familial caretaker duties. As Puerto

Rico is a developing society it is expected that

females in San Juan will begin to play a stronger

role in the economic sectors. Generally it is the
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upper class which adopts new, more "urbane" roles

in a modernizing nation.

8. The percent aged (over sixty years of age) separates

into a distinct aged or geriatric factor reflecting

a stage in the family life cycle for the ages. It

is expected that variables depicting low resources,

nonmigrant status and old housing areas will load

highly in this factor.

9. Ponce's factor analysis is less factorially differ-

entiated than San Juan as a result of fewer

transportation and communication ties with the

developed world and its smaller size. Ponce should

have similar Shevky-Bell dimensions emerge as in

San Juan but with weaker correlations among the

loadings. There should be an increase in the number

of dimensions as well as higher loadings in the fac-

tors in the analysis from 1960 to 1970.

10. The social-economic status factor for Ponce is ex-

pected to vary by sector for both 1960 and 1970

data. There should be a higher relationship for

1970 than 1960.

11. The familism factor varies by zone in 1970 but

should be insignificant for 1960.

12. Women in the labor force should load on the social

economic status factor reflecting the adoption of

a more productive life style for upper class women.
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The decade from 1960 to 1970 should show no major

changes for Ponce. FLFP remains more traditional,

meaning the upper class women will be the first

women to begin work in various economic sectors.

13. The dependent age variables load onto a factor sim-

ilar to that of San Juan for the 1970 data. For

1960, it is expected to load into the social rank

dimension. This would reflect the less developed

status of Ponce's ecological structure.

14. Mayaguez exhibits the least factorial differenti-

ation and most traditional ecological structure

of the three cities. For 1960, it is expected

that most variables will load into the first fac-

tor reflecting the undeveloped nature of the city.

For 1970, factors should emerge which represent a

minor increase in urban complexity but still load

most variables into the primary factor (I).

15. Mayaguez's principal factor varies by zone for

1960 as its spatial pattern should resemble most

the traditional plaza plan that being the inverse

of Burgess' concentric zones. The data of 1970

are to be significantly less related to the zonal

pattern as a result of the diffusion of modern

housing patterns like suburbanization occurring in

Mayaguez.

For the second series of factorial ecologies, concentrating

on the aspects of the ecological location and characteristics
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of the elderly, the following propositions are tested:

1. In San Juan, the most industrialized city and the

largest in Puerto Rico, a larger number of struc-

tural dimensions is expected, reflecting a high

index of factors. In line with the general resi-

dential segregation of the elderly in central city

tracts it is expected that:

a. At least one factor emerges depicting an elderly

structural dimension in San Juan. It is ex-

pected thatthis factor will include factor

loadings (variable coefficients) exhibiting low

income resources, low occupancy rates in housing

units and having lived in the same house since

1965.

b. Ponce, being smaller than San Juan, and more

isolated from the metropolitan centers, should

exhibit less factorial differentiation and have

weaker correlations in those factors that do

emerge. A gerontological factor should emerge

but have weaker correlations in the factor than

for San Juan.

c. Mayaguez should show the least factor differen-

tiation and be more traditionally structured

exhibiting less of an age segregation or

emergence of varying family life styles.

2. It is expected in both San Juan and Ponce that the
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aging factor will vary by zone and be concentrated

in the central section of both cities. As the aged

factor is not expected to emerge in Mayaguez, there

should be no variance by either zone or sector.

3. With increasing diversity of life cycles, it is

expected that from 1960 to 1970 the geriatric factor

will emerge as a strong independent factor in all

the cities.

Variable Input

The study utilizes data for a ten year period from 1960

to 1970. All census tracts within the city boundaries of

each in SMSA for which complete data are available are used.

Tracts added since 1960 are included in the analysis. Insti-

tutionalized tracts for both census periods were excluded

from the analysis. For each tract in the three cities the

following variables are available from both censuses of

1960 and 1970 are used:

Aging Variable

1. percent sixty years of age and older

Marital Status Variable

2. percent legally married

3. percent consensually married

4. percent separated and divorced

5. percent widowed

Occupation Variables
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(. percent professional, managers, and operatives

7. percent clerical workers

8. percent service workers

9. percent unskilled (total population), laborers

(male population), percent domestic workers

(female workers)

Employment Variables

10. percent employed in the labor force

ll. percent unemployed

Public Private Employment Variables

12. percent government workers

13. percent self-employed workers

Ethnicity -Variables

14. percent foreign born

15. percent Spanish stock

16. percent Cuban stock

17. percent Dominican Republic stock

Income Variables

18. median family income

19. percent earning over $6,000 (1960), $8,000

(1970)

Housing Variables

20. percent renter occupied

21. percent two persons or less in housing unit

22. median number of rooms in housing unit

23. percent multiple dwelling units (two or more)
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24. percent contract rent paid for dwelling

Youth Dependency Variable

25. percent youth dependency in tract

Migration Variables

26. percent living in the same house (1955), (1965)

27. percent living in the United States (1955),

(1965)

28. percent living outside present SMSA (1955),

(1965)

Education Variable

29. percent with eighth grade schooling or less

Additional variables for the gerontological section of the

paper are:

Additional Aged Variable

1. percent sixty-five plus who are heads of

families

2. percent sixty-five plus living in tract

Occupancy Housing Variables

3. percent persons below the poverty level

4. percent who moved into housing units 1968 to

1970

5. percent moved into housing units 1964 to 1967

6. percent moved into housing units 1960 to 1964

7. percent moved into housing units 1954 to 1960

8. percent moved into housing units 1940 to 1953

9. percent moved into housing units before 1939
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-Statistical Techniques

The statistical techniques utilized in this research

are correlational factor analyses and analysis of variances.

These techniques are essential in factorial ecology, a method

of research for studying order of cities or societies. Since

the data used are aggregate, collected from the census counts,

correlational methods are appropriate measures for describing

the social dimensions or structures existing in the society.

Correlational coefficients represent the first output of a

factor analysis. Since a large number of variables are used

in the study, factor analytic measures become necessary as

data-reduction techniques to better describe and facilitate

the understanding of the structural dimensions extant in the

cities. The factorial model postulated that, from each vari-

able used in the analysis of n units, a series of common

factors underlie the number of variables plus an error term.

The basic equation is

Z S a + E
(nxl) (nxr) (rxl) (nxl)

Where Z is the manifest variable, S contains measurements

of the n areas on the r factors, a represents the coeffi-

cients specifying the combination of factors for the particu-

lar manifest variable, and E is a vector of errors (3). If

n were the number of census tracts and Z contained their

socio-economic scores, variation in scores might be

explained by combinations of variables. The factor analytic
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technique provides a method for examining a large number of

variables and summarizing their interrelationships into a

few basic dimensions or factors.

The initial procedure in a factor analysis is the

creation of a correlation matrix which consists of corre-

lation coefficients of all variables. A correlation

coefficient indicates an inverse relationship. There are

several factor analytic methods capable of extracting multi-

ple factors from the input list of variables. The one used

in this research is the principal axis method.

The principal axis method involves computing an unro-

tated factor matrix with the factors being either predeter-

mined by the researcher (a forced-flow) or allowing for an

unlimited (free-flow) production of factors. In the prin-

cipal axis method, each factor extracts the maximum amount

of variance in rank order of emergence. In a sequential

order, the first factor represents the line of least squares

that explains the greatest amount of variance in the data.

The first unrotated factor thus represents the largest

pattern of relationships in the data, the second factor

follows as the next largest pattern and so on. This is the

reduction of n space into 4 dimensions. Within each dimen-

sion all variables are given a factor loading which is used

to determine their interrelationship with a significant

factor. Usually a plus or minus .35 is set for the deter-

mination of what is a significant relationship or loading.
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In the principal axis method, factor loadings may be con-

sidered as correlations between the variables and the

respective factors. They are analogous to correlation

coefficients and thus high positive or negative loadings

indicate high correlations.

Rotation and Factor Scores

After the initial computation of factors, a rotation

occurs which aids in the identification of factors. This

rotation permits the determination of meaningful clusters

or relationships which are then interpreted (1). There are

two basic types of rotation: orthogonal and oblique, the

former being utilized in this study. In an orthogonal ro-

tation all factors are rotated in a rigid ninety-five degree

angle with each factor immovably fixed in relation to all

other factors. The factors are rotated around the initial

origin until the system of factors is ideally aligned with

separate clusters of variables (4, pp. 370-371).

Factor scores are products of the rotated factor com-

putation of factor loadings and may be utilized in an

analysis of variance. The statistical use of factor scores

is similar to a closeness of fit test or fitting a least

squares line to the data and factor loadings (3, p. 16).

The end product is a standardized set of scores for all

variables in each factor output. If there are six factors

extracted in the factor analysis and 103 tracts for San Juan
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in 1960, then 618 factor scores will be generated. The

resulting factor scores are generally used as the interval

level data in an analysis of variance with the zone and

sector codings for each tract serving as the ordinal or

nominal input. An F ratio is computed by taking the ratio

of the between zone or sector variance to within zone or

sector variance, and F levels of significance determined.
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CHAPTER IV

HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF PUERTO RICO:

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SETTING

In this chapter the general history of Puerto Rico

during the post-hispanic period is discussed with special

attention paid to the political and economic development.

of the country and the urbanization trends reflected in

its three major cities.

Geographical Setting

Puerto Rico is the fourth largest of seven thousand

islands in the Caribbean known as the Antilles and has a

total area of 3,435 square miles and contains mountains,

hills, deserts, forests, and coastal plains. The highest

point, Cerro de Punto, is located at an elevation of 4,898

feet. There are no rivers which are navigable by large

ships (15). There are three distinct areas in the country:

the lowlands and coastal plains where sugar plantations

dominate; the highlands where the primary crop is coffee;

and the rolling hills between the coastal plains and moun-

tain terrain where a diversity of crops are raised (15,

p. 2).
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Racial Composition

A process of racial mezclado or mixing has occurred in

Puerto Rico since the sixteenth century. Figures from the

early 1960's showed that about 20 percent of the population

was non-white. However, the stigma prevalent about skin

coloration in the United States is not a factor in Puerto

Rico. Mobility is not prevented by racial barriers. Racial

prejudice is in fact a concept which many Puerto Ricans

learn only with contact with Americans or with migration to

the United States. In a study by Tumin and Feldman (1961),

the question was asked of a survey sample of the population--

what race do you wish to be classified? Most respondents

said white, some mulatto, and a few said black. They con-

cluded that the color of one's skin in Puerto Rico was less

important a consideration to Puerto Ricans than to Americans

and that the society of Puerto Rico was "colorblind" (10).

Political History

The history of Puerto Rico can be discussed in two

unique political epochal periods: the Spanish colonial

period which lasted from 1493 to 1898 and the period of

American hegemony covering the last seven decades, 1898 to

1970.

Spanish suzerainty began with the colonization of

Borinquen, (the original Taino Indian name for the island of

Puerto Rico) or Puerto Rico by Christopher Columbus in 1493.
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The Indian population of pre-hispanic Puerto Rico has been

estimated as between 50,000 to 70,000 persons (8). Seeking

gold, adventures and title, the early Spanish lords devas-

tated the Amerindian population and imported black slaves to

perform various labor intensive tasks. With the discovery

of New World civilizations with more bountiful gold and

slaves, Puerto Rico became merely a commercial way-station

between Castile and the Mexican Empire. Due to the "pull"

factors of the Mexican gold find, a depopulation of the

island was averted only by the development of Puerto Rico

as a military base by the Spaniards and a yearly allowance

allotted from the Mexican treasurer.

By the eighteenth century, the basic form of a plan-

tation economy combining sugar cane, cotton, tobacco, and

coffee ranches had emerged, and the population increased

through immigration and natural increase from 2,000 in 1673

to 155,000 in 1800 (4). This demographic increase was a

precipitant to the development of Puerto Rican nationalism

and the struggle for independence from Spanish authority.

Despite various attempts to attain independence during the

nineteenth century, Puerto Rico remained a Spanish posses-

sion until the acquisition of the island by the United

States in 1898. In turn, the United States perpetuated a

form of colonial rule in Puerto Rico but one which had

economic advantages for the small bourgeois element.
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The demand by the United States for Puerto Rico and

the Philippines can be linked to either the "manifest

destiny" and a belief in "the white man's burden" of

spreading civilization to the inferior non-Anglo areas of

Latin America or to the search for new markets and raw re-

sources for American industrialists. In 1900 a series of

laws were passed to make Puerto Rico a colony of the United

States. The Foraker Act of 1900 appointed a military gov-

ernor for Puerto Rico and provided a civil government for

Puerto Rico. It created a Governor, Cabinet, a Senate,

and a Supreme Court Judiciary all appointed by the President.

Only the House of Delegates was elected by native Puerto

Ricans. With the start of World War I, and a growing con-

cern for the national security of the United States, the

United States Legislature enacted the Jones act of 1917

which served as a form of constitution until amended in

1947. Under this act, Puerto Ricans were granted American

citizenship but without any constitutional status defined

for the island. The anomalous position of Puerto Rico

in relation to its colonial ruler, the United States, was

reflected in the emergence of vehement anti-Americanism

and numerous independence-oriented national parties, some

of which still function as extremely militant parties agi-

tating for autonomy from the United States. The general

period of ambivalence over the status of Puerto Rico with

the United States nurtured a strong political involvement
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on the part of most puertorriguen5s to clarify the unincor-

porated territorial status. With the eruption of World War

II, the strategic position of Puerto Rico as a key supply

depot and naval base for the United States gave Puerto

Ricans a new sense of self-confidence in money and trade as

well as a war prosperity which created new jobs from con-

struction of military bases. After the war, the Popular

Democratic Party (PPD) continued its political dominance

under Munoz Marin and worked for self-government for the

Puerto Rican people. In 1950 the United States Congress

passed Public Law 600 which gave Puerto Ricans the right to

construct their own constitution and an opportunity to opt

for either an independent Puerto Rico or a Commonwealth tie

with the United States. The electorate decided by a four-

to-one vote to establish the Commonwealth. Puerto Rico is

linked to the United States neither as a territory, nor a

state, nor an independent republic. She receives federal

funds for various projects like Model Cities and food

stamps yet does not pay federal income tax nor vote in the

United States national elections for congressional repre-

sentation.

The political tempo has still raged around the common-

wealth-statehood-independence issue since 1952 with various

parties rising and falling in percentage of the vote

garnered. Table II reflects these general attitudes of the

electorate since 1948. It is apparent that since 1948 the
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general support for annexation has grown considerably at

the expense of the two other main parties.

In 1965 the United States Senate created the U. S.

Puerto Rican Commission on the Status of Puerto Rico to

determine its status and recommended commonwealth status.

Anytime that the Puerto Rican electorate wishes to become

a sovereign nation, the Congress has left the "door open"

for the abrogation of its commonwealth status.

TABLE II

PUERTO RICAN NATIONAL ELECTIONS*
1948-1968

(votes in thousands)

Year Popular Democratic Statehood Independence
Party (PPD) Rep.

1948 392 88 66

1952 430 85 126

1956 433 173 66

1960 458 252 24

1964 487 284 22

1968 334 360 28

*Source: State Board of Elections of Puerto Rico,

Government Publications (San Juan, Puerto Rico).

Economic History

Until 1940 the economy of Puerto Rico was based en-

tirely upon agricultural production, principally coffee,
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sugar and tobacco. Much of the land was not used for pro-

ducing foodstuffs to be exported; crops were raised for

consumption on the island, with the exception of the sugar

mills owned by largely American interests. In the manu-

facturing sector the largest industry was that of needlework.

Overall, Puerto Rico was considered one of the poorest and

least developed nations in Latin America.

Various factors emerged during the anti-depression

years of the New Deal era which began to change the rate of

economic growth in Puerto Rico. Various liberal-nationalistic

elements emerged which acted to give great incentives to the

creation of New Deal programs fostering Puerto Rican eco-

nomic development problems. Utilizing the empathy shown by

Eleanor Roosevelt towards Puerto Rico and using pressure

tactics of lobbying in Congress, these groups, containing

representatives of the Popular Democratic Party, helped

initiate a number of federal responses to their problems.

Programs, like the Puerto Rican Emergency Relief Admini-

strations and the Puerto Rico Reconstruction Program,

facilitated the development of needed public works programs.

A more revolutionary program was adopted in the so-called

Chardon Plan which created a semi-public corporation to

buy land, stimulate rural resettlement, diversify agri-

culture, encourage co-operatives, provide rural electrifi-

cation, rehabilitate old or stagnating coffee and tobacco

areas and provide access to sugar mills for sugar harvesters
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(6). This program was an attempt to industrialize contin-

gent upon one basic principle--land disbursement to

puertorriquenos with a limitation of a maximum of 500 acres

of land. Unfortunately, this well intentioned program never

received adequate funding and, as World War II erupted, the

plan was never effectively enforced. Part of the reason for

this was that it was apparent that simply concentrating on

family agricultural distribution as the pillar for indus-

trialization would not substantially industrialize the

society.

The genesis of a lasting industrial program started in

1942 with the creation of the Puerto Rico Industrial Devel-

opment Company (PRIDCO), the Puerto Rico Planning Board,

and the Governmental Development Bank. These administrative

bulwarks enabled the Governor of Puerto Rico to coordinate

an economic program capable of making needed adjustments

in various economic sectors as necessitated by the changing

needs of world markets (6, p. 16). These organizations be-

gan a concerted effort to build the foundation for economic

development, later labeled "Operation Bootstrap" whose

basic function was to develop new industries by developing

and operating government-owned plants in key production

areas producing the necessary materials needed to stimulate

the private sectors (6, p. 16). Within the next ten years,

other programs were organized to offset the weakness of a

totally state planned form of industrialization. PRIDCO
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began to evolve into a corporation which encouraged private

investment to establish light and heavy industries in Puerto

Rico. By the 1950's this organization began to augment the

construction of new industries, which ultimately would be

leased to private companies, and to develop a policy-orien-

tation system to attract new industries from the United

States to Puerto Rico (9, p. 14). In 1950 the Economic De-

velopment Administration was created. This organization

incorporated PRIDCO, the Transportation Authority and the

Industrial, as well as Rum Promotion, and the Tourism

agencies (9, p. 16). This effectively centralized and co-

ordinated the major institutions involved in Puerto Rico's

industrialization. William Stead notes that "By the middle

of 1950 the basic structure of the economic development pro-

gram had been created . . . it [Puerto Rico] ranked twenty-

sixth among seventy nations of the world . . . demonstrating

real progress in its increase of per capita income " (9,

p. 17). Table III indicates the tremendous increases in

per capita income from 1940 (prior to Operation Bootstrap)

to 1970. Another factor which apparently helped in indus-

trial development was the heavy emigration from 1950 to

1965 of Puerto Ricans to the United States mainland,

principally New York. Almost 40,000 Puerto Ricans a year

migrated to the mainland since 1945 as contrasted with only

249,918 persons migrating to the mainland prior to the

1940's (7, p. 12). Although it is impossible to gauge the
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the actual effect of this migration, it has certainly alle-

viated various problems faced by most developing countries.

Migration to the mainland helped relieve problems of housing

and unemployment.

TABLE III

PER CAPITA INCOME, PUERTO RICO 1940-1970*
(in U. S. dollars)

Year Per Capita Income

1940 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 213
1947 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293
1954 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 334
1960 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408
1962 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601
1967 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,037
1970 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,267

*Source: United States Census Bureau for Puerto Rico,
1940, 1950-1970.

Alfred Fuerst noted that from the late 1950's to the

1970's there was a gradual shift away from labor-intensive

to capital industries and from non-durable to durable goods

(3, pp. 135-136). Generally the size of the plants increased

as heavy industries were developed. Light industries still

predominated but progress had occurred in the heavier indus-

tries, for example, metallurgical and chemical industries

and the capital-intensive electronics field. Part of this

economic expansion was due to the rather liberal exemptions

provided foreign industries. Initially started in the

1940's, a new Tax Incentive Act of 1963 was passed which

allowed a sliding scale of taxation for the period after the
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tax exemption (seventeen years usually) and a more privileged

exemption given for locating in less developed areas of

Puerto Rico. This resulted in over 200 American corporations

relocating in Puerto Rico.

Demography of Puerto Rico

Demographically, Puerto Rico is placed in the second

stage of the demographic transition. This stage refers to

a transitionary stage in a country's population growth

where birth rates are high and death rates are low, charac-

teristics which describe a country undergoing modernization.

Table IV describes the growing population size in Puerto

Rico since 1800.

TABLE IV

POPULATION SIZE, PUERTO RICO 1800-1970*
(in thousands)

Year

1800.................. . .......
1832................. .. .......
1846.w.................. .. . .....
1860............... . .......
1899............. . ..... ......
1910. ........ ........
1920.a............ . .......
1930................ . .......
1940.........0. . ........
1950... .. . .... . ...... .
1960... ........ . .......
1970......a. ... 0...... .....

*Source: General Characteristics
Census 1940, 1950, 1960, and 1970.

Population

155
330
448
583

. .v . . .953
1,118
1,300
1,540
1,869
2,202
2,349
2,712

of the Population,
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The relatively slow growth from 1950 to 1970 is attributed,

in part, to the heavy out-migration of Puerto Ricans to the

United States. It is estimated that the island lost perhaps

one million inhabitants as a result of emigration to the

United States since 1940 (3, p. 29).

The birth and death rates of Puerto Rico depict a

gradual lowering of birth rates which can be interpreted

as the initial start of becoming a third stage society in

relation to the demographic transition. Table V illustrates

the gradual reduction in mortality and fertility figures.

TABLE V

BIRTH AND DEATH RATE PER THOUSAND PERSONS,
PUERTO RICO, 1930-1970*

Year Births Deaths

1930 40.6 23.1
1940 39.0 18.4
1950 39.6 10.5
1960 31.6 6.6
1970 26.3 6.1

*Source: Selected Indices of Social and Economic

Growth, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Office of the Governor,
Bureau of Economic and Social Analysis, Puerto Rico Planning
Board,

The tremendous decrease in death rates occurs concomitantly

with the development of the public works programs, public

health programs, and economic growth stimulated by the New
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Deal and "'Operation Bootstrap." Fertility exhibits a marked

decline since the 1950's.

The rates or urban growth also reflect the growth

trends of developing countries with increased percentages

of the population living in urban areas as shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI

PERCENT URBAN POPULATION,
PUERTO RICO, 1900-1970*

(in thousands)

Year Total Number Percent Urban

1899 138,000 14.6
1910 224,600 20.1
1920 284,000 21.8
1930 427,000 27.7
1940 566,000 30.3
1950 894,800 40.5
1960 1,039,000 44.2
1970 1,570,000 58.1

*Sources: United States Census Bureau, General Char-
acteristics Census for 1940, 1950, 1960, and 1970.

Along with this movement into urban areas, an increase of

from 34.8 percent to 56.1 percent of the population living

in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas is noted.

Within these SMSA's, a centrifugal movement away from the

central city boundaries occurred from 1960 to 1970. Nearly

72 percent of the SMSA population lived inside the central

areas in 1960, compared with 59.8 percent in 1970, reflecting

a major suburbanization trend occurring in Puerto Rico (11).
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From the information provided in the preceding para-

graphs, a distinct increase in societal "scale" or

industrialization has occurred in Puerto Rico over the

last three decades: an increase in the per capita income

levels, decreases in both mortality and fertility rates,

increases in capital goods industries and an increase in

the proportion of persons living in urban levels. Thus

from economic, demographic, and sociological indicators

there has been a decided increase in the level of develop-

ment in Puerto Rico from 1940 to 1960.

Description of the Cities

A general historical review of a socio-demographic

description of the three cities--San Juan, Ponce, and

Mayaguez is presented in the paragraphs below. Upon their

initial Spanish founding, all three cities were constructed

around the traditional "plaza" city plan, introduced in the

Law of the Indies by the Spanish Crown, which stated basic

rules for the construction of and planting of cities and

towns. The center of the city was the plaza which was

bordered on four sides by the cathedral, administrative

offices of the government, presidio, and the market. Resi-

dential plans reflected a gradient distribution by classes

whereby the wealthiest families lived nearest the plaza;

the poorest families resided toward the periphery. Rules

were included for regulating the growth of the city through
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the replication of the plaza in outlying districts called

barrios. As the city grew these barrios were incorporated

into the original city (2). Little centralization of com-

mercial enterprises appeared as there were no negative

values attached to having shops or businesses in residences.

Even with a central city market, street vendors and special-

ized services tended to be spread throughout the city

servicing residents in their local barrios. The degree of

the disintegration of this original plaza plan and the type

of ecological structure is to be tested in the data analysis

of the factorial ecologies of the three cities.

San Juan

San Juan, capital of Puerto Rico, was founded in 1521

and is the oldest city within United States economic juris-

diction. It was founded primarily for its military

defensibility, being located on a peninsula which protected

its harbor. The city's early growth was inhibited by the

shipping restrictions imposed by the Spanish Crown. Coast-

wise shipping was prohibited and a lack of internally

linked roads to inland markets prevented the city from be-

coming a commercial trading town of great importance in the

Antilles (1, pp. 17-18). As a result of European hostilities

and colony usurpation by many continental powers, the city

of San Juan was completely walled by 1641. The city's

economy was subsidized primarily from a yearly grant from
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the Mexican royalties and the Spanish garrison stationed

there.

When it became necessary to expand the city bound-

aries, new settlements were established at a distance away

from Old San Juan in order to prevent invaders from obtain-

ing buildings close to the city walls (1, p. 20). The next

settlement established was Rio Piedras in 1714, located

eleven miles inland and near to the transportation nexus of

island roads. From 1700 to 1900, both cities grew as plaza-

centered cities. An interstitial community, Santurce, grew

between the two cities, but at a much slower pace as it was

exposed to potential attack from land and sea (1, p. 20).

As San Juan and Rio Piedras grew towards each other in the

nineteenth century, Santurce became a suburb of the two

cities and now can be considered a central business district

of cosmopolitan San Juan.

San Juan maintained a steady growth rate since the

1900's. In 1899 the population of San Juan was 32,048; in

1910, 48,716; in 1920, 71,000; in 1930, 114,715; in 1940,

169,247; in 1950, 357,000; in 1960, 432,658; and in 1970,

463,242. The rapid increase in population from 1940 to

1950 was a result of the incorporation of Rio Piedras into

the San Juan city orbit. Greater San Juan exhibited a dis-

tinct unnucleated city pattern, as a result of topographical

distortions and the merger of San Juan, Santurce, and Rio
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Piedras (1). At present the Santurce area may be called the

Central Business District.

An economic profile of San Juan is presented in Table

VII showing the acceleration of the tertiary sector as the

primary employing economic sector. As could be expected,

the primary sector has rapidly declined as an employing

sector in San Juan. Concomitant with this change in San

Juan economic sectors, the median income has risen from

$795 in 1950 to $4,461 in 1970, and the median years of

schooling has also increased from 6.5 years in 1950 to 7.9

years in 1970. As expected of a society recently emerging

TABLE VII

EMPLOYMENT BY ECONOMIC SECTORS
FOR SAN JUAN 1950-1970*

1950 1960 1970
Sector Total % Total % Total %

Primary 10,000 7.9 1,198. 0.9 982 0.8

Secondary 26,500 20.9 28,800 23.0 26,872 20.5

Tertiary 82,000 65.0 85,000 76.0 102,000 78.6

Total
Labor Force 127,000 125,400 131,266

*Source: United States Census Bureau, SMSA Population
Count 1950-1970.

from the demographic revolutions in fertility and mortality,

the percent of the population of San Juan which is over
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sixty-five years of age increased from 4.3 percent in 1950

to 6.1 percent in 1970 (14).

Ponce

Ponce, the second largest city in Puerto Rico, was

founded in 1692 and is located on the southern coast. The

city has always been one of the largest on the island and

second in size only to San Juan since the beginning of the

twentieth century. Its growth has been facilitated by its

central location to a productive hinterland. Due to its

location near the fertile coastal plains, Ponce served as

a main industrial center for sugar griding, coffee pro-

cessing, and rum distillation for Puerto Rico. Beginning

with "Operation Bootstrap," in the 1950's Ponce added new

industrial activities including mincemeat production, foods

and canning, apparel manufacture, and petrochemical indus-

tries (14). The growth of the city since 1900 is listed

in Table VIII. The growth of Ponce's economic sectors

demonstrates the emergence of Ponce as a manufacturing and

construction center for Puerto Rico since 1960 (Table IX).

It should be noted that the absolute number of employed

persons does not show any increase from 1950 to 1970, de-

spite an increase in urban population.

The median income for Ponceios increased from $465

in 1950 to $3,565 in 1970. Median education increased from

5.1 years in 1950 to 7.7 years in 1970. Ponce as with San
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Juan has shown a remarkable increase in the number of aged

living in the city. In 1950 only 4.5 percent of the

TABLE VIII

POPULATION SIZE OF PONCE 1900 to 1970*
(in thousands)

Year

1900................. . ......... ........ ..
1910......g....... ............... . . .....
1920............................ . .......
1930........................... . . ........
1940..................... . 0...... .......
1950................ . ........
1960.................... . .......
1970.................. . ............... .. I....

*Source: U. S. Census for Puerto Rico,
1960, 1970.

Population

27,952
35,000
41,912
53,430
65,182
99,492

114,586
124,987

1940, 1950,

population was over sixty-five; in 1960 it was 5.6 percent;

and in 1970 the percent of aged had increased to 6.9 percent

(13).

TABLE IX

ECONOMIC SECTORAL GROWTH IN PONCE 1950 TO 1970*

1950 1960 1970

Sector Total % Total % Total %

Primary 6,200 21.0 972 3.5 441 1.4

Secondary 7,850 26.6 8,900 32.4 11,631 37.4

Tertiary 16,000 54.0 17,750 64.4 19,016 61.2

Total
Labor Force 29,500 27,440 31,088

*S(Durce: U. S. Census Bureau, General Characteristics,
1950, SMSA Population Counts, 1960 and 1970.
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Mayaguez

The smallest of the three cities in this investi-

gation, Mayaguez, is located on the far eastern coast and is

the major seaport and commercial center for the eastern sec-

tion of Puerto Rico. The city did not become a major urban

center until after the United States occupation in 1898.

The growth for the city from 1900 is shown in Table X.

TABLE X

POPULATION SIZE OF MAYAGUEZ 1900 TO 1970*
(in thousands)

Year

1900. .... ........ ..-.

1910.-.-.-.-.-.-.-...-...-.................-...

1920.------...-.-........-.-.-.-.-...

1930.-...-.-.-.-.-.-...............-.-.....

1940.-...-...-...-...-.-.-.-...-.......-.......

1950...-.........-.-......................

1960.-.-.-.-...-.-...-.............-......

1970.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.....-.............-...-....

*Source: U. S. Census Bureau, Population
1940, 1950, 1960, 1970.

Population

5,187

16,563

19,124

37,060

50,367

58,944

50,147

85,857
Counts of

Mayaguez actually declined in its city population from 1950

to 1960 and dramatically increased in population from 1960

to 1970. Table XI notes the sectoral changes occurring in

Mayaguez from 1950 to 1970.
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TABLE XI

ECONOMIC SECTORS IN MAYAGUEZ 1950 TO 1970*

1950 1960 1970

Sector Total % Total % Total %

Primary 4,300 16.1 280 1.5

Secondary 10,600 39.7 6,995 37.0

Tertiary 12,873 48.2 11,580 61.5

Total
Labor Force 26,700 18,807

*Source: U. S. Census Bureau, SMSA Population Counts,
1950, 1960, 1970.

A notable decrease in the number of employed persons

in Mayaguez, despite continued population growth, reflects

an aspect common in most developing nations of the world.

The large decrease in both the primary and secondary em-

ployed demonstrates a move from labor intensive work to

capital intensive industries and an apparent increase in

the dependent non-working population. The median income

for Mayaguecos was $438 in 1950 and increased to $3,313 in

1970. Median education increased from 4.2 percent in 1950

to 7.0 percent in 1970. Mayaguez exhibited the largest

increase in the percent of the population over sixty-five

years of age--from 4.1 percent in 1960 to 5.9 percent in

1960 to 7.6 percent in 1970 (12) .
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Summary of the Cities

In the last fifty years San Juan has been the primate

city in Puerto Rico which by 1970 possessed more than three

times the population of Ponce and almost five times the pop-

ulation of Mayaguez. San Juan, despite having a lower

percentage of persons employed in the secondary economic

sector, possessed over two and one-half times as many abso-

lute workers in that industrial sector showing it to be the

industrial center of Puerto Rico. San Juan also offers

higher median incomes and education attainment levels than

the other two cities for all the periods since 1950. Resi-

dents of Ponce had a higher median income and educational

level from 1950 to 1970. All three cities displayed the

tendencies, characteristic of industrializing societies,

of rapid decline in employment primary and continual in-

creases in the tertiary sector. All three cities had

greater increases in both absolute numbers and percentages

of elderly living in the cities. Mayaguez contained the

largest percentage of elderly.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

In this chapter the basic propositions of ecological

change occurring in San Juan, Ponce, and Mayaguez from 1960

to 1970 developed in the previous chapter are examined. The

chapter is organized into four subtopics: (1) a description

of the factorial change between and within each of the three

cities during the decade; (2) the morphological changes in

the spatial structure for the 1960 to 1970 decade; and (3)

a summary of the propositions to determine the degree of

convergence experienced by the cities over the ten year

period.

The initial discussion looks at the number of factor

dimensions emerging in each of the three cities. In com-

paring the various factor structures over the two census

samples, if an increase in factorial differentiation is

present, support will be established for the hypothesized

convergence. Particular attention is focused upon the simi-

larity of dimensions between the three Puerto Rican cities

and those dimensions documented in cities in developing

societies. The first series of factor analysis focuses

specifically on the major proposition discussed in Chapter

III.

111
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According to this proposition, the greater the size of

the city, the greater the factorial differentiation of that

city. San Juan, being the largest city, is expected to

possess a more differentiated factor structure than either

Ponce or Mayaguez. Ponce, the next largest city, should be

more factorially differentiated than Mayaguez. Factorial

differentiation refers to the emergence of a greater number

of factors and greater factor independence among the factor

dimensions.

Factorial Change

Factorial Differentiation

Mayaquez.--Table XII provides a listing of the free-

flow factor analysis of Mayaguez. The initial principal

axis rotation revealed six factors for 1960, accounting for

48.2 percent of the original total matrix variance. The

factor loadings which reveal the least squares line fit of

the variables to the dimensions are presented in the table.

The social rank dimension, the first factor, provides a

description of the differentiation of census tracts by social

and economic characteristics. Populations in tracts with

high scores are characterized by high incomes, professional

occupations, a high level of education, and primarily for-

eign stock or foreign born inhabitants. Populations in

tracts with low scores represent groups highly correlated

with larger families, lower education, higher percentages
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TABLE XII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FACTOR ANALYSIS: MAYAGUEZ, 1960

Life Low Occupa-
pation

Social Cycle Low Employ- Employ- Legally
Per Cent Rank Familism Resource ment ment Married

Aged .746 -.434 . .

Legally Married . . . , *q.. . ,, .855

Cons. Married -.461 -.721 .400 .
Separated and

Divorced -.701 , a .456
Widowed .636 .518 - .356
Prof. Man.

Oper. .702 .562 . .

Clericals 0 . .630 . a a-594 .

Service Workers a a . a , .774
Unskilled -. 375 -. 756 .. a

Male Employed -.590 .442 .492 a aWa

Female Employed .420 .568 -.611 a

Male Unemployed a , , .674 .563 , . .
Female Unem-

ployed -.378 . a a .701 a a -.366
Government Work .632 . -. 600 a . .
Self-Employed .443 a . -. 647

Foreign Born .878 aaa aa

Spanish Stock .851 . . -.384
Cuban Stock .712 .531

Dom. Rep.. Stock .825 a

Median Income .900 ,
Over $8,000 .923 .a

Renter Occupied a a -. 895

Two Persons or
Less a a a a -. 870

Median Number of
Rooms .727 .439

Multiple Dwel-
lings . . a a , a a a .856 a

Median Contract
Rent .818 .410

Youth Dependency
Index -. 479 -.726 .

Living in Same
House -. 409 -. 783 .

Living in U.S.
in 1955 . a .857 .aaa

Living Outside
SMSA in 1955 .809 .355 ,

Education Index -. 784 -.480 .
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of consensually married, separated or divorces and/or

widowed persons, and fewer women in the labor force.* The

failure of the ethnic variables to separate from this dimen-

sion reflects an undifferentiated aspect of the Mayaguez

social rank dimension. Differentiation by ethnic segre-

gation present in developed cities does not appear. The

second key factor is the familism factor possessing high

loadings with the aged variable, the percent living in the

United States in 1955, and Cuban stock. This dimension

serves to differentiate populations according to their pre-

dominant family life style patterns. The positive loadings

define an aging life cycle stage while the negative loadings

identify an early child rearing stage. The high loading

with the migrant variables demonstrates a differentiation

of the population, spatially separating persons living in

the United States before 1965 from those living in other

Puerto Rican cities before 1965. This migrant population

tends to be correlated with higher SES status than the

general population by virtue of its high loadings with high

incomes, and white collar occupation variables. The other

four factors contained at least one variable loading over

.80 with an employment or housing variable.

The analysis of Mayaguez SMSA in 1970 utilized the

same variable input as in 1960. A principal axis analysis

*The percentage of females in the labor force will be

abbreviated as FLFP in the following paragraphs.
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was performed on the thirty-one by twenty-one matrix and

41.4 percent of the original matrix variance was explained

by the seven factor dimension which emerged. The 1970 anal-

ysis did exhibit a more complex factorial differentiation

than in 1960 as projected in Specific Proposition One. In

Table XIII the emergent dimensions for the 1970 data are

presented. The first and strongest factor is an SES dimen-

sion dominated by negative loadings in employment, education,

and occupation. This factor turns out to be a strong dis-

criminator of a low SES population. High loadings, rather

than denoting a wealthier substratum within the population,

are related to the low resource variables (low educational

attainment, blue collar workers, and low income). High

positive loadings with the percent consensually married,

percent living in the same house as in 1965, and percent

unskilled labor reinforce the label as a low Social Rank

dimension quite different from the usual bipolar dimensions

found in developed cities. The second factor is a Social

Rank component with high SES loadings and high positive

loadings on the ethnicity variables. These relationships

reflect the low status of the native population and the

high SES status of foreign stock elements in Mayaguez.

These ethnic elements also load highly with a late arrival

variable (percent outside the SMSA in 1965) so that they

have contributed to the dimension in Mayaguez not present

in 1960. The third inportant factor dimension is a late
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TABLE XIII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FREE-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: MAYAGUEZ, 1970

Per Cent

Aged
Legally Married

Cons. Married
Separated and

Divorced

Widowed

Prof. Man.

Oper.
Clericals

Service Workers

Unskilled Work.
Male Employed

Female Employed

Male Unemployed

Female Unem-

ployed
Government Work.

Self-Employed
Foreign Born

Spanish Stock

Cuban Stock

Dom. Rep. Stock-
Median Income

Over $8,000
Renter Occupied

Two Persons or

Less

Median Number of

Rooms
Multiple Dwel-

lings
Median Contract

Rent

Youth Dependency

Index

Living in Same
House 1955

Living in U.S.
in 1955,

Living Outside
SMSA in. 1955

Education Index

Ethnic Life- Low Govt,
Social High Soc. Cycle Employ- Service Migra-
Rank Rank FamilismiHousing ment Workers jtion

.903

.506

-. 790

.453

. .0
-. 767

-. 794

-, 481

-. 817
-. 682

. .!

-. 803

-. 371

.513

.669

-. 458
.828

-.553

-. 488
. .0

.592
. .

-. 366
. .a

-. r26

.708
.770
.595
.897
.368
.416

.510

.391

.619

-. 500

,715
-, 473

.928
-. 415

.545

.862

-.433

.353

.396

.715

-. 480

, .

-. 530

-. 548

.863

.893

-.530

-'506

.351

.862

.846

-. 351

.676
. .A

.831

- 512

-. 354

-. 592

.897

I 
-
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familism dimension which showed much higher loadings in the

percent aged, percent widowed, and the low dwelling occu-

pancy rate (.72). This factor is more clearly associated

with a late life cycle stage variable than the family life

cycle factor noted in the 1960 Mayaguez analysis. A sepa-

ration of the migrant variables into distinct dimensions

also reflects a more developed aspect of Mayaguez's ecologi-

cal structure. In both the 1960 and 1970 analyses, employment

dimensions emerge apparently describing subpopulations which

are differentiated on the basis of occupation rather than

social prestige, life cycle or ethnic characteristics.

Ponce.--In the free-flow factor analyses of Ponce for

1960 and 1970, a similar number of factor dimensions emerged--

six. According to the general Proposition, an increase in

the factor dimensions or factor differentiation was expected.

Tables XIV and XV represent the 1960 and 1970 dimensional

output respectively. Although there was no increase in the

number of dimensions during the decade, the individual fac-

tors do exhibit a further differentiation within the dimensions.

In both analyses, Factor I corresponded to a social rank

dimension which in 1960 was dominated by the ethnicity and

contract rent variables. The foreign born and foreign stock

variables correlated with the social rank dimension in 1960

while separating into a distinct dimension in 1970. In

1960 the female labor force participation variable was
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TABLE XIV

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FREE-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: PONCE, 1960

High Low Govt. Service

Social Resource/ Low Em- Occupa-

Per Cent Rank Soc, Rank Familism Housing ployment tion

Aged -,425 .794
Legally Married . -.441 -.750

Cons. Married -.457 .835

Separated and

Divorced -.467 , , .733 . .

Widowed . .891

Prof. Man,

Oper. . . -,723 , .354

Clericals .523 -.707 . . . . .

Service Workers . . . , , . . . . . .855

Unskilled . . .806 , . -. 442

Male Employed , . . -.,841 .

Female Employed .526 -.741 . . .

Male Unemployed -. 395 .503 .482

Female Unem-

ployed -.471 .450 , .424

Government Work. . . -. 895

Self-Employed . . . . .768

Foreign Born .898 -.356

Spanish Stock .902 .

Cuban Stock .743 .

Dom. Rep. Stock .381 -.685

Median Income .783 -.369 -.377

Over $8,000 .850 .

Renter Occupied .441 .742

Two Persons or

Less , . ,902

Median Number of

Rooms .678 -. 662

Multiple Dwel-

lings . . . . ,880

Median Contract

Rent .903

Youth Dependency

Index -. 530 .706

Living in Same

House 1955 . . . .508 -. 647

Living in U.S.

in 1951 .742 -. 426

Living Outside

SMSA in 1955 .485 . . . -. 551

Education Index -.583 .664 .
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TABLE XV

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FREE-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: PONCE,1970

Self-
Social Ethnicity Life- Employed

Per Cent Rank Index Cycle Migration Resource Housing

Aged . . . .919

Legally Married .550 .450 .549
Cons. Married -.801 -.357

Separated and
Divorced -.550 .578

Widowed .800 .360
Prof. Man.

Oper. .44.7 .418 .590
Clericals -. 863 . . .

Service Workers -.428 -.452 .367 -.553
Unskilled -. 819 .

Male Employed .724 . . -.377
Female Employed .789 .496

Male Unemployed . . -,422 .527

Female Unem-

ployed -.626 458
Government Work. .784

Self-EmployedW t .793
Foreign Born .881
Spanish Stock .653 .376
Cuban Stock .880

Dom. Rep. Stock , , ,391 .648

Median Income .492 .468 -.373 . .456
Over $8,000 .491 .496 . . . . 405
Renter Occupied . . . . .616 . . . . .631

Two Persons or

Less , , .905

Median Number of

Rooms .656 .494 . . . .454

Multiple Dwel-

lings . . , , .802 .

Median Contract

Rent .452 .584 -.388 .

Youth Dep endenc
Index -.579 . . -.407 -.432

Living in Same
House . . . . , . -. 706

Living in U.S.
in 1955 . . . . -. 370 .495 -. 524

Living Outside
SMSA in L955 . . ,917

Education Index -. 613 -. 559
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moderately associated with the social rank dimension. In

1970 a higher loading existed with the social rank dimension.

This association is interpreted as a stronger labor force

participation by females of high SES households in 1970 and

is expected as it is usually the upper strata which adopt

more modern work characteristics.

The 1970 Ponce dimension is a bipolar dimension denoting

high resource families with high employment, such as managers

professionals and operatives (hereafter referred to as MPO),

and clerical occupations. The negative loadings denote

larger, poorer families possessing predominantly blue collar

jobs. These patterns reflect further social differentiation

in Ponce. As a result of a clearer separation of the six

dimensions in 1970, higher loadings appeared in the dimen-

sions and labeling was simplified. Since the female labor

force variable loaded higher in 1970 than in 1960, it re-

flected a predominance of wealthier females entering the job

force while lower income females followed more traditionally-

defined family pursuits.

The second factor in 1960 is an SES dimension similar

to the one that emerged in Mayaguez. All positive and nega-

tive loadings point to low SE , large families and low-paying,

unskilled jobs. In 1970 the second factor is an ethnicity

dimension with moderate loadings on the high income variables

and the white collar occupation variable.
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The third factors for both 1960 and 1970 are interpreted

as a late stage in the family life cycle. Tract populations

with high scores are characterized by high percentages of

elderly, living in low density, rental housing units. High

percentages of widowed persons live in these tracts. The

familism dimension for 1970 appears more clearly differen-

tiated than the dimension in 1960.

San Juan.--San Juan manifests a greater factorial

differentiation in 1970 than in 1960. Tables XVI for 1960

and XVII for 1970 depict the factorial structure of the city.

Six factors emerged in 1960. Listed by the degree of factor

contribution the factors are:

1. A social rank dimension;

2. A stage in the family life cycle;

3. An employment dimension;

4. A segregation or ethnicity dimension;

5. A male employment factor;

6. A United States migrant dimension.

These factors account for 45.5 percent of the original matrix

variance. Seven factors separated in factor space for the

1970 analysis also accented a change in the dimensional and

factor loadings. In order of their factor contributions

these factors are

1. A social rank dimension dominated by the SES vari-

ables;
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TABLE XVI

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FREE-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: SAN JUAN, 1960

Late Occupation- High Male Migra-
Social Life Employment Employ- tion

Per Cent Rank Cycle Index jEthnicity ment Factor

Aged .401 .811 .
Legally Married .535 -.639 -
Cons. Married -,679 -.596
Separated and

Divorced - .776 - - - -
Widowed- .867

Prof. Man.
Oper. .780 -. 359 - 0 -0

Clericals .356 .801 - -
Service Workers ".810 . - - - - -- -
Unskilled . . - -.781 - .

Male Employed . .881 --
Female Employed .740 - .424 -
Male Unemployed -. 716 - - - . . -

Female Unem-

ployed - - . - -.352 - .656
Government Work. - - - .750 -
Self-Employed - . -0 0 -. 683

Foreign Born .443 - - - .820 -
Spanish Stock - . - - - .914 .
Cuban Stock .374 - - - .765
Dom. Rep. Stock .. 481 .581
Median Income .005 - - - - -

Over $8,000 .886 - - - - - -

Renter Occuped - .767 - - -

Two Persons or
Less . - .683 . - - - -

Median Number of

Rooms .733 .366 - - - -

Multiple Dwel-

lings . - .807 - - - - . -

Median Contract

Rent .785 . - - . -

Youth Dependency

Index -.627 -.529 -.431 - - -
Living in Same

House 1955 - - .417 -.422 . - -. 358
Living in U.S.

in 1955 . . - - - - - - .824
Living Outside

SMSA in 1955 - - - - - - . - -.442 .681
Education Index -.835 - . -. 384 - - *-

--___ _ __ _ _ IL_ __ _ L_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _I_ _ _ _ __I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2. A life cycle dimension with high loadings on the

low density variable, the renter occupied variable,

the percent of persons in multiple dwellings, high

percents of Cubans and Spanish stock, and the

percent widowed and aged;

3. A young life cycle component dominated by the youth

dependency variable, unskilled labor, and consen-

sually married variables;

4. An ethnicity dimension;

5. A high employment dimension with a high migration

loading on the percent of persons who lived in

another SMSA in 1965;

6. A public private employment dimension;

7. A migration component.

The primary distinctions between the 1960 and 1970 factor

structures are the emergence of more than one family life

cycle dimension, the separation of the migration variables

into components representing international, and international

differentiation of the population in areal space. Similar

emergent dimensions, like the government component, show

more identifying loadings in 1970 than in 1960 documenting

the more developed nature of the dimensions. The hypothe-

sized increase in the number of family life cycles and the

presence of more segregation dimensions in the form of the

two migration dimensions is born out by the analyses, a

further indication of the differentiation of the population.
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TABLE XVII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FREE-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: SAN JUAN, 1970

Ethnic/ Life- High Public-
Social Aged/ Cycle Employ- Private Migra-

Per Cent Rank Life-Cycle Index Ethnicity, ment Employ, tion

Aged . .545 -. 649.A

Legally Married .676 -.400 , . . . . -.435

Cons. Married -.747 . . .487
Separated and

Divorced -. 661 .362
Widowed .564 -. 518

Prof. Man.

Oper. .856 .

Clericals .439 . . -.722
Service Workers -. 853 .
Unskilled Work. -.688 . .502

Male Employed . . . . . , . . .797

Female Employed .499 . -. 417 . . .538

Male Unemployed -. 643 .

Female Unem-
ployed -. 648 .

Government Work. . . . . . . -. 413 . . .545

Self-Employed . . . . . . . . . . -. 792

Foreign Born . , .429 . . .772

Spanish Stock . . .594 . . .519

Cuban Stock . . .549 . . .503

Dom. Rep. Stock 4 . . . . .898

Median Income .901 .
Over $8,000 .913.o

Renter Occupied . . .729 -. 376

Two Persons or
Less . .774 -.376 .

Median Number of
Rooms .762 -. 486. 0 .

Multiple Dwel-
lings . . .872.

Median Contract

Rent .875

Youth Dependency
Index -. 435 -. 351 .708

Living in Same
House 1955 . . . . -. 448 - .428 -. 387

Living in U.S.
in 1955o

Living OUtside
SMSA in 1955 .527 .501

Education Index -. 931 ....
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Summary.--The expected increase in the number of fac-

tor dimensions for the three cities showed divergencies

over the ten year period. San Juan and Mayaguez did gain

additional factor dimensions during the ten year period, but

Ponce, the second largest city, did not increase its factor

numbers. Also, the smallest of the three cities, Mayaguez,

had as many dimensions in both 1960 and 1970 as did San Juan,

the largest city. It was expected that the factorial struc-

ture would be increasingly larger as the size of the city

increased, but this was not borne out in the study. It is

therefore apparent that projecting an increase in the number

of dimensional factors as a determinant of the degree of

modern urban structure is of limited use. However, looking

more carefully at the dimensional loadings, it is obvious

that most dimensions present in San Juan are very much like

those of cities in developed societies. San Juan possessed

all the hypothesized dimensions (social rank, familism, and

ethnicity) and showed a further factorial differentiation in

the form of increased familism and segregation emerging in

1970, replacing occupational distribution in space noted in

the 1960 study.

Ponce's six dimensions in 1970 were also similar to

San Juan's but slightly less differentiated as a result of

fewer segregation dimensions emerging in both 1960 and 1970

as well as lower loadings on all the Shevky-Bell components.

Mayaguez had a social rank and a familism dimension in 1960;
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in 1970, a social rank, familism, ethnicity, and migrant

dimensions. These factors had very similar factor loadings

with those of Ponce in 1970. Mayaguez did possess the least

differentiated populations as indicated by the low number

of loadings on some of the emergent dimensions and the high

degree of factor intercorrelations present in all the dimen-

sions. Ponce, despite having fewer factor dimensions in

1970, exhibited clearer dimensional development by virtue

of the separation of the ethnic and migrant variables into

distinct factor components. Ponce 's factorial differentiation

appears much closer to San Juan's than to that of Mayaguez

for 1970.

In San Juan, as in Mayaguez, the number of factor di-

mensions increased from six to seven. Of the six 1960

factors, four resembled the dimensional output of the Shevky-

Bell analyses: social rank, ethnic segregation, familism,

and migrant-segregation dimensions. In 1970 the same factor

components emerged with a further differentiation of the

familism and migrant segregation factors, demonstrating a

more differentiated and modern factor structure than in

1960 and more differentiated than either Ponce or Mayaguez.

A consistent set of factor dimensions emerged in the

analysis of the three cities over the ten year period. The

most important dimensional features were social rank (SES),

life cycle, and occupation-employment factors. For all

three cities the spatial distribution of persons by prestige
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characteristics is the strongest factor. A stage in the

life cycle dimension emerged as the second strongest in all

three cities. Residential patterning by occupational or

employment characteristics emerged as a key explanatory

dimension of spatial patterns. In Mayaguez and Ponce the

SES dimension contained high loadings with ethnicity vari-

ables, denoting high SES resources for the foreign segment

in these two cities, and low SES status for the majority

of puertorriguenos. San Juan's ethnic variables, in con-

trast, were the primary loadings in the ethnicity-segregation

component which was very similar to the segregation dimension

in studies of cities in the United States.

The second major component index is a life cycle dimen-

sion, noting a differentiation of tracts by age, marital

status and housing characteristics. San Juan, by virtue of

the larger number of loadings and high loadings, exhibited

a greater degree of factor independence, more typical of

cities in developed societies.

The other factors represented more economic orien-

tations, primarily tertiary activities measured by employment

variables. Thus a service orientation merges with high un-

employment in Mayaguez while an MPO dimension with high

employment appears in San Juan. As in most cities in

developing societies, San Juan is characterized by higher

employment and skilled occupation components than either

Mayaguez or Ponce. As to the degree of differentiation
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hypothesized in the general Proposition, there was a percep-

tible difference between the smaller two cities with that of

San Juan, the latter being more differentiated by factor in-

dependence (orthogonality) and clarity of loadings. However,

there was little difference between the type of emergent

factors present in Mayaguez or Ponce. The validity of the

general Proposition as to the relationship between city size

and factor differentiation is substantiated when comparisons

are made between San Juan and either of the two smaller

cities, but the degree of difference between the two smaller

cities is very slight. In 1970 the three cities exhibited

a greater factorial similarity: social rank, life cycle,

ethnicity-segregation, and migration factors all emerged in

the three cities. This is evidence of a greater degree of

convergence towards an urban structural similarity as the

factor structures are remarkably alike in 1970, while great

differences were apparent in the 1960 factor structures.

The emergence of dimensional factors resembling the Shevky-

Bell constructs of social rank, familism, and segregation in

the three cities is evidence of the modern dimensional frame-

works emerging in the smaller cities.

Forced-Flow Factor Analyses

and FCOMP Comparisons

An additional series of factor analyses was conducted

to standardize as much as possible the potential factor

structures allowing for more exact statistical comparisons
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between and within the factor structures. To facilitate the

factor comparisons, a number of variables which either ex-

plained a small amount of variance in the previous factor

analyses or which overlapped other input variables were

deleted to allow for a more refined factor analysis. These

variables were eliminated from the analysis.

1. The percent foreign stock from the Dominican

Republic;

2. The percent males unemployed;

3. The percent females unemployed;

4. The median contract rent for housing unit;

5. The percent self-employed in each tract;

6. The percent employed in government sector.

Once the deletions were determined, the number of factors

was then limited to five to enable a comparison of factor

loadings and factor dimensions. This type of analysis

termed a "forced-flow technique" was adopted to allow for

further statistical investigation. A factor comparison

technique was used to measure the correlation between and

within the cities. Available through the OSIRIS system and

research program at North Texas State University, this tech-

nique called Factor Comparison or FCOMP, performs a type of

transformation analysis on differing factor structures.

Rather than treating the individual factor vectors of each

of the factor analysis as given and comparing them individ-

ually, this procedure, rotates first one factor configuration
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into the space of another (in a type of least squares fit)

and then compares the two configurations within the same

space (both factor by factor and overall comparisons) (1).

This minimizes the effect of exogenous influences which may

have affected the independent (prior) rotations of the two

studies and would thus confound the analysis. The approach

may be regarded as a case of "target rotation," where the

target matrix is composed of the factors of the study against

with which the findings of another study are to be compared

(1). Output from the data are correlational coefficients

between and within factors and Pearsons correlation coeffi-

cients on the total structural dimensions to each other.

The results of the factor and dimensional comparison will

further document the degree of change and convergence experi-

enced in the three cities over a decade.

The first part of this analysis is a description of

the forced-flow factor structure of the three cities and

secondly an FCOMP comparison of the various factor structures.

Mayaguez, 1960.--Mayaguez's most important factor con-

tributor in the 1960 analysis was that of a social rank

dimension describing one population of high SES status and

predominantly foreign and the other subpopulation being of

low SES standing and higher percentages of large families.

Table XVIII notes the factor loadings and factor contributions.

A life cycle or familism stage is the most logical
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interpretation of the next dimension as a late stage in the

life cycle, and a child rearing stage emerged in the analysis.

Thus a pre- and post-child rearing stage of the family life

cycle is described in this dimension.

The third dimension, by virtue of high loadings on the

percent multiple dwellings in the tract and the percent ser-

vice workers is labeled a service-housing factor. This third

dimension notes a differentiation of census tracts according

to their being either multiple dwellings or single dwellings

and the concentration of service workers in the former type

of dwelling units. The fourth component in the factor struc-

ture is a marital dimension reflecting the residential

clustering of married persons together in single dwelling

units. The fifth dimension in the ecological structure is

a housing-employment component defining differentiated

tracts by size of the household and the number of rented

dwelling units.

Mayaquez, 1970.--The major factor contributor in the

1970 dimensional framework is a social rank component noted

in Table XIX. This dimension provides a description of the

type of socio-economic differentiation occurring in the

Mayaguez population. A low SES and a high SES component

correlated with the ethnicity variables. The second factor

is a familism index identifying varying family cycle stages

in spatial segregation. Populations in tracts with high
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TABLE XVIII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCEDFLOW~ FACTOR ANALYSIS: MAYAGUEZ, 1960

Service/
Social Life- Occupation Legally Housing/

Per Cent Rank Cycle Housing Married Employment

Aged . . ,815
Legally Married .925

Cons. Married -,479 -,766
Separated and

Divorced -,802
Widowed -.667 .524
Prof. Man.

Oper. .695 .584
Clericals .647 -,595

Service Workers .830
Unskilled Workers -. 396 -. 790
Male Employed *-1642.: -.514

Female Employed .509 .611
Foreign Born .878
Spanish Stock .863
Cuban Stock ,651 .546
Median Income .897 ,367
Over $8,000 .919

Renter Occupied .353 ,810

Two Persons or
Less .420

Median Number of
Rooms .753 ,489

Multiple Dwel-
lings -.487 -.791 ,869

Living in Same
House 1955 -.413 -,776

Living in U.S.
in 1955 .848 0.0

Living Outside
SMSA in 1955 ,826

Education Index -,797
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scores revealed groups possessing moderately high incomes,

high concentrations of ethnic groups, particularly of

Spanish stock, large numbers of renters, and recent migrants

to the city. Low variable loadings within tracts character-

ize populations with large numbers of married persons with

high youth dependence rates and a high degree of male unem-

ployment.

The third component identifies an aging life cycle

characterized by high loadings with percent aged, percent

widowed, percent separated and divorced, percent living in

rented housing units, and low occupancy rates. An occu-

pation-housing dimension is the most logical interpretation

given the fourth emergent factor due to the three moderate

loadings on the occupation variables and two high loadings

on the housing variables. This identifies tracts isolated

by the type of household unit and either low or high paying

high prestige occupations. The last factor is a migration

component, identifying city tracts as differentiated by

either persons who have lived in the United States in 1965

or those who lived in the same dwelling unit in 1965.

Mayaquez--Factor Comparison, 1960 and 1970.--The FCOMP

comparison of the two factor structures (1960 and 1970)

noted in Table XXIV in the Appendix, showed that the social

rank factors had the highest structural similarity of all

factors compared, followed by familism dimension, and a
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TABLE XIX

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCED-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: MAYAGUEZ, 1970

Aging

Social Life- Life Occupation Migration

Per Cent Rank Cycle Stage Housing Component

Aged . . . . ,856 . .

Legally Married . . -. 878 -. 363 .

Cons. Married .901 ,

Separated and
Divorced .571 . . .646

Prof. Man.

Oper. . . . . -. 487 - .446

Clericals -. 796 . . . .

Service Workers . , . .429 .475

Unskilled Workers .491 . . .408 .408

Male Employed . . -,890 . . . ,

Female Employed -. 772 . . . . . .

Foreign Born -. 584 .633 . . . .

Spanish Stock -.413 .773. . . .

Cuban Stock -.417 .508 . . . .

Median Income -. 852 . . . . . .

Over $8,000 -. 697 .431 . . .

Renter Occupied . . .385 .467 -.735

Two Persons or

Less . . .707 .619 . .

Median Number of

Rooms -. 850 . .....

Multiple Dwel-

lings . . .407 . . -. 773

Youth Dependency

Index .590 -.553 -.394 . .

Living in Same

House 1955 .603 . . . . . .510

Living in U.S.

in 1955 . . . , . . . -. 936

Living Outside
SMSA in. 1955 -.483 .795 . . . .

Education Index .878 -.386 . . .
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housing-employment (1960) with the migration (1970) dimen-

sion. Multiple correlations in the second and third factors

demonstrate the change in areal distribution of the popu-

lation by varying attributes during the 1960 and 1970

periods. This is particularly apparent in the residential

redistribution and segregation of varying stages in the life

cycle present in the 1970 factor structure. The 1960 to

1970 comparison of both structures yielded a correlation

which, although testifying to a strong structural similarity,

was one of the lowest in the within city comparisons. This

can be interpreted as documentation of the great deal of

factorial change and the increasing differentiation in the

1970 Mayaguez urban area.

Ponce, 1960.--The second largest city, Ponce, possessed

an ecological structure in 1960 which was very similar to

that of Mayaguez. The first emergent dimension in the

rotation was a descriptor of the social and economic attri-

butes which determine the locational distribution of city

inhabitants. This is fully- documented in Tab e XX. A

social rank factor identified four attributes income,

education, occupation, and ethnicity which di ferentiated

the tract populations in urban space. High loadings char-

acterized populations with high female labor force

participation, professional job occupations, high ethnicity

percentages, and previous residence in the United States
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TABLE XX

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCED-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: PONCE, 1960

Social Life- Marital/ Service

Per Cent Rank Cycle Occupation Housing Employment

Aged .430 .794

Legally Married . . -. 741 -. 414

Cons. Married -.554 .794
Separated and

Divorced -.460 .727 . .

Widowed . . .913 . .

Prof. Man.

Oper. .404 . . -.799 .
Clericals .611 . -.650

Service Workers , . , , ... 847

Unskilled Workers .,949

Male Employed. . -. 840 t

Female Employed .654 , -.634

Foreign Born .940 0 . . 0

Spanish Stock .932 .

Cuban Stock .811 .

Median Income .817 -.374

Over $8,000 .872 .

Renter Occupied , .437 , .795

Two Persons or

Less . . .888 . .

Median Number of
Rooms .758 -.541 . .

Multiple Dwel-

lings, . . . . , .914

Youth Dependency

Index -. 583 -. 357 . . .

Living in Same
House 1955 . . .518 , . . . -.527

Living in U.S.

in 1955 .710 .. .485
Living Outside

SMSA in 1955 .584 . . . . -.490

Education Index -.659 . . .583 .
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prior to 1.955. Low loadings identified populations with

low SES characteristics, high youth dependency rates, and

consensually or separated and divorced families.

A familism dimension followed describing bipolar stages

in the family life cycle. One end of the pole described an

aged stage with low housing occupancy rates, more permanent

residency, and more separated and divorced and widowed per-

sons. The opposite pole described subgroups in the child

rearing stage with high male employment, moderate high

incomes, and larger sized families.

The third component was composed of marital and occu-

pational loadings denoting a marital-occupation dimension

vary similar to a social rank dimension. The different

scores described two polar subpopulations: one with greater

percentages of professional and clerical jobs, high percents

of legally married persons, larger dwelling units, and a

higher female labor force; the second with high percentages

of consensually married persons, low education, and pre-

dominantly unskilled workers.

The fourth component isolated a housing dimension

which separated low dwelling occupancy and multiple dwelling

units from other types of dwelling units. The final dimen-

sion was a migration dimension which depicted the spatial

segregation of populations based upon one's previous resi-

dency, either in the United States prior to 1955 or in the

same dwelling unit in 1955.
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Ponce, 1970.--As in the previous analyses, the first

factor clearly differentiated urban subpopulations according

to their prestige status. Bipolar negative-positive loadings

denoted the populations as separated by high and low SES

variables. The second major factor contributor was a com-

ponent characterizing a form of residential segregation by

ethnicity. High loadings on the ethnic variables documented

this interpretation. Positive loadings identified moderate

associations with high incomes, professional occupations,

high -female labor force participation rates, and moderate

percentages of legally married persons. Negative loadings

described populations with higher percents of persons sepa-

rated and divorced, more service workers, larger families,

and lower education. The distinguishing loadings in this

dimension were the ethnic loadings, providing further evi-

dence of residential differentiation based on ethnic

composition. Therefore this factor is defined as a race

and rank dimension which, due to its high resource loadings

with the ethnic variables, distinguishes it from segregation

dimensions noted in the United States, but closely resembles

that of the Swedish component in Helsinki documented by

Sweetser.

Dimension three is composed of loadings defining a

familism component. This dimension describes an early

child rearing population and an aged population living in

different tract areas. The fourth factor measured a
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migration component noting an areal isolation of populations

by place of residence in 1965, having either lived in the

United States prior to 1965 or having more permanent resi-

dency in the city prior to 1965. Finally, the last factor

is a housing dimension differentiating multiple dwelling

units and low dwelling occupancy units from other types of

housing (see Table XXI).

Ponce--Factor Comparison, 1960 and 1970.--Table XXV in

the Appendix indicates the correlations existing between the

1960 to 1970 factor structures in Ponce. A minor degree of

association by one factor with another is indicated by a low

correlation and represents considerable variance or change

within the factor structure over the decade. The social

rank and housing factors showed very high correlations with

each other, signifying the similarity between these factor

dimensions for 1960 and 1970. The remaining factors reveal

correlations among the very diverse factors which are only

of moderate strength. The familism (life cycle) and occu-

pation factors for 1970 are highly correlated with the race

and rank dimensions of 1970. The 1960 housing factor is

moderately correlated with the race and rank, housing, and

migration factors for 1970. The overall degree of dimen-

sional correlation is .913, documenting the high degree of

structural similarity between the two factors and denoting

a small amount of factor change between the two census

periods.
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TABLE XXI

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCED-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: PONCE, 1970

Social Race/ Life-

Per Cent Rank Resources Cycle Migration Housing

Aged . . . . .919 -

Legally Married -.555 .422 -.522 . . -.423

Cons. Married .850

Separated and

Divorced . . -.561 .678

Widowed . . .858

Prof. Man.

Oper. -.519 .540 -.467 . .

Clericals -. 842 , . . . . .

Service Workers .484 -.558 .531 . .

Unskilled Workers .861 . . . . . .

Male Employed -. 798 . . -. 404 .

Female Employed .799 .504 . . . .

Foreign Born -.381 .829 . . . .

Spanish Stock . . .750 . . . .

Cuban Stock . . .824 . . . .

Median Income -.541 .664 -.503 . .

Over $8,000 -.535 .587 -.466

Renter Occupied . . . . 634 . . .593

Two Persons or

Less . .878 . . .

Median Number of

Rooms -.709 .597 . . .

Multiple Dwel-

lings . . . . . . . . .925

Youth Dependency

Index .626 -.418 . -.375

Living in Same

House 1955 .396 . . . . .

Living in U.S.

in 1955 -.365 . . -.498 .548

Living Outside
SMSA :in 1955 . . . . . . .901

Education Index .657 -.594
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San Juan, 1960.--As in all four previous analyses, a

socio-economic status dimension emerged as the major con-

tributing factor and identified census tract populations

by their SES characteristics of income, education, and

occupation. Emerging as the second factor is a familism

vector differentiating populations according to various life

stages. Areas with positive scores had higher percentages

of aged, widowed, persons living in low density dwelling

units, rented, and multiple dwelling units. This tends to

characterize the more modern tracts of developed cities in

the Western world as noted in the review on studies of the

locational manifestations of the aged.

The third component is strictly interpreted as an

ethnicity-segregation dimension, reminiscent of the segre-

gation index in the Shevky-Bell formulation. Factor IV

summarizes a set of variables related to employment and

marital characteristics. Last among the factor contributors

is what appears to be a migration dimension differentiating

urban populations by the area from where the person moved,

either the United States or from another area(s) of Puerto

Rico (see Table XXII).

San Juan, 1970.--In San Juan SMSA (1970), the five

factors, emerging from the factor analysis noted in Table

XXIII, resembled many of the dimensions found in studies of

cities in the United States. The first factor clearly
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TABLE XXII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCED-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: SAN JUAN, 1960

occupation/

Social Life- Marital

Per Cent Rank Cycle _Ethnicity_ Component j1Migrant

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - -_____

Aged .465 ,807 . .

Legally Married .484 -.665 . -.408

Cons. Married -. 748 .492

Separated and
Divorced . . .792 .

Widowed . . .871
Prof. Man.

Oper. .795 . .

Clericals .416 . .

Service Workers -. 832 . -. 808
Unskilled Workers -. 383 .
Male Employed . . . . . -. 593
Female Employed .809 . . . . .

Foreign Born .445 , . .825

Spanish Stock . . . .923
Cuban Stock . . . . .807

Median Income .848 . .

Over $8,000 .840 . . -..

Renter Occupied . .762

Two Persons or
Less . .672

Median Number of
Rooms .833 .

Multiple Dwel-
lings . . .799

Youth Dependency
Index -. 695 -. 499

Living in Same
House 1955 . . .446 . . ,413 .356

Living in U.S.
in 1955 . . . . . . . -. 797

Living Outside
SMSA in 1955 .411 . . . . . .795

Education Index -. 832 0.. .
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differentiates the population on the basis of prestige or

SES conditions present in the various tracts. The second

factor is an aged-ethnicity component which appears only in

the San Juan SMSA. This dimension appears to be a segre-

gation index measuring high ethnic composition with high

proportions of the tract residents living in multiple

dwelling units, renter occupied units, and having low resi-

dential occupancy rates. The correlation between the

ethnicity and aged variables tends to define the ethnic

subpopulation as being in the latter stages of the family

life cycle.

Dimension three is a familism stage describing two

polar stages in the life cycle, a child rearing and a late

life cycle. The latter depicts an aged cycle with high per-

centages of tract persons employed in clerical jobs, a high

female labor force participation rate and higher percentages

living in the same house since at least 1965. The former

describes families associated with a child rearing phase in

the life cycle. High loadings on the fourth factor charac-

terizes a high employment, recent migrant subpopulation

differentiated from other residential groups in San Juan.

The final component is clearly identified as a migrant

dimension due to the high loading on the percent who lived

in the United States in 1965.
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TABLE XXIII

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON

FORCED-FLOW FACTOR ANALYSIS: SAN JUAN, 1970

f Social Ethnic Life- High

Per Cent Rank Aged , Cycle Employment Migration

Aged .701 -. 601

Legally Married .684 . . . . .390 -. 470

Cons. Married -.638 .616

Separated and
Divorced -.743 .389 . .

Widowed -.505 .602 -.394 . .
Prof. Man.

Oper. .839

Clericals - .791
Service Workers -. 843
Unskilled Workers -. 571 .648

Male Employed .844

Female Employed -.506 .624
Foreign Born .819 .a *.a.

Spanish Stock .40.869
Cuban Stock .826

Median Income .858 0.0

Over $8,000 .847 ...

Renter Occupied -. 492 .600 . 359

Two Persons or
Less .808

Median Number of
Rooms .809

Multiple Dwellings . . .701 - - -

Youth Dependency
Index -.459 .770

Living in Same
House 1955 -.410 . . -. 382 . . -. 421

Living in U.S.
in 1955 .861

Living Outside
SMSA in 1955 .398 .455

Education Index -. 839
A.__ __ ___%-f__ _ 4.L__ __aI__ __ __a--
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San Juan--Factor Comparison, 1960 and 1970.--High

interfactor correlations emerged between the social rank

and life cycle (familism) dimensions indicating a high de-

gree of structural similarity between the corresponding

factor structures. Multiple correlations in the life cycle

and migrant components emphasize the different locational

manifestations occurring particularly for family life cycle,

for the 1960 and 1970 San Juan SMSA. Of great importance

was the aging of the ethnic from 1960 which moved them into

a distinct aged life cycle dimension in 1970. Overall the

least squares fit of the factor structure one (1960) on

structure two (1970) resulted in a .887 correlation showing

a high factor similarity between the two dimensional struc-

tures (See Table XXVI in the Appendix) .

Summary of the Factor Comparisons
Between the Three Urban SMSA's,

1960 and 1970

A major proposition tested within this paper is that

the factor structures of Mayaguez and Ponce are expected

to converge towards the type of ecological structure ex-

hibited by San Juan, reflecting a developed city much like

those of the United States. This was tested in two ways:

first, an increased factorial differentiation measured by

an increasing number of factor dimensions and the clear

orthoganality or separation of factor dimensions noted by

the strength and number of loadings in each emergent factor;
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and second, by the increased morphological similarity of the

three cities measured over the ten year period. It was

expected that the smallest city, Mayaguez, would be less

similar in factor structure to San Juan than was Ponce by

virtue of its larger size and closer proximity to San Juan.

By use of the FCOMP rotational technique the factor struc-

tures for each city were compared within the same time

framework to gauge the degree of structural similarity or

dissimilarity and the overall trend towards urban conver-

gence or divergence.

1960 Mayaguez-Ponce.--Table XXVII in the Appendix

indicates that the highest correlation between the 1960

Mayaguez-Ponce factors is the social rank dimension. High

correlations are also present in the service-housing (in

Mayaguez) and the life cycle (in Ponce) dimensions. While

two of the Ponce dimensions have less than a .50 corre-

lation, all of the 1960 Mayaguez factors correlate with

the first two Ponce factor dimensions exhibiting the factor

overlap and the less differentiated aspects of Mayaguez.

The relatively low comparative factor correlation of .848

between the two cities notes a degree of dissimilarity in

the factor structure.

1960 San Juan-Mayaquez.--As noted in Table XXVIII in

the Appendix, the social rank dimension for both cities

exhibited the only very high structural similarity among
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the five factor-bidimensional matrix. The remaining factors

showed either a negative correlation to each other or were

correlated with dimensions not similar in variable loadings.

Of the three inter-city comparisons the Mayaguez-San Juan

analysis demonstrated the lowest factor structure correlation

of .831. Despite this lower correlation, it is still a high

figure noting stronger structural similarity than was ex-

pected in the propositional development chapter.

1960 Ponce-San Juan.--Identical structural factors

emerged for both the social rank and life cycle (familism)

dimensions and high correlations occurred with both low

resource dimensions which were similar in factor loadings

also. No migrant component is present in the 1960 Ponce

factor structure, so the San Juan migration component does

not have a correlational counterpart in the Ponce matrix.

The San Juan ethnicity dimension also was moderately corre-

lated with the Ponce housing and service-occupation factors.

Despite the high interfactor correlations, the overall com-

parative correlation of both factor structures resulted in

a .846 correlation (See Table XXIX in the Appendix).

1970 Mayaguez-Ponce.--The highest number of interfactor

correlations appeared in the 1970 Mayaguez-Ponce analysis.

As in the 1960 investigation, all of the 1970 Mayaguez

factors were correlated at least once with the first two

Ponce factors. Of all the correlations noted in the matrix
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in Table XXX (Appendix) only the social rank dimensions

loaded high enough to be considered structurally similar.

The high comparative correlation between the two sets of

factor structures revealed the 1970 factors to be more

similar than any of the 1960 studies as the correlation was

.907. This documented the increasing structural similarity

of the two cities and is further evidence of a convergence

trend developing in the two urban centers.

1970 Mayaguez-San Juan.--The strongest correlations

shown in Table XXXI (Appendix) are the SES and life cycle

dimensions followed by the migration components. Four of

the Mayaguez factors are correlated with the San Juan social

rank dimension. All five factors found a factor counterpart

which led to a correlation of at least .50. The .853 com-

parative correlation revealed an increased factor similarity

over the 1960 Mayaguez-San Juan factor structure.

1970 Ponce-San Juan.--High structural similarity is

apparent in the 1970 Ponce-San Juan factor comparison

illustrated in the correlational matrix in Table XXXII

(Appendix). All five factors correlated with similar fac-

tor dimension. The social rank, life cycle, and migrant

dimensions all had positive correlations. The 1970 life

cycle dimension correlated moderately with the Ponce low

resource dimension and negatively with the Ponce migration

component. The last dimension, a high employment dimension,
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is correlated negatively with the 1960 housing factor

making them both unique forms of residential differentiation

within the individual cities. A .876 Ponce-San Juan factor

structure correlation testifies to the greater similarity

present in 1970 than was revealed in the 1960 analysis.

Summary.--In conclusion, the factor analyses of the

twenty-six variables in the forced-flow investigation

yielded components which were very similar in each city.

For 1960 all three cities had at least one social rank com-

ponent, at least one life cycle factor, and at least one

occupation-employment component. In 1970 all three cities

possessed dimensions related to social rank, life cycle,

migration, and the occupation-employment index. Thus the

factor structure became more similar during the ten year

period. For both censal periods numerous factor cross

correlations arose for all three within and between factor

comparisons.

In the factor comparison, Ponce exhibited the least

amount of factor change within the city for the 1960 to

1970 period. Mayaguez and San Juan both showed less struc-

tural similarity for the two studies. The comparison between

the cities for 1960 indicated that Mayaguez and Ponce were

both equally correlated in structural makeup with San Juan.

In 1970 an increase in the structural similarity of the two

smaller cities with San Juan appeared, demonstrating a
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continued convergence in factor structure for the urban

centers.

The Morphological Structure of
Mayaguez, Ponce, and San Juan

Another aspect of the general proposition developed in

this investigation is that the morphological structure of

the three cities will become increasingly patterned after

cities in developed societies. The degree of fit of these

cities with the pattern found in developed countries is also

dependent upon the size of the city. Based upon a review of

the literature, it is hypothesized that in both 1960 and

1970, San Juan's social rank dimension varied by sector.

San Juan's familism dimension was to vary by zone, and the

ethnicity-segregation dimension was to exhibit no patterned

variance. Ponce, the next largest city should have a

spatial patterning which is neither traditional nor developed

as is San Juan's. Ponce should be undergoing a series of

morphological repatterning from the traditional inverse

concentric zonal pattern to one approaching the varying

spatial patterns modern industrial cities. Mayaguez, being

the smallest city, should reflect the more traditional con-

centric zone pattern for its factor dimensions for 1960 but

exhibit some change in this pattern by 1970, reflecting

morphological transition the city is undergoing as the

nation itself industrializes.
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To determine the locational manifestations of the

dimensional constructs of the three cities, an analysis of

variance was performed on each individual factor from the

forced-flow factor analyses. A comparison of the forced-

flow factor dimensions and the free-flow factor dimensions

showed similarity in the factor loadings for similarly

labeled dimensions. The forced-flow factors were chosen

to limit the number of statistical operations and to pro-

mote more factor comparisons in morphological variance.

Zonal configurations were drawn in one-half mile radii from

the center of the city. For Mayaguez and Ponce, the two

smallest cities, the central plaza was used as the center

point for drawing the zones and the axis lines of the sec-

tors. For San Juan, the center of the city for 1960 was

located in an area in the northern part of Santurce. In

1970 the center of the city was determined to be near the

Hato Rey and Santurce sections near the millionaire block

where large banks and commercial establishments have re-

located.

Sectoral quadrants were drawn from these designated

focal points along heavily traveled thoroughfares when

possible. If a change in a degree or two more closely

followed an arterial thoroughfare, the boundaries were

aligned accordingly. Quadrants did not form perfectly

equal sectors but followed natural boundaries to facilitate

the addition of new tracts and new arterial thoroughfares.
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In both 1960 and 1970 Ponce had the same number of zones

(three) and sectors (four) superimposed over the city.

Superimposed over the city of San Juan were five zones and

four sectors for both 1960 and 1970. Tracts which were

dissected by the zonal or sector boundaries were assigned

a code number to that area which contained over half the

tract territory.

Findings

The results of the analysis of variance for San Juan

in 1960 are presented in Tables XXXIII and XXXIV (Appendix).

In 1960 both the life cycle and ethnicity components were

significantly differentiated by zone at better than the .01

level. The SES dimension also varied by sector as was ex-

pected (significant at the .05 level). The zonal variance

for the ethnicity dimension tended to place the foreign ele-

ment around the outskirts of the city where newer more

expensive dwellings have been constructed during the last

fifteen years.

In 1970 (Appendix, Tables XXXV AND XXXVI) both social

rank and ethnic aged components varied by zone and by sector

significant in all four cases at the .01 level. The stages

in the life cycle factor also varied by sector for 1970 at

the .02 level.

The comparison of the morphological structure of San

Juan indicated that the life cycle factor varied by zone
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and sector in 1960 and 1970. The SES factor varied by sec-

tor in 1960 and 1970 and by zone in 1970. This pattern

reflected a gradual movement of ethnic groups to either

locate outward in a sectoral fashion or to move towards the

center of the city, forming a sectoral wedge. The high

loadings with high income and large houses in 1970 tended

to support the sectoral development trend mirrorred in the

typical status patterns seen in the United States. The dual

variation of the social rank and life cycle factors may be

related to topographical or transportation breaks, whereby

barrios in the city form distinct zones and sectors. The

general distributions of the factors are compatible with

those morphological patterns documented in studies of cities

located in high scale industrialized societies.

According to the 1960 analysis of variance for Ponce

(Tables XXXVII and XXXVIII, Appendix), no factor exhibited

any significant difference in spatial distribution by sector

as expected. A significant level of .01 by zones is present

in the life cycle factor for 1960.

In the zonal test, Factors I and II in 1970 (social

rank and life cycle) showed a significant variance by zone.

In the 1970, test by sectors, Factor IV (housing) was the

only factor to vary significantly (.02). This differs from

the usual gradient distribution of housing in cities in

developed societies, particularly the United States (See

Appendix, Tables XXXIX and XL) .
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A comparison of 1960 with 1970 reveals that the SES

factor varied by zone only in 1970, indicating a significant

alteration in the original plaza pattern of Ponce and a

change toward a more modern patterned structure. The sig-

nificant variance of the housing factor by sector may be

an indication of future change in the housing and land use

patterns in Ponce.

The morphological patterning of Mayaguez is shown in

Tables XLI by zones and XLII by sectors (Appendix). The

social rank and housing factor in 1960 are both significantly

differentiated by zone (at least at the .02 level). There

was no sectoral variation among any of the 1960 factors.

The analysis of variance of Mayaguez shows a tendency re-

flective of the more traditional classical Burgess zonal

model. However the distribution of status by areal tract

could be either an inverse or classical Latin American

zonal model.

For 1970 the life cycle varied by zone at the .05 level

and the SES factor decreased to a significance level of over

.06, indicating a change in the spatial distribution of

households by zone. The housing dimension varied signifi-

cantly at the .01 level by sector for 1970. These patterns

can be interpreted as a breakup of the traditional plaza

plan in Latin American cities and the beginning of a more

Westernized locational patterning (See Appendix, Table XLIII

for zones and XLIV for sectors).
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The focus of this analysis has been on the spatial

patterning of the three Puerto Rican cities. San Juan ex-

hibited the morphological patterns of cities in the United

States. Social rank was distributed by sectors for both

censal periods and the familism (life cycle) factor by zone

for both periods. Ponce showed a changing spatial structure

over the ten year period. There was no significant morpho-

logical patterning in 1960, but by 1970 Ponce's social rank

and familism dimensions both were distributed spatially by

zone. Therefore, by 1960 the old traditional plaza plan had

disappeared and new patterns began emerging in the 1970's.

Spatially, Mayaguez showed the more classical Latin American

pattern in 1960 with both social rank and familism varying

by zone. By 1970 signs of a spatial shift were apparent

moving away from the classical pattern as social rank was

no longer distributed by zone.

Gerontological Ecology: Comparisons of the

Residential Segregation of the Elderly
With Those in Developed Countries

Research focusing on the gerontological aspects of the

chapter differs from the previous analyses in two ways.

(1) Only data from the 1970 census is utilized. This is

necessitated by the lack of information in the 1960 census

identifying persons or characteristics of persons over sixty-

five years of age. (2) The gerontological analyses use data

not included in the previous analyses. The following aged
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variables were added to the analyses.

1. The percent of persons sixty-five years of age

or older on social security;

2. The percent of persons sixty-five years of age

or older who are heads of families;

3. The percent of persons sixty-five years of age

or older in the census tracts;

4. The percent of persons below the poverty level;

5. The percent of persons who live in different

central city tracts in 1965;

6. 'The decade in which the occupant s moved into their

dwelling units.

The preliminary data analysis focused on the corre-

lations between thirty-eight variables which were highly

correlated with the aging variables. The aging variables

were identified as the percent of the tract population over

sixty-five years of age and older receiving social security.

Table XLV in the Appendix portrays the irtercorrelations

between these two selected variables. Tis analysis was

included to determine if the large numbe# of ethnic (foreign

born) aged in San Juan would correlate differently than the

native born Puerto Rican elderly. Since the ethnic aged

would not be eligible for social security, then there may

or may not be a significant difference w th the native born

versus the ethnic aged with total population combined.
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The correlations for Mayaguez show high positive rela-

tionships between the variable percent over sixty years of

age with the following variables: the percent widowed, low

occupancy rates, and dwelling occupancy prior to 1939.

Moderately positive correlations between the percent over

sixty, the percent renter occupied units, the percent

foreign born, and the percent of Spanish stock were also

present. Weak positive correlations between the percent

aged and the percent separated and divorced, the percent

unskilled, the percent self-employed, the percent of Cuban

stock and median contract rent were present. Moderate to

low negative correlations were manifest with the percent

aged between the percent legally married, the youth depend-

ency ratio, the percent male employed, and the percent

living in a different central city tract.

Having expected a high correlation (.73) between the

percent sixty years of age and older with the percent of

persons sixty-five and older receiving social security, a

check of the correlation matrix of the latter variable with

the same twenty-six variables revealed similar correlations

with some minor exceptions. There were lower correlations

between the percent receiving social security and the

following variables-: the percent widowed, percent foreign

born, renter occupied dwellings, the percent low occupancy

rates, and the youth dependency ratios. Higher correlations

between the percent sixty-five plus on social security with
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the percent service workers, percent unskilled workers, the

percent self-employed, the percent living in the same house

in 1965, and the percent living in a different central

tract. Weaker correlations occurred between the percent

sixty-five plus receiving social security and the income

variables.

In comparing the two aging variables two distinct groups

of elderly are present in Mayaguez possessing varying life

styles and socio-economic resources. The first subgroup of

elderly possess better resources, has proportionately more

foreign born elderly and have smaller family sizes and live

in more rented dwellings. The second group receiving social

security tend to possess larger families, have lower job

skills and more unemployment and are less likely to be

geographically mobile.

The correlation matrix for Ponce exhibited some corre-

lations which were the opposite of those correlations found

in Mayaguez. The percent sixty years and older in Ponce had

the expected high correlations with the percent widowed, the

low occupancy rate, the percent living in the same dwelling

as in 1939, the percent renter occupied and the percent

separated and divorced. Moderate correlations were found

between the aged variable and the following variables.: the

percent service workers, the percent female employed in the

labor force, the percent government workers, the percent

multiple dwelling units, and the percent living in the same
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house as in 1965. Moderate to low negative correlations

occurred between the aged variable with the percent legally

married, the percent professionals, the percent male unem-

ployed, both income variables, and had moderate to low.

correlations on the migration variables--the percent in the

United States in 1965, the percent living outside the Ponce

SMSA, and those living in a different central city tract in

1965.

When a check was made with the other aging variable,

the percent sixty-five plus receiving social security, unex-

pected results were apparent. The two variables were

negatively correlated. Almost every correlation achieved

with the first aging variable was the inverse for the second

aging variable. Those elderly receiving monthly checks were

positively correlated with legally married persons but nega-

tively related to those separated, divorced, and widowed.

Elderly receiving monthly checks was positively associated

with the percent professionals and percent clerical and

negatively with the poorer paying occupations (service and

unskilled). It allowed logically that high status variable

loadings with income, contract rent, male employed, and

female employment were also correlated. There were also

high loadings on the ethnicity variables, especially those

of Cuban stock. No significant correlation appeared with

the migration variables. However a high positive correlation
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was noted with persons moved into their housing unit from

1960 to 1964.

From the two different correlations compared above, it

appears that there are varying groups of elderly located in

Ponce or at least an unusual number of variables are corre-

lated with the aged. One is correlated with poorer, smaller

families, and generally has more permanent settlement pat-

terns; the other is richer with both male and female

employed, and possesses larger family sizes, perhaps an

extended family organization and which moved into their

house in the 1960's.' The correlation between Cuban families

and income as well as the aged variable may well have a sig-

nificant effect on the diverse correlations between the two

aging variables, but that is beyond the scope of this paper

to clearly determine.

San Juan does not offer the unusual differences in

correlation between the two geriatric variables but does

differ in the direction of many of its correlations com-

pared with both Mayaguez and Ponce. There are high

correlations between both aged variables and the comparison

between the two correlation matrices yields small differ-

ences. Both had high correlations with the percent widowed,

the percent clerical workers, and the percent foreign born.

High correlations appeared with the low occupancy rates,

and the percent female employed in the labor force. Nega-

tive correlations between the social security recipients
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and income levels which were higher than the percent aged

(sixty plus) and income and also that there was a much higher

percent living outside the Ponce SMSA in 1965 for the social

security recipients.

By looking at the differences among the three cities

in the correlation of variables with the aging variables,

the diversity of the aged experience in the three cities can

be demonstrated. First, there are continually weaker corre-

lations with the percent sixty years plus variable as one

moves from the smallest city to the largest city for the

following variables: the percent legally married and the

percent moving into their homes before 1949. Geographical

mobility appears greater in the more developed city as would

be expected. There are also increasingly higher correlations

in the percent of females employed, the percent of Spanish

stock, the percent living in multiple dwelling units, and

the percent professional and clerical workers.

The high SES correlations between occupation and income

with the aged variable in San Juan tends to contradict the

low status of the elderly in the developed Western world

and make their interpretation difficult in light of what

was proposed in this paper. It might be explained by the

high preponderance of foreign born elderly who reside in

Puerto Rico and possessed high resources prior to their

immigration. In particular, the large number of Cuban

and Spanish immigrants were probably upper or middle class
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migrants from their own countries. Another explanation

might be that, as is the trend in most Latin American

countries, the wealthy minifundio or latifundio land owners

in the hinterland live in the larger city where they have

access to the luxurious amenities of the industrialized

world.

Following the correlational analysis, the statistical

technique of factor analysis was performed on the three

Puerto Rican cities. The expected factorial differentiation

and subsequent variance by spatial design were based upon

the review of the literature presented in a previous chapter.

From this, the following hypotheses were formulated.

1. The factor analysis of the data for San Juan,

Ponce, and Mayaguez will yield at least three factors:

socio-economic status, family life cycle, and segregation

factors.

2. As a result of the number of input variables used

there should be more than one dimension representing each

factor. There should be more factors in San Juan than in

Ponce and more in Ponce than in Mayaguez. Mayaguez should

show weaker correlations in its factor dimensions than

either Ponce or San Juan, demonstrating the lack of social

differentiation expected of a developed city in an indus-

trialized society.

3. An aging factor should emerge in San Juan and

Ponce. The aged factor in San Juan should have high factor
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loadings with variables associated with the elderly's low

resources and old housing structure. This is a result of

San Juan's being the largest and most industrialized of the

three cities. Ponce should have an aged factor, but the

loadings are expected to be weaker and not have as many fac-

tor loadings. Mayaguez should be the most traditional of

the three cities and should not have the life cycle and

status segregation of the industrialized cities.

The Data Analysis

The initial factor analysis of the thirty-eight vari-

ables produced nine factors in San Juan explaining 51 percent

of the factor variance; seven factors emerged in Ponce ex-

plaining 46 percent of the variance, and eight factors

separated in Mayaguez accounted for 44 percent of the vari-

ance. For San Juan the factors are described as three

stages in the family life cycles, three socio-economic

status dimensions, two segregation factors, and one housing

factor. Table XLVI in the Appendix lists these factors, the

variables, and their respective factor loadings.

The first socio-economic status and familism factors

combined with the housing factor were the strongest of the

eight factors having at least two loadings of .80 or greater.

The segregation factor and second life cycle factor were

also strong, having at least one loading of over .80. The

factorial differentiation and subsequent urban structure
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for San Juan is much like that of cities in the developed

West since status, familism, and migration-segregation fac-

tors separate in factor space. However there is an apparent

developing aspect to the city's factorial structure. The

stages in the family life cycles (an early child rearing

stage, a late life stage, and a separated family stage in

the life cycle) and SES factors were not as clearly differ-

entiated as expected as there were a number of variables

which were moderately correlated with more than one factor.

Thus the percent widowed loaded up on the three familism

factors and the aged receiving social security loaded on

four factors--two familism and two SES. The factors do

represent the varied form of social differentiation present

in San Juan. Factor I represents a high social rank dimen-

sion with high loadings in the low education index (-.80),

percent income over $8,000 (.78) and percent professional

workers (.68). Also the percent of females employed (.63)

represents the modern trend of women in the labor force.

Factor II is another high SES dimension of recent migrants.

The high loadings of migrants from outside the San Juan SMSA

(.72) and high loading in males in the labor force and in

professional jobs (.48) also appears to be a form of job or

migrant segregation. Factor III is another SES dimension

reflecting the separate status of the poor and rich in San

Juan. The unemployed male loading (.47) dominates this

factor which had the lowest factor contribution of the eight

f3
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factors. Factor IV, the first family life cycle dimension,

is dominated by its obvious young native born population

seen in the high negative loadings of the foreign stock

variables and negative aged loadings. Factor V is the aged

factor dominated by the early house occupancy variable

(moved in before 1939 [.851), and the aged variables:

percent sixty plus, percent widowed, and percent sixty plus

in the tract. This variable demonstrated the emergence of

the elderly as a separate stage in the family life cycle as

it occurs in the United States. Factor VI is labeled as a

family disruption dimension due to its high loading of sepa-

rated and divorced (.42). It is dominated by the multiple

dwelling unit loading (.79), percent renter occupied, and

those inhabitants who lived in a central city tract in 1965

(.64). The seventh factor is a factor where migrants who

lived in the United States in 1965 is most significant (.82)

and where there are high employment rates among both men and

women (.49) (.46). The next factor is the housing factor,

reflecting long time residents who moved to the city during

the 1940 to 1950 decade (.75) and have stayed in the same

house (.80). A public-private employment sector is the

last dimension to have emerged.

The factorial structure of Ponce is much less differenti-

ated than San Juan as only five factors emerged. As indicated

in Appendix Table XLVII, Factor I is by far the strongest

of the factors with the largest number of factor loadings
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and six loadings of over .80. Factor I corresponds to a

social rank dimension. The percent clerical (.88), percent

unskilled (-.86), median number of rooms (.89), percent males

employed (.82), percent persons below the poverty level (BLP),

and low education index (-.90) (-.86) all loaded highly in

this dimension along with income and ethnicity variables.

Factor II demonstrated that Ponce was beginning to socially

differentiate by age as in San Juan. The strongest loadings

were with the percent aged (.91), percent widowed (.83), low

occupancy rate (.86), high residential stability (moved into

unit before 1939 (.82) and percent renter occupied units

(.52). High negative loadings on income made this late life

cycle dimension even closer to the age dimensions in the

Western world than San Juan's, except that the fewer number

of dimensions and intercorrelatedness of certain variables

within both Factors I and II demonstrated that the factors

were not independent of each other. Factor III resembled a

new migrant dimension of immigrants from other areas of

Puerto Rico (.82), the United States (.35), and Cuba (.57).

Apparently many of these migrants were associated with

government jobs or federal agencies of the United States or

perhaps retirees from the United States due to the high

loading in government jobs (.76). Factor IV was interpreted

as a mid-life family life dimension of persons separating

from their spouses (.36) and living in multiple dwelling

(.90) rented (.66) households. The fifth factor was a poor

I-RMMOWARMINWRIMIM
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SES dimension dominated by recent house occupancy (.79) and

living in a different central city tract in 1965. The sixth

factor was an ethnicity-segregation index which noted another

tract differentiation separate from SES in life study con-

siderations. The last factor described a low employment

component.

Although the number of factors emerging in Mayaguez

(Table XLVIII) was greater than that of Ponce, the degree

of differentiation measured by the diverse status and life

cycle factors was not present in Mayaguez. Appendix Table

XLVII bears out this comparison. Factor I consisted of the

largest number of factor loadings, but only four load over

the .80 level. The factor represented an SES dimension but

unlike Ponce and San Juan, the dimension was a poverty fac-

tor. The high negative loadings of income (-.85), low

education (.89), and negative loading on female employment

(.85) made this a more traditional dimension of an undeveloped

country which is an assumption of this paper. The second fac-

tor might be called a housing-segregation factor due to the

positive loading on Spanish (.45) and Cuban stock (.38). Two

housing variables loaded the strongest loading of all factors

(.95), in the percent of multiple dwelling units, and next the

percent of renter occupied (.86), both dominating this factor.

The negative loadings on legally married persons and high

load on unskilled workers designated this dimension as one
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distributing a low resource of native population. People

living in tracts with negative loadings probably lived in

a villa de miseria or squatter settlement in Mayaguez. Fac-

tor IV was a life cycle dimension revealing two distinct

populations, one with high negative loadings on the percent

aged (-.96), percent widowed (-.86), and low occupancy rates

(-.78) describing a post child rearing family phase and a

stage of young child rearers (youth dependency [.57]), and

low education (.69). There was a moderate to low corre-

lation in the professional worker category and a negative

one in the unskilled group showing the older group to possess

low resources and the young group possessing some middle

class attributes. Factor IV reflected a low resource dimen-

sion of persons who have a high rate of intercity movement

and a significant number of females employed in the labor

force. Dimension V was characterized by a correlation among

percent of service workers and percent sixty-five and older

heads of family. Factor VI reflects another family dis-

ruption factor with high correlations with females employed

(.60), and high loadings on the percent separated, divorced,

and legally married (.51) (.49). Negative loadings point to

large ethnic populations which run a high number of profes-

sionals in the population. The last two factors represent

a form of housing dimension, the last also loading -. 85 on

the percent who lived in the United States in 1965.
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The gerontological study has provided further docu-

mentation of universal processes being manifested in

developing nations. It is apparent that a form of age

segregation is occurring in San Juan and that the types of

dwellings occupied by the elderly are similar to those in

developing nations, these being rented, multiple dwelling

units. The dimensional characteristics of the elderly in

the three cities did show gradual alterations in the SES of

the aged as they possessed more resources in San Juan and

became progressively lower in SES going from Ponce to

Mayaguez. Much of this difference can be attributed to the

larger number of ethnic aged in San Juan who are correlated

with higher incomes, higher educational attainment, and

rented, multiple dwelling units.

General Findings

An empirical examination of the general propositions

stated in the third chapter reveals that most of the ex-

pected relationships and conclusions were borne out by the

actual analysis of the data with some notable exceptions.

Of the general proposition, part a, expecting an increase

in factorial differentiation dependent upon city size and

societal scale held to be only partially true. The increase

in the number of factor dimensions is not an indicator of

increased factor complexity or independence, as Mayaguez

and San Juan exhibited a similar number of factor dimensions
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in both 1960 and 1970. San Juan and Mayaguez exhibited a

similar increase in the number of dimensions from 1960 to

1970, while Ponce did not increase the size of its factor

structure over the ten years. The General Proposition which

predicted a larger factor structure for San Juan and a de-

crease in the number of factor dimensions in cities as they

decreased in city size was not substantiated in toto.

Specific Proposition One also anticipated that over the

ten year censal period there would be a concomitant increase

in the number of factors showing an increased spatial differ-

entiation of the cities mirroring the greater number of life

styles, SES subgroups, and ethnic subgroups present in the

developing cities. In this case the proposition was par-

tially borne out by the analysis. Both the forced-flow and

the free-flow factor analysis showed that San Juan had the

highest degree of factor independence. By contrast Ponce

and Mayaguez showed greater similarity with each other in

factor dimensions and in factor loadings than with San Juan.

There was a minor difference between Ponce and Mayaguez but

not as large as had been expected. The General Proposition

does hold true only if factorial differentiation is defined

as the emergence of dimensions consistent in structure with

the Shevky-Bell indexes of social rank, familism and segre-

gation. Also contained in the General Proposition was the

prediction that all three cities would show a factorial
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resemblance to the Shevky-Bell dimension subject to size of

the city.

In all three cities in 1960 factor structures existed

which contained at least two of the Shevky-Bell constructs

of SES, familism (life cycle) and/or segregation. In 1960

neither Mayaguez or Ponce possessed a segregation component

testifying to their less developed factor structure; how-

ever all three cities showed high correlations between social

rank and life-cycle factors, the primary difference being the

separation of the ethnicity variables in San Juan into a

segregation dimension for both 1960 and 1970, whereas the

same variables loaded highly on the social rank dimension

in both Mayaguez and Ponce. Also in San Juan a migration

component appeared as a separate dimension while in both

Mayaguez and Ponce the migration variables loaded on a life-

cycle dimension, again indicating the more developed or

differentiated aspects of San Juan's factor structure and

the great similarity in the two smaller cities.

By 1970 all three cities exhibited converging factor

structures, possessing social rank, life cycle, migration,

ethnicity, and occupation or employment dimensions. The

FCOMP comparisons between the three cities for the two

periods verified the convergence trend at work in the factor

structure of the urban centers.

The morphological patterning projected in the general

proposition revealed that San Juan's factor distribution
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was more similar to those patterns found in large United

States cities than in either Ponce or Mayaguez. Mayaguez

showed the most traditional residential patterning of all

cities in 1960 but by 1970 had undergone changes in the

traditional Latin American zonal configuration.

The third part of Specific Proposition One predicting

a more "modern" social structure in the three cities based

upon city size and level of development, were restricted to

changes in marital status, occupational positions, and female

labor force participation over the decade period. The de-

scriptive analyses indicated that there were decreases in

the number of consensually married in all three cities over

the ten year period, increases in the percent separated and

divorced, and generally increases in the percent widowed in

all cities. Occupationally, it was expected that more

skilled tertiary occupations like professional, manager,

operatives, and clerical workers would increase while the

number of unskilled and service workers would decline.

It was hypothesized that the number of women partici-

pating in the labor force would increase as the family

became more specialized and allowed women to acquire more

economically oriented work-roles. Here again, San Juan

demonstrated the most developed factor structure as the

female labor force participation was highest in San Juan

in 1960 although highly correlated with upper class house-

holds. By 1970 the FLFP had separated into a separate
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factor denoting the participation of all females regardless

of class in the labor force. Both Ponce and Mayaguez had

factor loadings with the FLFP which characterized this

group as being primarily upper class and predominantly

ethnic in composition for the 1960 analysis except for an

aging FLFP in one of Mayaguez's life cycle factors. By

1970 Mayaguez's FLFP was only moderately correlated with

ethnic status and had become an overall upper class phe-

nomenon. Ponce in contrast loaded a separate ethnicity

factor with a moderately high FLFP and in the social rank

factor, loaded an FLFP which was one of the dominant load-

ings on the factor, and it was not associated with upper

class status but with the percent of service and unskilled

workers. Thus all classes were employed in the labor force

but with ethnic women being more likely to have a white

collar position and native puertoriquenas occupying more

menial job positions. However this showed a more "modern"

social structure than did Mayaguez.

In reviewing the specific propositions developed from

the general proposition, it is apparent that the majority of

the propositions varied in the expected manner but there

were some unexpected variations. Specific Proposition One

was unfulfilled as the 1960 factor structures possessed as

many dimensions as did 1970.

Specific Proposition Two stated that the familiar

Shevky-Bell constructs of social rank, familism, and
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segregation would emerge in a modified form for both census

years in San Juan. For both analysis, the social rank,

familism, and segregation factors were present. In fact,

for 1960 two segregation factors emerged, an ethnicity and

a migration component. For 1970 two life cycle, an ethnic

aged component and two migration dimensions separated in

factor space.

Specific Proposition Three was accepted as San Juan did

show more participation by women in the labor force and an

increase in SES and life cycle stages in San Juan.

Based upon patterns documented in other cities of the

industrialized world Specific Proposition Four noted the

variance by sector of the social rank dimension in San Juan

for both censal periods which was substantiated in the anal-

ysis. Specific Proposition Five predicted a zonal variance

for the life cycle component which did occur, but in 1970

there was also a significant variance by sector.

According to the sixth specific proposition a non-

patterned clustering effect was expected for the segregation

index thus not varying by either zone or sector. However in

San Juan in 1960, the dimension varied by zone and in 1970

it varied by sector. This can be explained as a result of

the high SES status of the ethnic subpopulations which would

be expected to vary by sector.

Seventh on the list was the prediction of more females

participating in the labor force. The loading of the FLFP
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variable in 1960 on a social rank dimension described

female labor force participation as an upper class phenom-

enon and then by 1970 diffusing to a familism life-cycle

stage separate from a child rearing stage indicating an

inter-class FLFP ratio. This proposition was substantiated.

Specific Proposition Eight expected the aged variable to

load on a familism factor with other loadings like the

percent renter occupied, the percent units occupied by two

persons or less, and the percent persons living in multiple

dwellings. In 1960 and 1970 this hypothesis was supported,

but in 1970 a significant percent of the aged in San Juan

were of ethnic backgrounds.

The following specific propositions (nine to thirteen)

refer to the Ponce ecological structure.

The ninth proposition expected a similar factor struc-

ture to emerge in Ponce much like was present in the San

Juan SMSA. The major difference was to be the lesser degree

of factor independence and less factorial differentiation.

This was verified in the analysis. Therefore, Proposition

nine was not substantiated.

The tenth specific proposition stated that a sectoral

variance for the SES dimension was expected by 1970, indi-

cating a tendency toward the pattern present in San Juan.

This variance did not become manifest as the SES factor

was differentiated by zone in 1970, indicating a resi-

dential patterning that is still in the process of spatial
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shifting. The eleventh proposition expected the familism

dimension to vary by zone. This expected relationship was

present in 1970.

Specific Proposition Twelve dealt with an increasing

participation of females in the labor force in Ponce.

Ponce exhibited a pattern signifying a greater participation

of females in the labor force reflecting a more "modern"

social structure. In 1960 the FLFP loaded highly on the

social rank dimension, dominated by the ethnicity and

described the tracts dominated by foreign subpopulations

as more likely to have working women. A similar loading

in the marital-occupation dimension associated native Puerto

Ricans (female) with professional, managerial, and operative

occupations, denoting once more the upper class predominance

of the FLFP.

The last proposition to deal with ecological change

in Ponce (Proposition Fourteen) predicted that the aging

variable would load on a familism in both 1960 and 1970.

The analysis showed that in 1960 the percent persons over

sixty-five loaded on both the social rank and the familism

dimensions. In 1970 the age variable was solidly loaded

on the familism dimension, thereby denoting an increased

factor independence.

Specific Propositions Fourteen and Fifteen deal spe-

cifically with the ecological structure of Mayaguez with

both predicting less factorial differentiation and more of
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a classical spatial pattern in its morphological structure.

In both 1960 and 1970 Mayaguez possessed independent social

rank and familism dimensions. The FCOMP rotation provided

evidence of the similar structural makeup of its factors

when compared to that of San Juan and evidence that it was

converging toward a more universal factorial form. Spa-

tially, Mayaguez did reflect the more traditional inverse

gradient plan of the classic Latin American "plaza" plan in

1960 but had undergone significant residential repatterning

by 1970, once more reflecting the evolutionary forces chang-

ing the urban structure of the three cities.

The analysis provided longitudinal information that

there are convergence trends being manifested among the

three Puerto Rican cities. All three cities exhibited sig-

nificant changes factorially as well as spatially over the

decade. With a few exceptions, all of the major and minor

propositions were confirmed, describing in sequential

fashion the more developed urban structure of San Juan in

comparison with Ponce and Ponce in comparison with Mayaguez.

The analysis did show that the key factorial differences in

urban structure were between San Juan, the largest city, and

the two smaller cities, Ponce and Mayaguez, respectively.

Methodological Recommendations

One of the major debates of critics and exponents of

factor analytic methods is the type of rotation used in the
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variable analysis--either orthogonal or oblique. The

orthogonal rotation was utilized in this investigation but

to insure the a priori assumptions of factor independence

an oblique rotation was run on the variables in a free-flow

analysis. The similarity of loadings and low factor corre-

lations for San Juan and the higher factor intercorrelations

for Ponce and Mayaguez justified the interpretation given

in the orthogonal analysis.

The use of factor analysis as the principal statistical

measurement served as a means of identifying the structural

relationships between ethnic status and high SES variables.

The technique also allowed for the unique description of the

dimensional structure present in the three cities as well as

the apparent similarities. Factor analysis thus isolates

both universal and specific dimensions which can be noted

by local urban planners in decisions as to services provided

to specific groups and to social workers in planning recre-

ational, community, or social services to specific occupa-

tionally predominant groups in the area. Especially as the

community ages, this technique could be used to describe a

particular occupational group as it ages in the community

and help initiate late life cycle planning.

A major finding of the research was that there is a

definite advantage in using the forced-flow technique in

ecological comparisons. Not only are the dimensions very
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similar when contrasted with free-flow analyses, but it has

the advantage of easing the labeling process and enabling

further statistical factor comparisons.
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CHAPTER VI

TOWARDS AN URBAN THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT

This final chapter addresses the summary findings of

the investigation, which focused principally on gauging the

relationship of city size and the degree of industrial de-

velopment with the form of ecological structure emerging

in developing nations. From the general findings, a series

of recommendations on the implications for an urban theory

of development, urban policy implications, and suggested

methodological refinements to urban factorial analyses are

offered.

The focus of this investigation has been on the changing

ecological structure and converging structural similarity

between the three SMSA's over the 1960 to 1970 decade. Spe-

cifically, the central thesis proposed that as a result of

the movement toward industrialization that the larger,

primate cities of developing countries would reflect 
an

ecological patterning similar to that of cities in developed

countries.

All census tracts excepting institutionalized tracts

for both 1960 and 1970 were utilized in the analyses. Only

tracts within the city boundaries of each of the three cities

were used to eliminate predominantly agricultural tracts 
in
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outlying SMSA areas. Thirty-one variables available for

both censuses measuring occupational, marital, migrant,

employment, and age status combined with housing, income,

and educational resources were included in the comparative

analysis.

The researcher predicted a gradual diffusion of eco-

logical differentiation proceeding to the next largest city.

in size gradually extending to all urban centers of the

nation as the level of development in the society approaches

a higher "scale" level of modernization. The general propo-

sition was developed about the expected type of change

experienced within the three Puerto Rican cities. It was

expected that going from the smallest to largest urban

centers, there would be (1) greater factorial differentiation;

(2) greater spatial similarity with those cities in developed

nations and (3) greater structural similarity.

The general proposition predicted an increase in both

the sheer number of factors in the dimensional output and

an increasingly independent set of factors within the factor

output. The hypothesized increase in factor dimensions as

one moved from smaller to larger cities was not substantiated

in the analyses. Both San Juan and Mayaguez, representing

polar opposites in size, possessed similar numbers of fac-

tors in both 1960 and 1970. Contraposed to this was the

intermediate city, Ponce which did not increase the number

of emergent factors over the ten year period. It is apparent
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that the absolute number of factor dimensions produced in

the analyses is not a reliable measure of ecological differ-

entiation. However, from an analysis of the type of factor

dimensions and the degree of factor independence--the ex-

pected variation between city size and differentiation was

supported. For 1960, San Juan exhibited a factorial struc-

ture identifying the traditional Shevky-Bell constructs of

social rank, familism, and ethnic-segregation as highly

independent from each other. In Ponce, both social rank and

familism factors emerged but the ethnicity variables were

still highly correlated with the social rank dimension which

demonstrated a less developed factorial structure.

Mayaguez also separated out social rank and familism

factors but there were high numbesof factor intercorre-

lations and high loadings of the ethnicity and migration

variables on the social rank dimension.

In 1970, it was expected that the three cities would

reveal a further factorial differentiation and an increased

factor independence. Abu Lughod's (1) and McElrath's (3)

studies of developed nations documented the increasing

independence of factors and the similarity to the Shevky-

Bell indexes of those emerging factors in cities in developed

nations. The present analysis tends to confirm this eco-

logical trend within the three cities during the decade.

In all three cities, similar factor dimensions emerged

resembling the social rank, familism, and ethnicity
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dimensions. The ethnicity dimensions included a foreign

stock dimension similar to the Shevky-Bell segregation index

and a migration dimension measuring the spatial segregation

of migrants from the mainland United States and intra-

national migrants immigrating to the three Puerto Rican

SMSA's. San Juan possessed a more differentiated factor

structure and a more modern social structure. The factor

correlation of the number of female labor force participants

with a family life cycle dimension clearly echoed similar

loadings found by Schwirian and Smith (4), Berry (2), and

Sweetser (5) in studies of cities in developed countries.

Also the clear separation of the migration variables into

separate components in both the free-flow and the forced-

flow analyses demonstrated a further residential differen-

tiation expected of developed cities. For both Ponce and

Mayaguez, the FLFP was correlated with an upper class sub-

population which was expected of less developed cities.

However, a distinct movement to more female participation

in the labor force could be seen in the loadings from 1960

to 1970 in both cities. The migration component for the

two smaller cities also emerged only in 1970 exhibiting a

further ecological differentiation over the ten-year period.

A further statistical testing of the goodness of fit

between the SMSA factor structures revealed greater intra-

city correlation from 1960 to 1970 than there was in the

intercity comparison for each censal period. The comparison
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of intercity factors did indicate a convergence trend in the

higher correlations present in 1970 than in 1960. The fac-

tor comparisons also indicated that there was little

difference when the factor structure of the two smaller

cities were compared with the San Juan SMSA factor structure.

This contradicted the expected linear ecological relation-

ship expected as one moved from the smallest to largest

SMSA. The fact that only data were available for two

periods in time, 1960 and 1970, narrowing the focus to

periods in which the factor structures for the smaller

cities may not show significantly great differences in con-

trast to the factor structure of San Juan.

Morphological Structure

The investigation of the spatial patterning of the five

factors derived from the forced-flow factor analysis generally

supported the thesis that as one moved from the smaller city

to the larger city, there emerged morphological variations

which mirrored general patterns noted in developed societies.

The distribution of the social class index was distributed

more by sector than by zone although both zone and sector had

significant levels of under .05. Housing also varied by zone

and sector but was more significantly patterned by the zonal

configuration. This pattern is similar to findings of other

cities in the developed world, particularly the United

States. New housing tends to be built in the outlying areas
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of the cities where available land is less expensive and

intensive land utilization principles are not mandatory.

The ethnicity factor varied by zone in 1960 and by sector

in 1970. This was probably due to the large in-migration

of immigrants of diverse social and life cycle periods. By

1960, the ethnicity variables were moderately correlated

with a high income variable which would explain the sectoral

distribution of the. ethnicity dimension in 1970. None of

the employment-occupation or migration dimension for either

period exhibited any significant variance by either zone or

sector.

Ponce also followed the spatial variation expected of

the second largest city. The lack of variation by zone or

sector for 1970 may be explained as an urban center under-

going a transition from a more traditional "plaza" plan to

an ecological pattern much like that of urban centers in the

United States. By 1970, the dimensions of social rank and

familism were still not patterned along the "modern" morpho-

logical pattern but the housing dimension varied by zone.

As the housing dimension measures differences in either

multiple or single dwelling units, the dimension is a modi-

fied form of a life cycle dimension which would explain the

zonal distribution in 1970. This is an indication of a

further shift in population distribution toward a more

"modern" urban pattern.
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Mayaguez, being the smallest SMSA in Puerto Rico in

1970, was spatially more similar to the classical preindus-

trial "plaza" plan than either Ponce of San Juan. Both the

social rank and familism dimensions varied significantly by

zone for 1960 and 1970. The 1970 distribution had a less

significant variation with zone and an increased sectorial

variation in the housing dimension. This was an indication

of an initial transformation of the inverse "plaza mayor"

pattern extant in Mayaguez and a change toward the industrial

pattern present in San Juan. By 1980 it is expected that

Mayaguez will exhibit the same pattern as Ponce for 1960

and/or 1970 by not showing any zonal or sectoral distribution

representing the various "zones in transition."

Implications for Urban Planning Agencies

This study has documented the evolutionary trend of

metropolitan centers toward similar forms of social organi-

zation. The evolving urban systems in Puerto Rico which

closely mirror developments in the United States over the

past few decades have great importance for urban policy

makers. First is the fact that the evidence of the Puerto

Rican experience would suggest that changes occurring in the

urban systems are products of the changes the society itself

is undergoing--in this case industrialization. Other incip-

ient urban centers will go through similar dimensional

developments. Federal involvement in urban planning is
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imperative to deal with problems emerging in the metropolitan

areas. Only the national government has the ability to deal

with the larger societal forces changing the urban centers.

Local or regional governing units may be incapable of dealing

with what may be perceived as local problems but which are a

product of external processes.

The commonality of dimensions emerging in urban centers

suggests that similar problems endemic to the metropolitan

centers must be addressed by urban planners. Imaginative

planning in the educational, social, and economic areas

could reduce much of the chaotic land-use patterns and

ameliorate urban problems associated with a redistribution

of ecological units due to industrialization. A pragmatic

approach to these problems from a national, authoritative,

level could provide solutions capable of dealing with most

local urban problems. Knowledge of the convergence phenom-

enon can serve as a further stimulus for national governments

to funnel monies into research and commission studies. The

fact that national governments have the resources to fund

research "out of reach" for most local communities can

further develop a central information center which is a much

more cost-efficient organization. Once an information system

is established, a policy program geared to facing common

urban problems like age and race, segregation, decaying

central areas, etc., can facilitate a superior planning

program for local metropolitan areas.
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Another policy outgrowth of the findings in this study

are that local urban agencies (welfare, cultural, familial,

and economic) can better understand and plan for their own

community needs by understanding the processes of urban

differentiation underway in all societies. By utilizing

the theoretical and empirical knowledge gathered about the

pattern of residential differentiation, local urban policy-

makers can realistically assess amerliorative approaches to

unique urban problems.

Another aspect of the ecological differentiation of

urban areas noted in developed countries and emerging in the

Puerto Rican study is the gradual isolation of the elderly

in specific areas of the three cities. The centripetal

movement of the elderly in urban cities is a phenomenon

which is well documented in gerontological literature and

one which is documented by the emergence of specific aging

dimensions in all three cities by 1970. The reasons are

many, ranging from continual residence within the community,

maintaining a primary group support system in the traditional

family settlement, and a movement to central areas due to

its economic feasibility of lower rents, proximity to trans-

portation lines, etc. This spatial segregation tends to be

a result of the gradual evolution of urban systems and one

which is apparently an organizational adoption of age groups

to the varying societal forces at work. Thus newly emerging

urban centers could plan for centers nearer the inner city
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which serve the geriatric community, thus improving the

quality of life for the elderly in these areas.
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APPENDIX

TABtE xxdIV

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON

MAYAGUEZ 1960 WITH 1970

Mayaguez 1970

Mayaguez 1960 Social Life- Occupation

Rank Cycle Aging Housing Migration

Social Rank -1.00 0.22 0.05 -0.02 -0.02

Service/Housing 0.33 0.70 0.41 -0.45 -0.14

Life-Cycle 0.19 -0.78 0.49 -0.31 0.11

Legally Married -0.17 -0.88 -0.29 -0.06 0.34

Housing/Employ-
ment -0.22 0.42 0.20 0.24 0.82

Product-Moment factor correlation = .859

TABLE XXV

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON
PONCE 1960 WITH 1970

Ponce 1970

Ponce 1960 Social Race and Low

Rank Resources Migration Housing Resources

High Social Rank 0.99 0.12 0.10 -0.04 -0.02

Life-Cycle -0.40 0.91 0.06 -0.06 -0.04

Housing -0.07 0.53 0.50 0.50 -0.46

Low Resources -0.48 0.10 -0.22 -0.20 0.82

Service/Employ-
ment -0.47 0.00 0.12 -0.87 0.00

factor correlation = .913Product-Moment
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TABLE XXVI

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON

SAN JUAN 1960 WITH 1970

San Juan 1970

San Juan 1960 Social Ethnic Life- High

Rank Aged Cycle Migrants Employment

Social Rank 1.00 0.06 -0.00 0.03 -0.04

Life-Cycle 0.01 0.93 -0.36 0.05 0.07

Early Life-
Cycle -0.32 0.60 0.51 0,41 -0.33

Migration -0.12 0.76 0.31 -0.48 -0.28

Ethnicity -0.13 0.73 0.21 0.60 0.23

Product-Moment factor correlation = .8871

TABLE XXVII

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON
MAYAGUEZ 1960 WITH PONCE 1960

Ponce 1960
Mayaguez 1960

Social Life- Low Service/
Rank Cycle Housing Resources Employment

Social Rank 0.96 0.27 0.02 0.03 0.03

Service/Housing -0.22 0.84 0.49 -0.01 0.01

Life-Cycle 0.60 -0.26 -0.21 -0.73 -0.03

Legally Married 0.63 -0.67 0.35 -0.03 -0.19

Housing/Employed -0.48 0.68 0.28 -0.44 0.16

Product-Moment factor correlation = .848
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TABLE XXVIII

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON
MAYAGUEZ 1960 WITH SAN JUAN 1960

San Juan 1960

Mayaguez 1960 social Life iYoung
Social Life- Life-

Rank Cycle Cycle Migrants Ethnicity

Social Rank 0.96 0.25 0.11 -0.05 0.07

Service/Housing -0.36 0.89 -0,18 0.15 0.17

Life-Cycle 0.58 -0.10 -0.80 -0,13 -0.05

Legally Married 0.68 -0.88 -0.18 0.17 0.21

Housing/Employed 0.02 0.53 -0.46 0.31 -0.04

Product-Moment factor correlation = .831

TABLE XXIX

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON
PONCE 1960 WITH SAN JUNA 1960

San Juan 1960
Ponce 1960

Social Life- Low
Rank Cycle Resources Migration Ethnicity

Social Rank 1.00 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.08

Life-Cycle 0.07 0.97 0.15 -0.18 -0.02

Housing -0.30 0.46 -0.58 0.18 0.57

Low Resources -0.41 -0.10 0.85 0,06 0,31

Service/Occu-

pation 0.29 -0.60 0,18 -0.15 -0.71

Product-Moment factor correlation = .846
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TABLE XXX

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON

MAYAGUEZ 1970 WITH PONCE 1970

Ponce 1970
Mayaguez 1970

Social Race and Low
Rank Resources Migration Housing Resources

Social Rank -0.95 -0.28 -0.10 0.01 -0.12

Life-Cycle -0.83 0.53 0.07 -0.03 0.14

Aging/Housing 0.37 0159 -0.16 -0.51 -0.48

Occupation/

Housing -0.58 -0.60 -0.31 -0.08 0.44

Migration -0.10 0.70 -0.19 0,48 -0.48

Product-Moment factor correlation = .907

TABLE XXX I

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON

MAYAGUEZ 1970 WITH SAN JUAN 1970

San Juan 1970
Mayaguez 1970

Social Ethnic Early HighLife"-
Rank Aged Cycle Migration Employment

Social Rank -0.94 -0.30 0.00 -0.15 0.06

Life-Cycle -0.57 0.82 -0.06 0.03 -0.06

Aging/Housing 0.50 0.25 -0.52 -0.57 0.30

Housing/

Occupation -0.30 -0.78 0.07 -0.29 -0.27

Migration 0.37 0.16 -0.17 -0.74 -0.50

Product-Moment factor correlation = .853
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TABLE XXX II

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX--FCOMP COMPARISON

PONCE 1970 WITH SAN JUAN 1970

San Juan 1970

Ponce 1970 Ethnic Aged Early HighSocial Life- Life-
Rank Cycle Cycle Migrant Employment

Social Rank 0.99 -0.10 0.02 -0.05 0.01

Life-Cycle 0.25 0.95 -0.14 -0.08 -0.05

Migration -0.02 0.27 -0.57 0.72 0.28

Housing 0.06 -0.52 0.18 0.56 -0.62

Low Resources -0.10 0.54 0.60 0.49 -0.31

Product-Moment factor correlation = .876
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TABLE XXXIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES

SAN JUAN, 1960

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 2

Life-Cycle

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 3

Early Life-
Cycle

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 4

Migrants

Between
Within

Total

Variable No..

Ethnicity

5

Between

Within
Total

5.1516
89.6522
94,8038

26.9640
69.9006
96.8646

2. 3800
94.4572
96.8372

2.9783
93.9875
96.9658

17.6222
78q8184
96.4406

4.
91.
95.

4.
91.
95.

4.
91.
95.,

4.
91.
95.

4.
91.
95.

1.2879
0.9852

. .0

6,7410
0.7681

. .0

0, 5950
1.0380

. .0

0.7446
1.0328

. .0

4.4056
0.8661

. .0

1.3073

8,7758

0. 5732

0.7209

5.0864

0.2732

0.0000

0. 6827

0.5798

0.0010

__ _ _ _ __ _ I___ _ _ _- _ _ _ _
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TABLE XXX IV

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY SECTORS

SAN JUAN-, 1960

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio p

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 2

Life-Cycle

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 3
Early Life-

Cycle

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 4

Migrants

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 5
Ethnicity

Between

Within
Total

7.9377
86.8661
94,8038

39.9070
56. 9576
96.8646

0.9743
95.8629
96.8372

3.5310
93.4348
96.9658

5.9432
90.4974
96.4406

3.
92.
95.

3.
92.
95.

3.
92.
95.

3.
92.
95.

3.
92.
95.

2.6459
0.9442

13.3023
0.6191

0,3248
1.0420

1.1770
1.0156

1,9811
0.9837

2.8023

21,4864

0.3117

1,1589

2.0139
.0 t

0.0442
. .

0, 0000

0.8169

0.3298

0.1174
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TABLE XXXV

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES

SAN JUAN, 1970

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No. I
Social Rank

Between
Within

Total

Variable No. 2
Ethnic Aged

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 3

Early Life-
Cycle

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Migrants

4

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 5
High Employ-

ment

Between

Within

Total

13.6311
83.3742
97,0053

20.4341
76.5672
97v0013

6, 7458
90.2617
97.0075

5.6574
91.3429
97.0003

4.5624
92.4295
96.9919

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96,

4.
92.
96.

3.4078
0.9062

. .0

5.1085
0.8323

1.6864
0,9811

. .

1.4144
0,9929-

1.1406
1.0047

3.7603
. .
. .0

6.1382

1.7189

1.4245

1,1353

0.0070

0.0000
. .0
,k .

0.1525

0.2321

0.3449

- I- _____________I
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TABLE XXXVI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY SECTORS

SAN JUAN, 1970.

SumDegrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio p

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 2
Ethnic Aged

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 3
Early Life-

Cycle

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 4
Migrants

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 5
High Employ-

ment

Between
Within
Total

26.9235
70.0819
97.0053

48.6339
48.3674
97.0013

11.4007
85.6068
97.0075

3.8048
93.1955
97.0003

3.2497
93.7422
96.9919

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96,

4.
92.
96.

4.
92.
96.

6.7309
0.7618

12.1585
0.5257

.0,*

2.8502
0.9305

0.9512
1.0130

0.8124
1.0189

. .0

8,8360

0.0000

3.0630

0.9390

0.,7973

.0.

0. 0000

0.0204

0.4451

0,5299
.1 .
. .

__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _I -I 4 .
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TABLE XXXVII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES

PONCE, 1960

Sum Degrees of Variance F
Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between
Within
Total

Variable No.
Life-Cycle

2

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 3
Housing

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 4

Low Resource

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 5
Service/

Employment

Between

Within

Total

1.2439
19.7566
21.0004

12.7953
8.2060

21.0013

1.6163
19.3863
21.0026

1.0608
19.9398
21.0006

1.1464
19.8542
21.0006

2.
18.
20.

2.
18.
20.

2.
18.
20.

2.
18.
20.

2.
18.
20.

0.,6219
1.0976

6.3976
0.4559

0.8081
1.0770

0.5304
1.1078

0.5732
1.1030

0.5666

14.0333

0.7503

0.4788

0.51

0.519

0.5772

0.0002
. .

0.4864

0.6272

0.6034
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TABLE XXXVIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY SECTORS

PONCE, 1960

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 2

Life-Cycle

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Housing

3

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 4
Low Resources

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 5
Service/

Employment

Between
Within
Total

4, 2714
16,7290
21.0004

2.5343
18.4670
21.0013

2.4203
18.5823
21.0026

6.4151
14.5855
21.0006

5.2829
15.7176
21.0006

3.
17,
20.

. 3.
17.
20.

3.
17.
20.

3.
17.
20.

3.
17.
20.

1.4238
0.9841

0.8448
1.0863

0.8068
1.0931

2.1384
0.8580
. .*

1.7610
0.9246
. .0

1.4469

0.7777

0.7381

2,4923

1.9047

0. 2642

0.5225

0.5438
. .
.k .

0.0950

0.1672
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TABLE XXXIX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES
PONCE, 1970

SumDegrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 2

Race and

Resources

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Migration

3

Between

Within
Total

Variable No.
Housing

4

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 5
Low Resources

Between
Within
Total

6.3484
16.6514
22.9999

6.0534
16.9474
23.0009

3.1671
19.8347
23.0018

1.8414
21.1611
23.0025

0.1930
22.8069
22.9999

2.
20.
22.

2.
20.
22,

2.
20.
22.

2.
20.
22.

2.
20.
22.

3.1742
0.8326

3.0267
0,8474

1.5835
0,9917

0.9207
1.0581

0.0965
1.1403

3.8125

3.5719

1.5967

0.8702

0,0846

0.0396

0.0472

0.2273

0.4341

0.9192
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TABLE XL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY SECTORS

PONCE, 1970

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio p

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between

Within
Total

Variable No. 2
Race and

Resources

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Migration

3

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 4
Housing

Between
Within
Total

Variable No, 5
Low Resources

Between
Within
Total

1.3305
21.6694
22.9999

2,9614
20.0394
23,0009

3.1451
19.8568
23.0018

8.6111
14.3914
23.0025

0.5649
22.4350
22.9999

3.
19.
22.

3.
19.1
22.

3.
19,.
22.

.3.
19.
22.

3.
19.
22.

0.4435
1.1405

0 -0

0.9871
1.0547

.

1.0484
1.0451

2.8704
0.7574

0.1883
1.1808

0 -0

0.3889

0.9359

1. 0031

3,7896

0.1595

0.7623

0.4427

0.4130
0 0
0 0

0.0276

0.9223
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TABLE XLI

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES
MAYAGUEZ, 1960

Sum jDegrees of Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No, 1
Social Rank

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Service/

Housing

2

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Life-Cycle

3

Between

Within
Total

Variable No,
Legally

Married

4

Between

Within
Total

Variable No.
Housing/

Employed

5

Between
Within
Total

9,0918
3.9084

13.0002

7.3230
5,6769

12.9999

3.0718
9,9292

13,0010

0,0327
12.9650
12,9976

0, 0354
12.9654
13,0008

2.
10,1
12.

2.
10,
12,

2.
10,
12.

2.
10.
12.

2,
10,
12.

4t5459
0,3908

- -w

3.6615
0.5677

1.5359
0,9929

0, 0163
1.2965

0.0177
1.2965

0 .p

11,6311
-0-&

6.4499

1,5468

0,0126

0.0137

0.0025

0.0158

0.2598

0.9875

0.9864

I I
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TABLE XLII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

PONCE, 1970

BY SECTORS

Sum Degrees of Variance F

Source Squares jFreedom Estimate Ratio p

Variable No. 1
Social Rank

Between
Within
Total

Variable No. 2
Race and

Resources

Between

Within
Total

Variable No.
Migration

3

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 4
Housing

Between
Within

Total

Variable No. 5
Low Resources

Between
Within

Total

14.711
14.796
29.4070

1.6411
29.0120
30.6531

1.4469
19.3947
20.8416

10.126
14.160
24.286

2.0092
21.076

3
17
20

3
17
20

3
17
20

3
17
20

3
17
20

4. 9376
0.8092

. .0

0.5376
1.7959

. .0

0,4662
1.1360

. .0

3.1797
0.7948

. .*

0.6403
1.2061

. .0
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I. _ _ _ __ _ _JI_ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _

6.1233

0.3372

0.455

4.126

0.535

0.0092

0.4677

0.5062

0.0290

0.6721
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TABLE XLIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY ZONES

MAYAGUEZ, 1970

Sum Degrees of 1 Variance F

Source Squares Freedom Estimate Ratio P

Variable No, 1
Social Rank

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Life-Cycle

2

Between

Within

Total

Variable No. 3

Aging/Housing

Between.

Within

Total

Variable No. 4

Housing/

Occupation

Between

Within

Total

Variable No.
Migrants

5

Between

Within
Total

5,6186
14.3829
20,0015

5.9326
14.0681
20, 0007

1.9883
18.0139
20. 0022

1.7673
18,2332
20, 0005

2.8781
17.1226
20,0007

2,
17.
19.

2,
17,
19.

2.
17,
19,

2,
17,
19,

2,
17.
19.

2.8093
0,8461

- -0

2,9663
0,8275

0,9941
1,0596

0,8837
1,0725

0 -&

1,4390
1,0072

- -0

3.3205

3.5845

0,9382

0.8239

1.4287
-0-0
ON-0

0.0606

0.0502

0,4107

0.4555

0. 2670

__ __ __ _ __ __ __ _J-1-.I_ __ __ _
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TABLE XLV

SIGNIFICANT PEARSON CORRELATION BETWEEN PER CENT AGED SIXTY YEARS

AND OLDER, PER CENT PERSONS SIXTY-FIVE YEARS AND OLDER RECEIVING

SOCIAL SECURITY AND REMAINING TWENTY-SIX VARIABLES*

% Persons 65+ Receiving

%60+ Social Security

Per Cent Mayaguez Ponce San Juan Mayaguez Ponce San Juan

Legally Married -.539 -.36 -.13 -. 51 .26 .09

Separated and

Divorced .29 .53 .39 .14 -.42 .10

Widowed .76 .81 .79 .65 -.26 .51

Prof. Man. Oper. -.16 -.21 .10 -. 30 .46 .27

Clericals .25 .07 .37 .07 .19 .39

Service Workers .22 .24 -.07 .40 -.43 -.24

Unskilled Workers .22 .00 -.30 .36 -.16 -.34

Male Employed -.23 -.16 -.00 -.31 .50 .17

Female Employed .03 .17 .35 -.07 .23 .42

Government Work. .01 .18 -.30 -.28 .00 -.23

Self-Employed .29 .22 .26 .51 .28 .18

Foreign Born .43 .16 .59 .08 .25 .51

Spanish Stock .31 .35 .59 .08 .25 .54

Cuban Stock .21 .18 .57 .04 .37 .53

Median Income .03 -.26 .10 -.19 .40 .37

Over $8,000 -.07 -.24 .15 -.17 .36 .39

Renter Occupied .44 .55 .39 .24 -.19 .14

Two Persons or

Less .81 .83 .83 .58 -.18 .64

Multiple Dwel-

lings .07 .27 .35 -.09 .18 .23

Contract Rent .28 -.27 .26 .19 .53 .49

Youth Dependency

Index -.68 -.44 -.76 -.57 -.18 -.66

Living in Same

House 1965 .02 .28 .07 .33 .17 -.03

Living in U.S.

in 1965 -.07 -.40 .01 -.46 .08 .02

Living Outside
SMSA .17 -.29 .28 .05 -.13 .54

Living in Differ-

ent Central

City Tract, 1965 -.23 -.24 .20 -.49 -.16 .11

Moved into Unit

1949 .70 .69 .46 .58 -.43 .26

*Source: Computed from Census of Puerto Rico 1970, U.S. Bureau of

the Census, Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas--San

Juan, Ponce, Mayaguez.
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TABLE XLVI

FACTOR LOADINGc FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FACTOR ANALYSIS: SAN JUA,1970

TViI II v T v v viV1I
Per Cent igh Migrant Poor Early Late Primary Seg. of Housing Priv. Pub.
Variables SES SES SES Life srup U.S. Mi Factor Emplo

60+.. .. -0.48 0.67 0.36
Legally Married 0.58 0; 0 . . 4
Cons. Married -0.87
Separated and
Divorced -0.44 ..42

Widowed. . 10.35 0.68
Prof. Man. Oper. 0.65 0.48
Clericals 0.74 . 0.36
Service Workers -0.76
Unskilled Workers -0.84 ..
Males Employed . 0.4810.47 -0.49
Females Employed 0.63 .IV

Males Unemployed -0.73
Females Unemployed -0.80 A . . . .

Government Workers 0.36 . 0.48 -0.45
Foreign Born 70.89 0.85
Spanish Stock -0.74
Cuban Stock -0.8
Dom. Rep. Stock -V0.32
Median Income 0.69 0.57
Over $8,000 0.78 0.47 .4.

Renter Occupied
Two Persons or Less . V . ...
Median Number of

Rooms 0.70
Multiple Dwellings 0.79
Median Contract

Rent.9.
Youth Dependency

Index -0.63
Living in Same

House -0.38
Living in U.S.
in 1955 0.81

Living Outside
SMiSA n 0.37 0.72 0.80

Living in Diff-
erent Tract

Educational Index -0.86 064
Moved into Unit

1939 085
1940-50 0.75
1968-70 .0.82

65+ Head of Family 0.361 0.46
65+ Persons in

Tract
Persons Below

Poverty Hevel 0.62
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TABLE XLVII

FACTOR tOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FACTOR ANALYSIS: PONCE, 1970

Per Cent
Variables

60+
Legally Married
Cons. Married
Separated and

Divorced
Widowed
Prof. Man. Oper.
Clericals
Service Workers.
Unskilled Workers
Males Employed
Fmnales Employed
Males Unemployed
Females Unemployed
Government Work.
Self-Employed
Foreign Born
Spanish Stock
Cuban Stock
Dom. Rep. Stock
Median Income
over $8,000
Renter Occupied
Two Persons or Less
Median Number of

Rooms
Multiple Dwellings
Median Contract

Rent
Youth Dependency

Index
Living in Same

House
Living in U.S.

in
Living Outside

SMSA
Living in Diff-

erert Tract
Educational index
Moved into Unit

1939
1949
1964-67
1968-70

65+ Head of FAlly
65+ Persons in
Tract

Persons Below
covert Level

IIII V V vii VII

ig Late Recent Ethnicity/ Mid- Poor Low
<ES Life Micra:nt ,Segregation . Life SES Empiyment

-0.9 %

-0.52}

0.731
0.871

-0.71
-0.86

0.B2
0.92

-0.56
-0.62

0.70
0.63
0.65
0 31
0.75
0.75

0. 9

0.73

-0.751

-0.37

0.45

-0. 6

0.37

0.91
-9.42

0.66
0.83

-0.44

-0.47

-0.45
0.52
0.86

-0.48

-0.48

0.82
0.83

-0.41

-0.9i -0.44

0.76

0.57

-0.80

0.35

0.81

0.58

0.94

0.51

0.61
0.51
0.60
0.38

0.36

0.35

0.66

0.90

-0.37

-036

-0.48

0.48

-0.42

0.46

0.79

-0.47
0. .

-0.82
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TABLE XVIII

ACTOR LOADINGS FOR VARIABLE MATRIX BASED UPON
FACT OR ANALYSIS: MAYAGUEZ, 1970

IIII IIV i___Vl

Per Cent Low Segrega- Child Transitory Life- asruption Migrant
Variables SES tion Rearin aborirce Cycle Cyin 4 Hog $n9

60+ -0.96

Legally Married . - -0.59 0.47 0.49

Cons. Married 0.87 - -

Separated and
Divorced 058 . . -0.42 0.51+

Widowed . - . -0.82 - . -. -

Prof. Man. Oper. j -. . 0.35 - -0.59 .

Clericals -0.76 . . . . - . 0.32 . . -

Service Workers 0.38 . . . . . -0.77

Unskilled Workers 0.49 -0.57 -0.33 -0.43 . . 0.36 -
Males Employed0 -.850 .6 0 . .

Females Employed -0.85 . . 0 . - -.60

Government Work. -0.72 . . . - . . - . . - -0.44

Foreign Born -0.64 . - - . - - -0.46 +

Spanish Stock -0.47 0.45 j . - -0.59 -

Cuban Stock -0.55 0.38 - - - - 040

Don. Rep. Stock. - -- . 0.89 -
1edian Income -0.851-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Over $8,000 -0.75 . - - - -

Renter Occupied - 0.86 -0.36 - - -0.42 -

Two Persons or Less - 0.40 -0.78 . * - - 0.40 -

Median Number of
Rooms -0.85 - - - - -

Multiple Dwellings 0.95 - . - - - - . .

Median Contract
Rent -0.55 - - . . - . - - - . 0.37

Youth Dependency
Index 0.52 . .57 .

Livingin Same

House in 1955 0. -0.64

Living in U.S.
in 1965 - - - - - - -0.85

Living OUtside
SMSA -0.52 0.3 .- -0.63

Living in Diff-

erent Tract . - . 0.64 . - 0.40 - -0.52

Educational Index 0.89 - - - - - - -

Moved into Unit
1939 - -0.69 . - - *

1940-50 0.49 - - - - - - -0.44 - -

1950-57 - - :.-.-.-.-0.73 .-

1958-63 - -- -- +- -- -0.-74 - -

1964-67 . j -- 0.81 - - -

1968-70 -1Q. -4 -0165

65+ Head of Family --. 38 -0.44 --0.61
65+ Persons in

Tract - - -0.78 -0 - -40

Persons Below

Poverty Level j 0-66 . --- 0.48 V - - - - -
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